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INTERCOM 5
This issue was put together by the London Intercom group. Participation in Intercom is automatic for material

conforming to the ten-point code printed below. Other material at the editorial group’s discretion.

1 Opposition to the class society which exists in every country in the world.
2 Commitment to the communist objective — abolition of nation states and the money/market/wages system, and its

replacement by the common ownership and democratic control of the world ’s resources.
3 Rejection of ‘nationalisation’as any kind of solution to working class problems.
4 Support and encouragement for independent working class struggle outside the control of the trade unions (including

shop-stewards and ‘rank-and-file’ movements, and all political parties.
5 Opposition to all capitalist and nationalist parties, including the Labour Party and other organisations of the capitalist

left. Opposition to all joint work with these organisations, includingparticipation in front organisations such as the CND.
6 For the active participation of the whole working class in its own emancipation through social revolution which

overthrows all governments, bosses and leaders.
Rejection of all forms of nationalism -— for the in temationalisa tion of working class struggle.
Active opposition to racism and sexism.
Opposition to religion and all other ideological mystifications.

10 Support for principled co-operation among revolutionaries, and opposition to sectarianism.
§DQO\1
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Gays and the Left (AF, Stoke)
Crisis, wot Crisis? (Lia, London)
Account of the January Intercom conference (1) - (MB, Manchester)

” (2) - (L, London)
9 The Future of Intercom (REssex, London)
ll The Organisation of Intercom (Hilary, Wildcat) V
13 Peace in the ’80s : two discussion documents by Red & Black Action, San Diego. Intro and afterword by Black Star
17 Text on Nuclear Disarmament Movements, from Glasgow
20 Critique of Laurens Otter (M. Shipway, Manchester)
24 The Progression of the Movement (A Communist Effort)
31 Correspondence (WildcatlCommunist Bulletin Group)

“Where Does Wildcat stand on the Question of Organisation?” (Le Frondeur to Wildcat)
37 Concrete Cow -— Black Star leaflet & Intro.’
38 Report of the January Intercom conference (3) —- (Glasgow)
40 Report from Italy
41 Letter from Liverpool
42 Recent publications received
45 What Distinguishes Wildcat? (Statement of th basic principles)
47 What Distinguishes Wildcat? (Workers Playtime)

Leaflets : Test Your Socialist Principles (Careless Talk)
The Fist of Fury (London Autonomists)
Extracts from Practical Anarchy Feb/March
The Miners Fight is our Fight (Wildcat & Communist Bulletin Group)

INTERCOM 6 Deadline and production have not yet been finalised. In the mean time, all correspondence and material for
the next Intercom should be sent to : Wildcat, c/o Autonomy Centre, 8-10 Gt. Ancoats St., Manchester 4

APRIL CONFERENCE 1984 The next Intercom conference will be held\at Keele and hosted by the Careless Talk group.
Dates are 27th.,28th and 29th April (Fri — Sun). Details and registration slips from : ‘Careless Talk’,
14 Elliot Street, Newcastle-Under-Lyme, North Staffs.

The ‘Intercom’ bulletin and meetings were the outcome of a conference in Manchester in September 1982,
which in tum followed the production of a pilot issue of a discussion bulletin called the ‘New Left Review’ by the
WILDCAT group in Manchester.

The bulletin is intended to promote an exchange of information on the activities of various groups and individ-
uals who together form a minority communist tendency distinct from what is generally called the ‘Left Wing’ and
who sometimes describe themselves as: anarchist-, libertarian-, council- and left- communists. It is hoped that
this information will provide the basis for regular discussion and debate amongst ourpolitical tendency, leading
to greater understanding of important issues and increased co-operation in practical work.
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 operession is achieved when the any person q,s adopt d en. interntlised straight peoples‘
definition of what is good and bad.." _
, So began the section on self-oppression contained in the london Gay liberation Front
manifesto. For many it summed up all that was new and important in gay liberation - the
realisation that inasmuch as we are agents of our own oppression, so we have the power
to overcome it. with this in mind the Gay liberation Front and gay left were born. Its I
formation was an optimistic response to its pessimistic analysis of the position and"  I
importance of homosexuality on the extreme and revolutionary left. Until its formation,
it had been a feature of gay liberationists to support other causes as open homosexuals
in the hope of gaining support in return. The result of this policy of "I'll scratch
your back if you scratch mine" tended to leave gay backs obstinately itching. By the
mid-'70s the spirit and enthusiasm of gay pride had evapourated leaving behind the self-
oppressive assumption that our participation would only discredit a lserious' cause.
With this in mind, it is clear that while optimistic in theory, the foundation of the
GLF was in itself a recognition of the defeat of the gay liberationist movement, and an
attempt to rally its more radical eliments to stem this tide and to realistically assess
what had gone wrong. This assessment led to a challenging conclusion and took the
following form:  F,

The ‘sexual revolution‘ of the late 60s had given rise to the belief that capital-
ist society could really be shocked into total acceptance of homosexual equality, but

I

l

the worsening economic axi3ix_crisis of the early 70s and its social repercussions had
proved this to be a false hope r.,. , - r  A T

Those with the energy left to commit themselves saw social liberation as the road
t t 1 E l'b st' d .h l d th ' - ' t wa d ' li a d the rev-o sexua (gly) 1 era ion, an c anne e eir energies o r s socia sm n t  _
olutionary or 'hardF left and in particular the far left parties. rThis too proved at _,
futile exercise; The case of the International Socialists (S.h.P.) Gay Group between i} C
1 ' ‘d d l b h d b th ' ' mrad s‘ in res -972-75 provi es a goo iexamp e as gay mem ers were s unne y eir co ~ e . A p_
onse to the Central Committee's instructions and were themselves instructed to cease
WOTk'Wlth the GlE‘on the grounds th t they were placing their sexuality above the inter-
ests of the " . politic l organisation oi which they are nominal members "

The position of gays was unlike th t of any other minority The issues of black
and womens liberation was being taken seriously and support for them lUt€PpT9tFd as
necessary to break down intra-cl ss divisions, ihile homosexuality, if not being seen
as a bourgois deviation cTlSlflg from the social idiosyncrasies of capitalism was a matter
of self-indulgent lifestylism that flV6PtCQ from the revolutionary struggle. In line
with this interpretation was c hostility to ~"y p¢Tt1Clp&t10n in political action - far
from representing the opinion of in oppr*sseo group, they discredited political action
by trivialising its importance i.e. using serious political issues as an opportunity
to flaunt their indulgent character

The increasing importance of black and womens issues on the far left provided ano-
th"r e*ample of the contempt for gay liberation There was no sudeen realisation that
women and blacks were oportsscd, they always hcd been nut once they began organising
for themselvis they presented " challenge to the recruitment plans of the parties This
alternative focal point for mlllt3ntS h d to be recuperat~d by the parties, and their
cynical adoption of black anc womens issues wa— a calculated attempt to destroy the
challenge nd boost their own membership Despite the growth of the g y movement
(parallel to and niining inspiration from th womens movement) the parties still did
not want to soil their hands with serualist politics What liberal ttitudes of toler-
ence and sympathy for the sexually ‘deviant’ that die exist succeedrd only in crushing
the spirit of gay socialists ~nd 1HCPC¢S1ng their isolation from eachother and the
revolutionary movement

The frith of gay militants in socialism we unooubteoly shaken The success of
social revolution could in no way be seen as a guarantee or gay liberation, if the
attitude of straight ‘comrades’ was anything to go by, but since capitalism could never
offer an alternative, socialism came to be seen less as a salv tion than a prerequisit

f l b t Thr th "IE w t it elf as a kind of’ r ssure group‘ to keepor i era ion ts e 1 _ as o see s p e
homosexuality on the revolutioary aaenei It was also to provide the only real altern-
ative for revolutionary gays to the patronage and cynisism of the left milieu s
premise its defi nt The emergence of the g y movement independent of tle ‘socialist
organisations (where many gay revolutionaries vere as frightend of'coming out'es they
might be at work) Wes of great importance because it wuold break down the guilt and fear
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. > V -_§ _ . _ - .- . .- 7that results from isolation and enable asy. to confidently and firmly reject the sympa-
thy offered by ‘comrades’ and demand solidarity with the struggle against gay oppression.

fiy the early 80s, in line with the general down turn in class confidence and A _
.militancy, the last real remnance of the gay left effectively died. The GI5‘had played
an important role in making homosexuality an issue revolutionaries could not ignore,
but despite recent efforts to revitalise regional socialist gay organisations, nothing

has arisen to take its place as the focal point of gay revolutionary activism. Its loss
is now being felt. is the crisis of capitalism deepens so the revolutionary movement
concentrates more and more on the factories and workplaces. at a time when reaction 
against gays is growing, they once again find themselves becoming a peripheral issue

,1argely irrelevant to hhe struggle.p Without the focus of the GLF, and the gay left
the movement has retreated through fear and isolation into its conservative introspec-
tive ghetto. u '  _,_ . ‘ ~¥ _ _

I do not believe that the social revolution guarantees my liberation, or even makes
it that much more likely.i There will_of course be an explosion of social attitudes
during its course, but this shake up need not necessarily include an understanding or
acceptance of gay liberation.’ I do however believe that socialism offers the only.
real hope for my liberation, but I do not believe I should suspend my struggle until,“
capitalism is overthrown. y _ - "" r _ y ,1

 Traditionally,"the anarchist/libertarian movements have been more responsive to
minority issues then the far left has been, but now in line with the far left, the v
current trend is to concentrate on the workplace and economic issues. There is also
a tendency to see those who do not follow this trend as engaging in diversory-or single
issue campaigns that are peripheral or irrelevant to the main struggle. Thus not only"
are gays once again being dropped by the revolutionary movement, but should any autono
mous regrouping of gay revolutionaries take place, it is likely to be greeted with the
same disdain and negativity that is currently reserved for groups like the Animal
Liberation Front. Have all the gains of the GLF been lost? twill gays at some stage
in the future have to fight from scratch all over again for recognition independent ofs
comradely tolerente and sympathy? 'If you let it, yes! Gays on the left are no longer= 
streng enough to keep reminding you that we exist.  

_, However much the crisis worsens, the revolutionary movement must not lose sight
of the importance of sexual politics in the course of its support of workers resistance
against capitalism. People do more then just work in factories and go on strike!
Some workers are gay too! If we are ever to see a social revolution then we must as a '
movement be prepared to argue openly, to write about and to talk about issues such as
homosexuality and gay liberation. They are neither peripheral or irrelevant, and a
“recognition of their validity is vital if we are going to combat the prejudices that ~
have so far successfully-prevented the essential unity of the working class. ' *~-“‘

-\ ‘ - . .- »
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Wolverine _7_ Gay voices of Hostility; ’ March 1984 G if W
includes : '  :i b  _
Gays and the Labour Party, Sociallyworkers, Police, Gays g& Working Class.
Generally a Come Out Fi'ghting*Ap’proach. e . ~  
20p from Box 17, C1 ,'Metropolit,an Wharf, Wapping Wall, London El.
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'I'owards*A Gay'Comrnunism — Mario Meili. Pirate Productions
I |.-- I‘ . .

40p plus 17p postage. Unpopular Books, C1 Metropolitan. Wharf, Wapping Walla
London El. ; at = '
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h Uapitalisn has snterex a new epoch o ,crisis, characterised iron the viewpoint
Oi theuuacro-sconenic data as a substantial St&@fi&iiOU, while on the plainpoi social

"- ' ' * '" V. ' _,.,.:‘., ..' _ __,_‘ ' _ _ _' _‘ T, , 3', _ '."’_' ,_...,... 5; .. " .-‘ -1' '.-. ' - ... _- -'9--,-Jr "'r;3'_-I"OT§&fllS&tlOfi_lHt€n$@‘;js£aflChlOfldllig is aaqilest. ulteu this blt»@tl0n’_§@iewMcOu&ddPb
f””are at the point of celebratin- the f neral OTutiOhS'Ql a dginé-capitalisn.Eor then;..

£4the cris is is the proof that capital itself is the limit, a barrier ts its can devel-
opaent, but these catastrphist visions have their own linits in their under-gelding of
those intense processes offtransiormation which characterise this phase of@3eneral
stapnation; Piocosses which could lead to a fresh renewal of the dynamics of the
development, accumulation, and valorization of capital. .  ._- _ -

ifoday we are facing a powerful restr-
ucturation or the technical and social div-
ision_cf labour, that is to say of all the
social and productive areas oi the capit-
alist system. from the strictly productive
viewpoint there is a reorganisation of big
productive units which get dismantled and
informs-computerised, and this especially
in the bigaimperealist metropoles. Conse;
uuently there is,a diffusion of snall and
medium sized companies, on the one handpp,
there is a destruction of living labour by
the robotised line, and on the other the
expansion of the underground economy o£i 1

“Isuperexploitation. The result is the ce-
. \ - _ _composition and stratification of the pro-

letariat and its organisational weakening,
all with the purpose of reiwposing the»
political and social control of capital over
the productive and reproductive process.*
On the capitalist side this tendencv is *

0'called the new industrial revolution, uh
where "revolution" means the computer-
isation of social life, the application of,
new technology within the relaticns of
production and at the same time the crpul-,5
sion from the labour process of massive -it
amounts of labour power.*'*

In any case it's clear that the tend-
ency of capital in this particular phase
is the attenptto reconstruct that which in
economics is called the Uhhillips Curve", ~
that is; when unemployment rises , wages
fall and the Quota of_profit goes up.

J .Following what the new economists of the 1
Jeaganian school suggest, the logic-istthat
a certain level“of unemployment is nec-‘
essary and that only_by nanoeuveringlit can
the stability of prices be obtained and *
competitiveness within the international7
economic system be recovered. This demon-
strates how vain and illusory are the
discourses about'full employment frcn all
The Left. To fight today for the right to
work means to develop mechanisms of sel-
ection and division within the class,
mechanisms of the counterposition of waged
and unwaged. This Labourist and productiv-
ist ideolpgy plays the same game as capital
,especially now.

what we are facing is a return to tho‘
primary capitalist values; restoration of
the principle of competitiveness, of hier-
archy, of the self-made man, For the re-

. _-.,

affirmation of individualism , in other‘
words, for capital-it matters to redefine
5 the mode, the cycle,"and the relations
of production, paying attention at thee’
same time to redefining human beings*and,
their approach to reality. On the level ‘
of social relations the reactionary attacl
qualifies itself through the ideo1ogical_
bonbardment in favour of the return to
traditional values, in England-"Victor-at
ian Values", in America the culture ¢r~ _
the "Frontier", to be precise, the cult-A
ure of the ressurection of the market.
The new nan that the technological revo-
lutionlwill produce is one who will fight
and conpete with others to ensure for
himself the dignity of a s job. Han sub-;
sumed by the mp computer: what dignity?
All this is crowned by the principle of
faith imposed in the most vulgar and stu-
pid manner: faith in the future, in man,
in providence, and.....in the big economic
recovery. . ~1 t "L

The impression is that from the end
of the seventies we are witnessingathe
definitive failure of Keynesian eccnomic
policies based on public intervention,
indeedhan_attach on public spending is
clearly visible in the new trends ina“
econonic policy suggested by Reagan. So d
in the,name,of "laissez fairs" and supply
side economics there will be no nore fin-
ance for welfare and social security, and
at the sane time less tax for industry_,p
with the function of increasing the inc-h
entive for investment, particularly inh”
the small company sector. In Britain, for
instance, the present govt. has intro- 0
duced a series of measures which go in
this direction, one of which is the "Gov-
ernnent.Guaranteed Loan Scheme" intro-
duced in 1980. "This project has*been the
most successful financial facility intro-

-:- _

duced'by the govt., £400m has been lent to
more than 12,000 companies through the
agency of,sone~50 banks.-The govt. prov-.
ides the banks dealing with the scheme _
with a guarantee of over sax so, of the ,
loans provided -up to £75,000- and charges
a 31 3, premium for so doing.With this v
guarantee the 50§banks administering the”
scheme have managed ts lend the hulk—l
£400s- of the £600n which is earmarked as
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the B0heE@'$ bufifiet until next June-#(Bank“ the central element was the recognition i
ing world, Jan. '94)- Evidently thiS i3 @= that wages and profits could increase at
sign of the success that the~teachings€of _the Samg time as productivity and product
Reafian and °f.th@ IHF Q19 h@Vin8“Qfi the  grew, here is the hnot of the contradictimn
That¢h9r 3QVt;'» ifl Am9Pi°@ the dismantling ion that even Keynes could not resolve:
of Pub1£Q Spendinfi T@6ardih€‘5°°ia1 Security the contradiction between labour and cap-

~has Caused Qutfi ifi W@lf3r@ t Healtha EQHC" M, ital. Thus power is divided betweeh conn-
ration» H°u$ihG»,1@3Vin€ 15$-uR@mP10Y@@ as ,, - and and resistance, and social relations
at the time Of the Great D@PT@S$i034 _, r v»;are organised/brohen by worn and the str-

"ihafattafik On Public 3Pen@in$ demofl“ . ,~ uggle against worh,,and-production is not
. , .Btratefi it?9liltcWbe,afi~st¢@Ck on all th?_r I purely a neutral dynamic "economy", but

f°Tm$ Of 5@b5i@¥ £0? °°n5u%Pii0fl»£th@T@ i$“_ the site oi‘continuous conflict~between

O

sea evident d9$iT@ by Cflpififiliio fihift th@ ._ two hostile powers. In fact once we see
'>CQ@pOSit0H of demand from consumption to  p, ,capita1iSt~S0ci¢ty not any mars as gkm a
~ifiV¢$tmeflt9”*hi3'i3 b9°auS9,i$€i5*n°“ Clear. Place where capitalist interests have

1
-'

0-"'
that the Crisis in Whibh ¢5PiT@l finds H indisputable connand,but-as the terrain
'i£S@lf»i@ the Prvdfidt of the excessive . of conbatt the clash between work and its-. - ;. -" 1». , -~& .-.-- .

:-expansion of S°5ia1fd°m@fld-by-the Proleter-. ,_refusal; once it is recognised that, as
;pi%tva&.demand‘th&? ¢3Pi§al;9a§n°t °°ntT°1 ,__ struggle, one organises those same resou-

.' _o-.v-any~mors» *- t”“ I , , » , ¢~ "s rces that are the substance of the dev-
J‘ .E0r this reason On? speaks Of the ¢riSi$_ -elopment of capital and that proletarian

msf the Keynesian system, which translated .gneeds have an autonomy from the command .
means: the breekins Qf the Rect-of social pover#wsrh,’théfpr0blen~imnediately bec-

,pr0du¢tivitr caused by the increesins -iomes one at the destructuraticn,~disart-
ability of;thc wcrkers to refuse to collab-_ y iculation and destruction of the capital-

Jorate, by transfering rbsourses from capital __ist relation,‘ ”" s; -ii‘ ,,f
nvw J

_ F,|pIQ.th¢m§91Ve$ th¢¥iiUP§dé_th@;POS3ib%litY s; The conclusions_that can be drawn are:
for capital to invest in the productive and ,,. .,+ .1 ,. i 4 é  a ; ¢rr;;: by
reproductive spheres. The requirement for ' a) The Valorlzatlon and a°°umul@t1°n °f
capital-is.nothih@-other than the need to Zgpiaaliis by now strictly connected with

' . H _ - _’ _ ,-. Li C‘ _ 12")’-' . _. _I|||n,reinpose control over_worhing class demand ._“ rat ¥P°?“rat1°~ of ?he lab°ur'Pr°°_
and over_prbductivity, and donlt try to tell Estes b°t“ 1? the t@rraln.9f,°°mputer"*
us that the»crisis’iS Purely economic 1 s°1en°e'afiQ lfifbrfiflti0H te°hRQ1°8W\

_Bollochs to Labourites and to whoever else b) The garxist hypothesis is still true

ah.-

"wants to believe it!_This crisis is one of miaccordifig to whiah the processes of Org;
Pure Qepitelist incapacity to run and cont- anisational transformation imply an inc-
flin the Q1533 StTuG€1e Within th9§°°nfin93 reasingly real subordination.of labour to
Of itS Q9V@10Pm@flt; pt 1,, - capital, with a continuous expropriation

Th9Ief0I@» in §PFT°@°hifl€ th¢ rr0bl6fi of workers and the periodic croaticn”oft A
Oil ..’v1}@»»¢I'-i-sis in‘ of tlgie clcss,it'-s vast i11dustrialiir“eserve,,armies which*'l" 0
clear that capital is continually forced preggurige th@’émp1¢3§d work force‘, > _
into the pesition as defence against the rm, ““_; --h” _ Q ‘,;§h_ ,. 1:» %~**
irreducible contradiction represented by; C) tn? trcreaglng °°mPl¢¥¥tY Qf tPeYSJ$t""
class antagonism, that is the antagonism oi‘ em_t§ ?vld9n$’ a'c°mp1?¥lty th3t.lS'Pe°'
proletarian needs against capitalist dev- Iutrar t9,°aP§ta1’ bat "hi?h unfortunately
elopaent. So it was in the thirties when. ‘°%nn9§,a9d will not contaln the thousands

.‘ , ~ 7' "'.' -‘ __ (:1 _r§.I_ __ _the growth oflworaers power obliged capital 0% Ealltples °f_tne_ClaSS ”§rub5le’ The
to accept the Conditions imposed by the class t??? °f thQJ°%pltallst State alwais run?‘
strugglei that is , pernanently.increasing .befilnd Fggtiql the class! The h°“r1Y unltf
real wages, full employment and unemployment $¢7$@a$ur@w@e* has ?§tered intQ crisis:
benefits. At that time the profiles for cap- "8 “ave Plsefiv of t;se;;.--.-.-.. -- .,
ital was that realwages and other forms of - . ~ _
income for consumption did not iall suffic- ' ‘ A Lia
iently to restore profits, thus rendering
inveStment impossible: The Keynesian sol-
ution, or the "demand oriented" solution,
demonstrated itself to be a boomerang for o‘
capital because the increasing strength of

-I

the workers obliged the govt. not only to
support incomes with new social programs,- =
but also to support wage demands: therefore
it was true that demand was increasing_but .
demand itself was the origin of the_crisis¢n

I
D

for capital! In the heynesian vision the u
eastaeeQeeeasetssaseabsescaassatasaetbaaas1

. -- 
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(31'*';_-.'51.3 :—_“q Y or DISCUSSIONS AT THE ‘INTERCOM? conenunucn 28/29th JAN 1984
ATURDAY session »  

1. The first issue that required resolving, especially in view of the
attendance at the conference of LO and DB from ‘Anarchist Arguments‘
publishers of a recently produced pacifist pamphlet arguing the case
for entrism into CED, was the amendment to point 5 in ‘Intercoms’
minimum poliyical basis. I I

This amendment, which read;

" Opposition to all capitalist and nationalist parties, including the
Labour Party and other organisations of the capitalist left. Opposition
to all joint work with these organisations, including participation
in front organisations such as CND.“ , ‘

was put forward by the ‘Wildcat’ group and included as a recomendation
in their reply to Tampa Workers Affinity Group (see Intercom 4}

After some discussion involving much criticism of CND. pacifism, the
concept of unilateralism and entryism.all_of those present with the
exception of LO and DB approved the amendment, upon which LO and DB
left the conference. t

2. The groups present reported on their recent activities summarising
reports already included in ‘Intercom’ 4, bringing them up to date and
adding their feelings about problems facing them now and in the near
future. .  

Comrades from London apologised for the late production of ‘Intercom’ 4
and explained some of their dificulties. In particular there was a  
problem in that the few individuals involved in ‘Intercom’ were not in
one group but came from a variety of social/political groups. Only 4
out of the five regular participants in ‘Workers Playtime'_were committed
to Intercom, so it was not possible for that group to take"collective'
responcibillity for 'Intercom' as had been suggested. Various criticisms
were made of the London comrades lack of organisation, particulafly*by**
members of 'wildcat'. It was agreed that London comrades needed to give W
this matter further sericus consideration."““i* @7” '5~i,5 °”f’f"“” “*f“

~ L_%fi .m.@* cesati fi§?¢u@_u "‘"1-vr$* P %i'55 a*#‘”* ~*“*%"‘*3. There was a discussion on whether revolutionaries individually_and/qr,
ccllectivelyshave‘any"role to play in proposing”concrete goals whiQh_‘ h_
could help develop the class struggle. (see discussion paper“from'H “ "

-. . , _ _ ‘__ I ‘L‘InS@¢umite Seciale»$n.Jintereom' 4m i,.- i-‘V w -= » = ' ~ ..--a.’
Fveryone seemed to-reject*the idea of a ‘programme of demands’ presented
to the class as a whole by the revolutionary group/party, in the form
of a minimum reform programme or transitional demands on the trotskyist
model. We also agreed that it was ridiculous to enter the marketplaceeof-
political pa ty competition each trying to outdo the other with the most
militant demand, viz. ‘for a 120 rise'_instead of the union demand forha;
&1O rise etc. After some further discussion a degree of agreement seemedg ‘
to-emmergelohitheiheed es. revolutionaries to put forward ideas and
goals for developing,’emtending and uniting struggles in practice and
not just theory. For instance suggesting joint action by groups of WOrk€rS
facing similar problems, arguing for direct deputations of workers on
strike to other workplaces, independent_strike;committees@etc. In general
it was felt that the workers involved ina particular struggle would make
up their own demands in ihfiwcimoumstanees revamlingiat the time,:and:~*“fi
that there was little tham revolutionaries.coul@<u§@fullY contribute §§;:
revolutionaries. Some comrades however, thought that where §§voluti0n»~.,-M-aw»-@»—-+e~+e;; _':,;m@ ¢a¢-;;... ~ m = - . .
arieS had a real influence they might put forward certain @@m&HdS~&lm@dc,
""""'*""""'rr;'.~'*—-_:"‘."":?“"=-' ' ’ " = - T; ... I it iat unifying a strdggie {perhaps posing "s ijob losses from closure of, p

i }_l_ J !cLc' againstithe‘Leftist"Isavo~the”GLC‘).“Others'oonSid?T€d'fha§ efiY"g"D

demands eas such,=which=were put forward*could only act to_£i§ th€‘9tTu€€1
at a Pa3Ti@ular;FOi@iaw??:.;~¢¢¢t"w dirt. ii"@m+»s ~+'*;‘ L ~‘ =‘"
The matter was left unresolved. 1a: we; » I

. |. ~
. 3 ' ' |-_
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V " L‘ -‘-4 6 Q 0 0 Q4. gnotper discussiontook place on whgther vlntercom, had Q 1 t 1
ln eve o in. ' M - - “ “ L To 9 0 1P g a national organisation of revolutionaries. p Cy
‘Wildcat’ fienbgrs .i-e ~ 1 generally argued that it had 1 .- Q e ~ r end that further more itshould assist in ‘cent ' '* - A ralising' our pfiliticql d

_ Iv _ ‘U" “ “ evelopment and activitThere was some dGb"tg 0
-'-- ' ‘ r_;,-_,]_ CT: ' -( ,

It was ooirted outmthat th; thb usualfllnfis of icentrallgmt V 'fed€ralismi. - .. .. process o working Clogs t M I °
centralising ong as the H “ J W S rudsle was a» a host recent expo '. - — ,
clearly. Why did we think revolution:r§Lrl€nC€ O£'POiand showed qulte
differonti It was .1. ‘I “ Organlsa 1°“ should be any-~ . . a so stressed that it Q - - h x . _
3q2£Pcs§S and not its technical form _whidfi fiollilcul centrallsatlon as »
level of class str H- "’ Ou Q V@rY'@@@0rdina to the ." Heals. number of revolution“ ' ' Q» ries and thei " t ' -etc., that mattered ie ' Q '” r Q13 rlbutlon~ L - '. collective res ' ' ' - - - ' '_._ - poncibillittv c0119 t
COmMltfi@Dt to flevglo ' - - . "9 C lve~ P Our politics, not sl“fll" 1. -" ~ 4 er J ettlnfl everyone go theiriown way.

It was also ar -L - Qusd that national Ormaniseti- . I ‘ W ~ it c- ld onlr bl bfunctlonlng 1 'q » e _ r on Cou ~ 3 L ased on strong
‘ KID OCQI1 ‘“‘“ l’lO OIl€:' ‘I--.]'f”s fqv \ - . 8 .

and international organisations by proclamitigh Oihirhatlnfdnitlonal ‘W
"- - '~~ 9 O wou e mere empte Yshells.

However, even if n ph+ifin3l - .W -we - » or a e 1' Q1 . a
'Intercom'. there would still g llsatlon tld bigntually emmergé thrgugh_ _- ‘ Q HOS cer din . . _- “‘W“***“
political groupg w+hin the Sage .mili€u. “Q1 lg pf several different

_ . , . 4 -- J. vi . L _;, I <_...l'l('. S l a -f _| ¢ .discussion bulletin such as ’Intercom' or Q Jolnt
T‘!+r ‘I 7'-'1‘ . .0nB.nanchester;

'\
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Communist Bulletin No. 6 -V March 1984

- includes: Central Scotland, Henry Robb, Scott Lithgow, GCHQ, I
Warrington, Nalgo, Riots against IMF austerity, No to both. blocs, East 8:
West (by Tampa Workers Affinity GrouP)> On Class Consciousness. ICC/CWO -
debate, Middle East. V
50* inc. ostage. (subs £2. 00 -4 issues) Box 85, $3 Candlemakers Row,P P . y

Edinburgh. ~
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Workers .Play_timle N... 7 - March/April1984

- includes : GCHQ, Miners, Talbot, Central America.
'  IT‘ VVhar£'20p pliisg large ‘sae (subs £2. 00 — 6 1ssues).Box WP, Cl Metropo 1..an y ,

W  Wapping Wall, London E1.

4 1 J; \'»\‘r -; J» \._.v \4' pp: ll 1. \ |..>\<\|.o l,\| J sbsl '5' 0
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4
Ford Workers Bulletin No.4. March 1984.  

t d for international solidarity and understanding in the struggle p‘Ne szui .
against Ford. We're _for democratic unions in which the rank and file have
the. power - not the bureaucrats in their comfortable offices. That’s the only
way we'll rebuild the trade unions.‘ And we're against racism and discrimin-
ation against women -iandall, other measures that divide us as workers.,", ,_
94pp of accounts of the restructuring at (Fords and the militant response.
Not sure of the price -‘_available_ from Ford Workers Group, Room 2,65,
27 Clerkenwell Close, London ECl. I
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__I_1_\I'I_l§R__COMiCONF I NUTES - Sun 2*“ Jan 1984_ _ i ERENCE MI . .

The Sunday afternoon session of conference of the conference dealt
withsthe two remaining items on the agenda -.----~ , »

»1) The f;"p.ossibilities of publishing-zcold texts and other publishing
. projects. » i - s 1- ' L s  

‘ Thecontinuation of the vexed question of the ;"~r;j;'r-.':.1.f sationr: zof
>~<Int1ercom..a _  

‘ ' . 1 I I’ '

There was a proposal by the Wildcat comrades to reprint a text from
"Solidarity" (the newspaper of the Antiparliamentary Communist Federation) which
dealt with the iole of unions and shop stewards during the 2nd. World War in a
Glasgow ‘Royal Ordinance factory. The text, which contains an extreme1y.good crit-
iquexiof ‘the’ role played by this unions during the strike (when indeed,_i,strikes were
o'lutl'awed by.Q_'_r_de'r' il_._3_Q_§ ), would appear; asa pamphlet with a critical introductiond I I
which would concentrate on.the illusions that the comrades of the APCF had about

‘ "I at 1 .-I " | _ 1 \. ‘

the posésiibiylitpies of recupe_r.ating the p_Stewards_ movement. There was a further
T proposal_ from Fabian( London) that texts written by ' .-.; L Berneri regarding _

- the Italian CP and unioncssrlolleiin the 1943 strike wave in Italy should also be cons-
'-- - ‘- . ._

idered for republication. Thecomradesgenerally were extremely sympathetic to rd
this pr_,oposal,d.but the generali feeling was that the project would become too long ,_
and the .&Vork]_in,v,olved become toodemanding for the resources available.

Tilieldiscussilonu went ion to talk about the possibility of a pamphlet on war
whichjwould clge_Velop_,anintegrtal appreciation of the bourgeoisie's war plans, focus-=

' L

ing specifically on ‘NATO and American military strategy.A section onCl‘ID was
envi.sage,d_.__ It __wa,s _gen_era1ly._d_ecided_to[look into these possibilities but no definite
provisions..i,.W;ere__tm_adefor this pamphlet. g_R.egarding.the APCF pamphlet, close by ' -
contact thougt to be a necessity and M_B(ld\/lanchesterd) urged “a1l,_
the colmrades. 1:5, '*'pr¢a'* Manchester vvho_'.af're co—ordina'tingi_the production ,of_[this' '_

Facisimileisgp ofdthe text areto be sent to all the groups. _ _d I _ it _' J
Thie“lOrgian.‘yeation.of Intercorri  d __ I      " pi L

~ ~ .._ .| _ . g _ I

The London Comrades were asked if the-y could see ‘the possibility; of creat-, .~
ing an inte,:r.co-rn groups which would merge -withgthe other groups and create Ia“. ‘ _.
national inetwork. The London comrades pr-o*posed- that they would “(as individuals-)
participate to produce to the n€XlZF§lS;Su€ of ,inter_com. H(I\/lanchesteri) intervened toiff,
S8.y*'-lZl'18.lZ»'"th.lSf'"W&S_, the sam;e'_-sit:uation;;that~h_ad -pre.*vailed until :n'ow,, that it was not  
a move forward but backward, that what was being proposed was an individual ._

' , committment .tofi".‘Iintercom-~ worl<qf.When,what? *-_"'F',"='t"‘*' -‘J-Y?‘-".fng ,"<:»r was the move
towards group participation and the crea-tion ofa national group, y_ I ,

R-. (M,'che_ster:) replied to the -abov;e<-~b_y,-saying, that what the London -comrades  
were proposing was a realistic assessment of where they all stood atjthis point in
§tirne, that this for the moment was all was all the Sindividuals could offer.

A(Manchester) intervened to make political distinctions regarding individual I
and group comrnittrrieri“t*.Y I-tle‘ ernphasisedl the point‘ that INTERCOM could not continue
on its"present.basis-andthat what ‘happenedto S‘o.lida_gity" for Social Re._vo1ution_~ would
happen*y0=INTERCOM. r  > I  is  

A(St-oke) intervened tosay that surely “gr-oups became “morevpoliticised through<vi~
cxrier. participation in joint projects.

MS(Manchester) made the point that none of the groups in London would commit
themselves to Intercom and in this case an individual commitment was useless and in
in fact the groups and the individuals were not realising what Intercom was created
for.

A(Manche ster) attached himself to t his Que stion oi some individuals being for
T-*-the-,~=iproject and others not by saying that the individuals should fight politicallyin their
group for their p8.1‘12iC2lp8.flOI§lin'l1'1te1‘COI'1”1. - ~  I I V

\ -
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MB(Man_chester) said "There's a possibility that perhaps two groups in the London
areaprorpin;dividual's*"f.rom those grou~ps"could participate . For example , there's the
LWG'_._;What is their position?" ' r - “

., |.

The LWG isnot really agro at the moment but a forum of discussion but
sibilityof solidifying the LWG. The creation of an Intercom group could

,.be__a1i;=_iimidp_et.us to this.  -
intervened to ask to broaden the discussion away from Lon-don's

pr-oblems and he asked the Giascow group (Practical Anarchy) for their political posi-
> . ,

tion onthe In’te‘rcom-project.  _
K(P-r'actical.Anarch';z). 1':',W-e've had even less discussion than the London group. I'm
prepari-ng*da report Of;"C-hl-S confercence and on that basis we'll have a discussion and I
gauge tlief=r_e'action.to the proposals. "  I y
A(Wi1dcat)‘ ‘(We discussed the 3_;>re~oosals for the future of intercom in-trhe last Wildcat
"meeting a<nd'".we feel that the project could fill a valuable role. Intercom could act as i

I

r-L
~:-1 liason between groups. We see 1" as a joint effort between groups, but more part-
icularly as the beginning of a national grouping. What is needed is definite channels
of communication between issues of Intercom. We very much want to see an increase"?
in the po.lit.ical committment of the groups involved. Inthe next issue it's vtal that we
-9-ée E‘-ll-I if-11€%‘¢;~,,(.g11,‘c.ups writing to say exactly where their politicsare at. "
MS(Wiidcat) 'i'.T.‘rm committed to groups of revolutionaries discussing with each other
to find out our differences. " I
MB i(W‘ildcat)indterdyened to say that what the London comrades have said and where they
standsfsiréiflie-actsdbl what was real-. It wouldn't be a problem if the groups already committed
tojnintercom constituted som' ’:hin_g__,_real and tangible.as,Bec_ausertheGlascow group and
Milton Keynes Stair Collective) are not-If‘yietT'l*comm;i'tted and given the provisiorial
commitmzent of Londonthe problems arise. =confe‘r*ence?'isliimpingsilsrrg to the p,
next. i'Bh>is((i"si-sitiiii>t"‘i‘i'=liisituation that can go on indefinately. ‘As - it stood th_eiMpaniche ster ‘
comrade s. would have-(to go be-.c;~k to the group and diiscu'ss5thié‘t-"Introrcom__ proje ct in the
light oi thist=-’c‘oni‘e*rience. The reality is that there is 's "'"entially'no commitment. Wild-
cat's commitment hinged,)-yon a commitment to as nati_ona*l5-iapr"-oject. Personally, he felt, I-:%
that if ther;e'Yw-as definite commitment from Glascow and London, Intercom could

On. . ' "_ " - .“ __ - v.-- | - --4.1. """."' I "- '- I‘ “-7- DI I E " I E

, _ |. , . _ .. ___. ‘ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ ,.

inte'i'v'e)n'-eldiiitro “slay liketo )<__:a._1_',-ray 0n;é-ven. ._
in theiold )fo1~mat‘f~" ‘ = is  . L
S(Carel-e_ss__T.1a;.‘elk)i intervened -to  say how dis‘app_ointing. my->_.1a<;1;’,<5£ cornmitpmenpt was and o
that**it1;:wo;uld"be (abasd-imove‘ if no commi‘timent_“was made carryon_ the projggect. ; ~.
15§(Wildcat) contra-stedthe dichotomy be*tw'ee"n‘iithe centrali-sagion n,-eeded .ri‘_()_‘i_;i_..'.

-0- __ Ifor iw'ork%ei*s'a*-to tiiarisicend nat'io.nal fr 6‘nu<';r s at§-¢i<>rir¢1-en¢s,,,,.._,
espssera and thieiis’)rie'ality oi the inability to gs*¢d.-3;, n;3.ti,Ol1@,rl;"CO-0.1?-dii.
nation. 'Itshowed iipsthe shocki;ngi’state of ,mig._-dht..be.,ber,s.t toe. f .,<.¢._
recogn-ise this staite'*s‘of affairs and to go _8..Way and abo_u_t._.it,.. -

. Y . _ . . -,- . -\ . . ~~ ‘ -;- . ~ '*’--r - V

MB*(W»ildcat")*sugge's'teIcl_p i:hat’t.ne ' confe1~enc.e__g;,should _a't'{;ach,._.1tsel-f to th_ose»i.,groups and
in‘dividtual"si wIio‘5?we"r"iie (c‘oE.*nmitlt'ed tathe . -... _ Y~ .
A(Ca‘1-s1e"*‘sis "Tall<) "W-iiléthere be another 'co'nf.srcnce ‘)3nionths ‘?"i' ~, a

. .' - I - ' - ‘. ' - ‘ "“ . - I -\ - _. »

MS(Wild'cat) "If 113-11!?" hl"-i]te*rcom to will, n_e,ed,;n..o,t_,j11,St,;te_chni'ca1
production" but di‘(ss‘cus=s'ion in Intefrcbm. " ."_ it. i _, 1 I __ . . -or r fl 2* 23>? =
K(Practi*c-al -Anar~ch.y(‘)'*i"_intervenseldj to say ‘imp-portanst
next is_s)1ifé'ianid to see what happened'from,there'._; W. it;-.:r- ‘W
F(LondQ?fi)- 'interv'e’hecl to say that it 'wa:s)pioli_ticlailinput not technica\l~

. - , .1 0 - '.. -,- - -J .which t I I C. . . a-
__, . -- - ' _ _ ' ~ , .: ~ ~ .-“ ' . \- .'- .' -. '_

_ a . g 4 .

Theldlcohference more or less came to a stalemate regarding"thisfi”s;sue.~,QT-heC;gén;éi:a_1sI‘I
feeling was that the cupsand individuals should goiaway an.d;*iF1~‘e,,flect@ on the~li1ri»(»per"sjp:-t-
actives. ._.It was decided that anoth'er»§;*'iis'sue of Intercom be the N
zomrade s.._ with a better »polit;-;.i¢=T=1l »c.o1%#ordination and technical; pro‘d.‘uc_tionv__; that;

_ _ 1 . - _ - - - - , _ __ '_ .-
. _ P . d ___ ____ : , . _. _ , ii _‘_,‘_ _ _

. . -_ _ . - .- - ' . ~. ' ' ' " 1 '- .; ' '"I . ‘ . - -. ._|_ -- 1 1', - \ I - - - ' - ' - » , , ,_, ‘ - '
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;,shou1dzw.rite‘ on their ploliticalxperspecti-vest fot the next issue. It was-a.‘lso decided. '
that ;the._§grou'pf-in~Milt0n Keynes shouldbe written to and that-close‘ contact"\s?*houl‘d' be

- ~.H1&i,nta¥.i,ned;withihe :grouP in._.Gl'ascow*.*~'  -~ -It  ‘ A H I I I .
. ' _ _ _ ...-_ .. _

;-th:I$.§.b8;'SiS§§.a new fconfe-i*..e*nice for lnterconi was pro‘posed( to be held in Keele on
984andstthiatw Inter-c om be" brought out by the beigiinining (or April

)(D.-eadline March lr6'th).‘°with th?e"d*iir‘”elevanQt texts} A I  I .
‘I r~ 7-‘ 75 - ~ T  L(London) .

_. . ,

~J4\ I11.-luI.¢I1'-J--1.1 :1 1 1:" n v o..---_-" 1 | I nun :1 nu an re: -I-,|'|»||..., .....__ _.,.~:_...:__>, :,.:.-:>.<.;§g.._->,-',, >,-_,.. .,.=,= ._ .,._ ._ .,._.,. '- H ~ > ~% --- :}- '-, , : >, , >, ., ~ ,'~}*~' ><:,z :8: >,:>,":,=: :,<~ ~->_-:,<:,r:::
; ,' . - -_ _ . . _

_' __ _ ‘

. _ 5“ . l‘ 3- i‘ - . _" - '. __‘5'_,_‘.__ Ii-__ ‘.___ _. I‘ . ._ ‘. . p

_- _. _;__;.;_ .-.-_, _\. '._.. -- -- < -~ , --
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'I5lfeeiluithisiilnecessaryto respond to Wildcat's prognosis for "-Intercom - that if some
"pro.pe1;l;y,c'ons_tituted_ ‘;don'_t emer ge;;1IO. become .,sor'ne sort of backbone for

I - ‘>7 '-\-. . n \ 0

_ di.scontinued. rSuch a .ba_ckbone,  they hope, >would constitute
fhéba siQ¢§f0r.. $04118... sort of. "national ocrsanisatei-on"..1 I sioqmplstelv:rr~eje-¢t~1=hs thi111<‘iI1s§. 1-->:x|.= , - ._ _- . ._ < - ,

h 0 r‘s_yrr1patliri§).eH,,_)impatie-ace felt, by the comrades in"Wi1dcat
- (Ti-'$s.e.P@-iisncs ~51‘ i.1.==\.¢41<.<>f.it as .a@*.-*.5,.~.L.-'»b.-.3l,€‘:F3itlV:e.=;an'd isimediate basis for &¢tiviW- We   1\, ~,_ ~- ., -. - - .1 ._ - -. - __,__ , _ .- .. .. __

shbuld aad1~oss”oursé1ves to the question.,.is. the1;e-a-japeepd f_o_r_ Intercom. ? (Thisshould
b.s.asSYvs.re§1 bets.-§sbi.¢.¢ti.ve.ly,ass QbJe¢t.1ve1v)-. .- '\ . ‘ls y -- - .,\ . .--.- .

"l\/lywanswiepri is‘that(,the_re__,is.,_ There. are .vari»ouslgrpupsdaround the country (and = .
.' : . - ' ‘ - '. A 1) |-": \? -- - ‘_» - '- = - " - ' ' ‘

p abroad)‘f:)_a_n_x)io:u§:itol tliaitshareitpheir),.r,eje,c;tion(ofcapitalist. society. Contact
our indiiviidual _isol,atpion,and also strengthens our

abilityltd andjto understdand how it functions, howj it;
can be,o‘v'erpth;rpown"aiidgiitolddeyvelopjieouriviewpoint o}£.;¢ornmun.ism., Int;e,r,,com is a  - '
piohsle to thisJh'n:éedi.ili‘iiIt Britainuas an ‘attempt to create an. ope-n discussilll
bulletin aroundsome miznimalppoints. It can,he.l,p,to._,ope‘n up __a movement which is still
closeféd in i<1'¢=>'<5ii<>sii?<===\1eubbvhslée-S S I .  s

Airhongysit thfeiprei are':var_io_usdifferences)-Hpolitiucal,differences, differences
terms of experience, diifpfperences, pinhtehrams of emphapsdils. ,-,The s-e diffeir_.en,ce,s interact".
I would hate to see riehducedyto a "d_e;batin'g jo,urna.»l;'g,‘._'i. e~. an arena where) we

-_-.-----_ .. -.\-..-. ~ . -_.
7" -'-- E "3-I‘? 1"" 0' ' ‘_ I : 0 I In 3* O 0 2 I i‘ witn“e‘ss,thep defence of 1I'1_l_Jl")€_I:1ACh€d ideological positions 1_r_1.-$_o_me sort’.of,ffb;at,t1e,..~ of ,

ideas";  together rigid tendei,nc.ies.,under the. headliifier-.,o;£,one
__'-I ‘ _ J J‘:-I_I: ' I __ .? _ . . - .. ..-

publication. _ For those. .who)desi_re such a debate ,ait__would_bepbetter a_cco_mp;l**ishe"d  
by diffsriesilliiewieflciéselitist".'.§>(.ut.th@it omase.z.ise.$-. .   . . A

,i”p;_¢';aa¢o,of riesolvinggpolitical -differenceppsnun-d-eirlines  
differences in levels of experience. Some of us have spent several: _-y.¢e¢ar,s;, tin-the ,
revolutionary rnilieau. We have developed our ability to manipulate concepts, to
speak at meetings, to write. This advance in sophistication g:__a_r_1_n_g1_:___ be simply trans-
lated as an advance in class consciousness. Undoubtedly the growth of class con-
sciousness does involve an increase in sophistication, but we cannot let this A ;' : ire 5..
sophistica tion be substituted for it. The result of such a debate can often be the dom-
inance of more experienced comrades and the inhibition of less experienced comrades.
The inter-relation amongst more experienced comrades becomes the central activity
complemented by the passivity of the others.

This can lead to a block - i. e. the need to overcome political differences and the
need to overcome differences in experience mutually impede each other. The applica-
tion of various artificial proced-uries such as libertarians continually come up with
do not resolve this problem but institutionalise it. The point is that "a static critique
and in particular one that doesn't learn lessons from its own practice, is only a mere
characature of a living critique". (A Communist Effort, pl). Through the inclusion of
leaflets, reports of activities alongside theoretical peices, reprints, Intercom can be
useful in helping our general understanding of our own activity and how that activity
can be extended. The two needs must become complementary. As our ideas become
clearer and take on a more concrete form new-comers will be more readily drawn
into participation in on going discussions.
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This means rejecting any anti~intellectual pose or the afvoidance of using abstract
con“cep*t-s. ~ But we should be clear as to how and why a discussion has to _be7taken to

' ' - T .
an abstract level”-7 e.. usually to make a connection betyye-en things which at first,
glance seem unconnf7eicpted.,:’  _ ,_ V A z V _ , s t gig;

;» _ _ -_><_;~_,u.._.= _:i>;i;__: :_‘-.=' . '- .-.. - . - -" _ ' '*-':',_The third chfference - that of emphas1s can help 1n 1.Zl'1].-S process. It 1S useless to
try to pick out one_gs_ebctigong__o{ wor_kin_g_class_ (or even one aspect of their lives) as q
Apart_icularl_y r_ev'_‘o_liIiti'onar'y.'Revolution ivill onlyzthappen when the. working class v‘ t ~.

. Ia, __-_ -Us =---. .- ... ' '¢" I .‘converges from LEIS seperate categorles as _Qrg_ani_gs£ed by c;-1._,p1ta_.l,_h.(1. e. _seper.ayt_e_ tra_d_es,
seperate:regions/nations, unemployed/emp’loy'e'd,M ‘black/white, male/female etc. etc.  
ee¢€f')§tcis~§s_ unity is yet to be acheived - i. e. at present it is still an abstract concept.
It is not goingilto be acheived by the continual repetition of the concept tagged onto the
end of leaflets , or adopted as a substitute for analysi_s.‘,.-_.!I1; .gvi»l,l3cpn;1.e about -t1_;1I,'-0\.1gl_1_;g
the radicalisation and subversion of social relations w'ithih andancrdss septerate _ i ti...
-$§?g.1f;eg_pi;?ies.-.If»;r.e.volutiona1:~iie;s 1'ets1:1~;ict therrisélve s to the':- most‘ tinive-rlsal and ‘ab stract
claagion calls jfor rsclass u,n.ity:,, lthe‘y~»ae*e not only ~wi’thd*ra‘wi;ng 'fromithe' real processTof
deyielioping such___._unity; »r-@'theyg_@areal§iso v/i"i:hdrawin‘g :>£n"dm:~'the' practical tasks of seizing
corzgzrol of the_ir}o.wnli1fell,_§'¢ . _ ' , _ ' - ;- ~ s ‘ 7‘

through our attit;-ude tyoyour. own-life‘ that a;s-.=ind;ividuals*=w'é contribute to the
rev0.lu-tionary I'I1OV€1’I'IL§f.E;1t-,..;_-_\§ Its; i-sg through our ind-ividua].=*w';i=1l'?toifdlseterimine our‘ own lives "

,_fI_h§-if .the__;n;eed for revolj.1t-io'n Eis most clearly underlined‘? -~t=imm’édti'a~te11y-we-realise thtat
the individual as such is weak, that individualist outbusrf-sets?atria.--‘readily?tirea‘té'd“by the
3*’-3315.6. t.(:€=h§3-'Pri,s1o;.n5rEI=11¢€1 »_me¢nta.l hospitals" are filled with pr'ole»ta.'ria*ri-stwlio-1n1aTd‘e"sucih

;.i¥1S5.:"i¥<ifdP?1;list Proteis-t=Sri%-».:_t _.an"d% the cernentaries. ) - E 1
.f_(__)}_ll'f._-i.!'J.d_J.Y_1du3-1.C11°€‘._.L1I'I1C3'lI<'E'!.!'1C:€‘3SlZi’1l.iSlglvé"--’é;&Cl'1 of us our own ernphas1s 1n‘ our-fight '

againsggpscapitali-st society. For some this-workplace may constitute" thet‘ma"j6'r area
Qi, the-ir..::life,-1'-or;-®§thers?it may be"-street"'scz'ulture, child‘!-'r'é'aring. Cuttingla;'t§'i“oLsstlieise
g'q§1ginter;m.ingling1with them are questions of gender and-'»s'e'xu-al dete’rmina7fi5‘n_b;y"':

_{§j}§1ap,i£a.liS‘C**SOCial. ela.tion s. The development ‘within and”s‘ub‘”v7e‘r sion ¢£“aln§f the séf it
categories starts to l;:I'€&1,l{dO\?Vl1 the categories themselves, ' as""the-'ir "int-éi--"1=<-5-is1tit6ss~"

1.1. : ‘H - .' 3£,'_;" ' ' '?'."- -' -Y"

. '. __'\_But. ..ca:pitali-sm integrates tlhetiseperate categor iesi th‘1'~'ou'gh the me'd'ia:tion of its
tspeectialitsts in 1*epresentation:1--‘sin the workplace the unions, in street cultur;e"various'
stars ‘2c~fi1i£1i.1trendse't;ters, amohgsit"l=-Facial. groups i:h"e "com’munity leader s” _e;2§.‘st¢;v " _
These -p.e'o.ple»andfJin sti-tut:?.c:-ns have -to be challenged and defeated. 3' ' "°

. I U "-I, - _. '; ' .1 ;‘:_":i', - ‘ill -‘T:Finally.-,; our pa-rtic-izpation in a"’po-;1.Iit'ica1 movement" Wl’11Cl'1 seeks to pose" ltself
as revolutionary must challenge *it-sflsimitation to a seperate"5category*o‘f' political _
di~‘3¢.tt§£S~i0£1;-@.i,Thr,e0;I2.y,anidt.ip=ra»ctifie»irave‘to brought together in a class-co'ifsciiousn'es‘s
whichltis fiilse;&"--Se;l£—consctio.us=nes"s" as regazz-ds our own activity." The*5mtivtse*snienE-trnist '
1'I1°V:S'3.:. ,pWt&e-; d0.n't want to-b-e= a stagnant fish Pond where leftist-~'?corrih?1—uni.st‘s"*"trio-lines"
£ishi__ng.f_or their partyioddezn-,-,.?or‘for ‘ matter anarcho—"'comli'n-unisizs‘recruiting
£or,-th;e_;i1§.h;-c_landestine net;w:_or,kIs . ' ' ” - '~ + M"
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THE ORGANIZATION OF INTERCOM
l 1-Uiiiiij-I_iiiiiqflnjji1_g-_-q-gqqgii
ill-In-IZKIZUII --ipiiincjtiyjllfli-I310-I1-ypjijgsp--q-‘iii

Q .

At the Intercom conference in January Wilcat argued strongly that
there was no point in carrying on with producing the bulletin if ‘
there was a lack of commitment by anyone except ourselves and
Careless Talk. The reasons for this are obvious - it would
require from us a great deal of energy and time producing a
bulletin whose aim was to provide a forum for different groups to
elaborate and confront their political ideas within the agreed
boundaries. If there was only two groups involved, what would be
the point?? Our limited resources would berbest used elsewhere
putting our ideas out. .3. it ;  .- -

l

4

At the conference Wildcat was also adamant that the people in
London who were interested in producing Intercom ( and thereby
providing the means for it to continue ) must form themselves into
a group to do this.‘ This is because Intercom production is more
than turning a duplicator handle every 5, 6 or 9 months with some
friends you happen to meet at work / down the pub / at an LWG meeting,

Regardiggg of the possible national unification of revolutionaries
via the Intercom Project, there must be a political commitment to
production of the bulletin by groups involved. Participation is a
sign of agreement with ‘Point 10‘: "Support for principled
cooperation among revolutionaries and opposition to sectarianism".
The abiiity to produce a serious discussion bulletin with the
involvement of various groups; comes from the ppiiiical commitmentgtm
to debate and clarification of revolutionary communist positions,l
and dialogue with similar groups.ie the agreement that our aim of
communist revolution is best served today by as much communication
between revolutionaries as possible with regard to political
discussions and developments. Also, particularly given-our.minute
numbers, by some pooling of our resources,eg joint leaflets,
swopping ideas etc. t A e -

.l':f..i..’.@.1’1...1.r.t'=s%1~.r_.<i_!_._’§.<?...l.I.¥1is.1?;.<1_s>,e.£1 - -  
Not only was the physical production incredibly delayed to the
confusion of others involved, including Wildcat, who didn't even ‘

u know who to contact to find out why it hadnit reached Manchester,
But some articles within it have no place in a bulletin concerned
with the work - practical and theoretical — of revolutionary
communists today when the working class is facing so many attacks,
(or hopefully no place in print at all). ‘Meditations on the Question
of Organization‘ and the Historical Reprint concerned with "the '.
Oberdada" are sickening in their frivolity, irrelevance and -
incomprehensibility. Their inclusion showed that the London production
group failed to understand what Intercom is for. Hopefully this
has now been remedied. -

However, ‘Intercom 4' did contain some useful material which would
otherwise not have been published. Much of the debates were by
groups not involved in the production of Intercom. It would be a
positive development if participating groups took commitment to
political discussion as seriously as for example, the Tampa
Workers Affinity Group.

‘ 1

A _l I
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gpygsppgidmjhp Intercom discussion bulletin be organized and
Ehat ebpuld be inclugeduj ‘

Wildcat has argued the need for the unification of revolutionaries
elsewhere, my aim here is simply to answer the above questions.

Intercom should be produced quarterly so that groups involved must
be willing to devote their resources to it, to meet this time
schedule. This regularity is vital for a bulletin involving the
exchange of ideas and information - otherwise discussions will take
years, literally, and participants will become demoralised.
If a group for some reason cannot reach the deadline, production
should be handed over to another participating group,

Given the political commitment previously discussed, the criteria
for including articles should be obvious, and so any repetitions of
'Oberdada‘- type stuff avoided. It is assumed that groups will read
and discuss Intercom and both reply to and raise new discussions
whether producing a particular issue or not. (Wildcat realises that“ 1
we have not done this enough in past issues). Also_groups should
include their recent propoganda and information on their activities
in the class struggle.
Further, one of the main values of the bulletin is for each group
to work out their political stance and present it in Intercom, so
that differences between groups are honestly confronted and discussed -
openly. By this means it will become obvious whether a single
organization based on clear political agreement of the Intercom
groups, is possible or not. -
It is also important to encourage more groups to joun the project.

n-I

Q

Formal communication between groups is desirable outside Intercom
for exchanging information. And some projects require more
immediate action, such as joint propoganda leaflets. Some tasks are
best shared or distributed eg. the translation of foreign material
is a specialist task. ' 1

The bulletin needs improved production. We are all obviously '
limited in our resources, but our aim is to spread our ideas, and
so material should be accessible in its appearance and lay-out,
aswell as content. A messy, badly typed and copied magazine which
falls apart, will hardly give the impression of serious and organized
people working for a social revolution. Some groups have access to
printing facilities and it would be of great value to other groups
to have access to these, both for Intercom production and other work.
Finding out what can be done and where, should be a priority.

i

While political organization remains at its present level, respons—
ibility to produce each issue rotating round participating groups
seems the best practical method of actually getting the bulletin
out. There is no problem in this method provided groups are ‘
actually politically_committed to the task. l

The value of a ‘New Improved Intercom‘ as I've set out, would be
immense in overcoming the lack of clarification and cooperation 1
between groups and interested individuals, which has unfortuna e y5.:
characterized our movement. Our aim lS to spread revolutionary
communist ideas as widely as possible, and to increase our numbers.
We must organize as efficiently as possible to do this, or else
our commitment to social revolution is questionable. “The
movement in itself and unrelated to the final purpose, the movement
as an end in itself, is nothing; the final objective lS everything.
(Rosa Luxemburg, ‘Reform or Revolution‘). Hilary (wildcat)

ll
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PEACE IN THE 80'S ? SOME IDEAS FROH THE U. S. A. ;Q;
1 . ‘L "1 ,-

T . 1 " I‘ 0 ' . I - -- '
0 ' -

.-., . _ .

two interesting, and recently produced discussion documents sent to as by one of
‘our American contacts - Red & Black Action, who hail from San Diego. BBA?are a
group of independent communists and anarchists seeking to build "*an independent

ILTRCDUCPIQN L

For the benefit of the groups involved with INTmRCCM and readers aIike_we reproduce

left based on mass-working class action and anarchist-marxism." These documents are
aimed at the american peace movement in view of the forthcoming presidential elect-
ions. The main theme of the documents is "worker-managed economic conversion."
More familiar terminology would be alternative production to the armaments indus-
try. In this country-similar plans have been put forward by workers at Vickers and
Lucas Aerospace: Although the chief exponents of such plans rarely,iwhilst advocat-
ing alternativepeaceful production, seriously challenge the politidal/agfingmic
structure of capital. Sections of_the peace movementwin this country also adopt
such a line, Campaign against Arms Trade being the most noteworthy. (n reformist
and pacifist grouping whose research. into the arms industry and military expendit-
ure provides an invaluble source of information). REA attempt to go one step further
and for this reason we feel it is worthwhile reproducing their t8XtS for further
discussion in IMTERCOM; whilst firmly believing ourselves, that the movement for
peace must take on a class-struggle and anti-capitalist_form if it is to be a ser-
ious oppositional force to the warfareistate. and in addition to its anti- nuclear
stance, war in general and militarism must be added to the agenda. The only way-to
abolish warfare etc. is to oppose and abolish the system which creates such evils.
ie. world capitfilism. p p T  F us 4 '

' -. .

> ‘ ' ,

I . .Document 1 is entitled " A New Peace movement ?¢Liberal Disarmament Vs Radical Dis-
> I’ "1 -_.armament." Document 2, written by Peter Crespie of Red & Black Action, entitled,-

"what is workerlfianaged Economic Conversion ? Beyond '£conomism' and‘Legalismf.",
enlarges on the subject. i  ~ ~, ' _

 s T ,!3>_L-.r4c_:< TA g.._Q;on._;¢;;"p,*r\\/;,=',- _ y  
l."A REM P$ACm MOVEMENT ? LlBmRAL DISARMAMENT VS RADICAL DISARHAMERT. _A DISCUSSIOL
PAPER BY RED & BLAC€ ACTIOHé “ r i at .

(This paper was written for the purpose of developing discussion. Originally address-
ed to the anti-nuclear disarmament movement, the paper touches upon the subject of
building an anti-war movement for the 1960's that draws together the currently 5gp-
arate anti-nuclear, economic-conversion, anti-draft, anti-interventionist and anti-
imperialist movements into a new peace movement.)  _

The disarmament movement,as it new stands now, is a liberal political force incap-
able of affecting the radical changes we must take up as our tasks for the remainder
of the 1980's. what the movement means by "disarmament" is nuclear disarmament, and
bilateral nuclear disarmament at that. Occasionally, and almost as an afterthought,
the movement will talk about "economic conversion" and "non-intervention". But be-
cause the movement lacks a comprehensive and radical understanding of the issue of
disarmament, it cannot integrate such concerns into its_efforts, let alone grasp
that "economic conversion" and "non-intervention" are not sufficient. The movement
has the opportunity, before the 1984 elections, to take the first steps towards
creating a radical disarmament movement, those steps being the inititatisn_of uni-
lateral difiermament and the linking of conventional war to.nuclear W&%$.mlw gun.

i; why is the current nuclear disarmament movement liberal ? First,
because of its own myopia, its incapacity to define a radical perspective for the
issues it so ably champions. If the freeze was the movements first step, then ¢
"No First Strike" - with its failure to demand even the elimination ofAmerica's
first strike weaponary and capabilities - is a pathetic second step. Second, W. .M
because only 11% of the military budget goes for nuclfiar war.-The rest goes for
conventional_war, in particular for paying and arming our proxies in Central Amer-
ica, Africa, the Middle East, Europe and Asia to fight in regional wars or against
Third world self-determination struggles on behalf of the United States and its
interests. ”' '
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INTERCOM 5 ls‘? .

The nuclear disarmament movement, in the next year and and a half before the 1984
election, has an excellent opportunity to go beyond the Democrats, beyond liberal
disarmament to a radical disarmament movemfint capable of confronting the militarism
of both liberal Democrats and conservative depublicans. The above illustrates just the
first two steps in creating such a movement. A radical disarmament movement movement,
in turn, would be the beginning of a comprehensive anti-war movement. A new peace
movement for the l980?s. ‘ '

I . | _
: - _ .

. Q . _. _ _ ' - ' - _ . ' . ' ‘ - - ' 1' _. . __ , . . , ’. I ' ; _ _ .
- . ' - . o_ - ' '

- | _ ‘ _ I \‘_. ‘ ' v i I’ ‘

. - _ _ ;

2.x WHAT IS WGRKflH$hANACsD aUONLMlC CCfiVmfiSILN ? BEYCND "scohcnlsn" AND "LEGALISE".
 

The term "economic conversion" is becoming popular in the progressive movement. It
means, in its broadest definition, the conversion of military facilities, programs
and personnel ( and those "private sector" industries and research facilities depen- 1
dent upon the military through contracts and subsidies) to peaceful economic purposes
by a "just" social process ultimately to create more socially constructive jobs.
Worker Managed economic conversion simply insists~that the workers themselves manage
the process of economic conversion directly in order to insure that economic conver-
sion is indeed carried through to peaceful ends. Before we develope why workers man-
agement is necessary to guarantee the success of economic conversion to peaceful
purposes (in_the faceof the movements "economism" and "1egalism"), a few things need,
to be said about the character of worker managed economic conversion. _,

__ I I
. '- : ' ‘

worker-managed economic conversion will arise, not out of the ossified and corrupt» “
trade union structure, but out of labors rebellious rank-and-file.Despite the IAN and
its president fiinpensinger, the trade union movement under the aFL-C10 is staunchly
anti-conversion and pro-military. This out-of-touch union leadership,in turn, has lost
much of its remaining credibility with the trade union rank-and-file because of recent
giveback policies to corporations in the face of the current economic crisis. The con-
sequence of bith economic crisis and ineffective union leadership is a growing rebellion
amongst rank-and -file workers, which can suceed only if it developes rank-and-file we
workers councils within the present union structure capable of fighting their emp- e
loyers and their union leadership in order to eventually supercedeboth. As this reb-
ellion developes in the 1980's we must be able to interject the issue of worker- --5  
managed economic conversion.of the military/industrial/research sector for peace."i

_ ,.,

.\

worker-managed economic conversion will arise not out of a liberal communitarianism,
but out of a radical movement for community control. All current perspectives on "

. ‘ .economic conversion assume that labor, "consumers", management, industry and govern-
ment have the right to manage.economic conversion jointly. This is nothing more
than a soft-core corporativism (l),what one writer has called a " friendly fascism."
It will surely kill economic conversion, for unless workers as a class dominate in the
management of economic conversion, its peaceful ends will be subverted by“labors
"partners" in management, in particular capital, management and government. workers,
as the class at the point of production, have both the right and the power to man-
age economic conversion as a class. and when "community" or "social" needs are to
be assessed, it is the needs and interests of the communitéégngfiqcsociety‘s working
class majority that are put paramount under worker-managedLconversion. Mm_:_i p

2- —.. ,_
I . . "

Immediately the issue of workers management will be attacked as "extremist" and
"utopianU "On the contrary, economic conversion must be worker managed in order for
it to suceed and cannot be considered "extremist" or "utopian" at all. The weaknesses
of the current economic conversion movement - its "economism" and "legalism" - ,¢;
bears this out.-C _ , f

. 4

Currently, the conversion movement has an "economist" wing and a "legalist" wing._;
The "economist" wins claims that only economic issues (salaries, wages,job security,
senioritv) should be the focus of conversion work and they hope to guarantee econ-
omic conversion proposals by appealing solely to the bellies of workers through
union contract secured by collective bargaining. The "economist" wing never questions
the conversion of a highly exploitative,, capital-dominated military and militarized

. . . . . M I .3 '1 '—

sector of the economy into an equally exploitative, capital dOmln&tcQ "peace" econ
omy. A ball-bearing factory is a ball-bearing factory under capitalism, (continued)

.

\
_ __ |
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whether it produces for peace or for war, and "economisim" fails to grasp that the
workers themselves don't want things "the same as usual, only for peace". The "econ-
omist? wing totally fails to grasp that union contracts have never secured anything
fer working people that management, capital and government have not been able to ,
whittle away or destroy. The power of the working class, as defined through its organ-
isation and consciousness, is what is required to insure any gains, including thei
success of economic conversion. And the power of the working class can achieve more th
than mere "bread-and-butter" successes.

The "legsliSt" wing is a little better. The "legalist" wing claims that federally 
Pagsed laws are negessary first to ensure that military budget cuts are automattic-
ally subject to economic conversion and second so that the process of economic con-
version can be made legislatively uniform and"just". This wing ignores that conversion
', a 0 0 4 I ‘ ' i , , _. ‘oia militargé industr§%%A5gss%gcgfsfifigqpcgingpepggggomy into a purely capitalist "peac

GCOHOWY can neither‘ _ . ’as capitalism is nothing less_
than a constant state of economic warfare that now and then militarizes. And the leg-
alist wing fails to see that government regulation is inevitably circumvented, ignored

\ ' 4manipulated, or struck down for the sake of profit. Only when workers succeed in
placing their interests above the interests of profit will economic conversion have '
a chance. _ i i

_.- . \ -

Neither the "economist" nor the "leaalist" wings have adequate programs for economic g
conversion. Uconomic_conversion must transform the highly exploitative, capital-dom-
inated sector of the economy that I have labcled the military/industrial/research,
sector into a non- exploitative, labour dominated peace economy. Only worker-managed
economic conversion can hope to accomplish this. Jconomic conversiohlmust guarantee§
that the process of conversion is managed for the need and benefit of the community's
and society's working classmajority. Cnly worker-managed economic conversion can m
hope to‘achieve this. and economic conversion must avoid the pitfalls of "trade uni-
onism", liberal communitarianism, "economism", and "legalism" for the strenghs of,‘

- | ' . 0 _ -

rank-and-file rebellion, radical community control and fundemental social cxange.
Only worker managed economic conversion can hope to grasp'this.jY ' , pi“

.- - _

. ' .
_ _ , ....

- ' _

. ‘ - -
. ' .. _ . . ~

In conclusion, it is understood that worker-managed economic conversion is'a corner-
stone to_a_revolutionary socialist movement for the U.s. Socialism, in which thesp
working class as a class directly holds all social power through its worker councils,
is the only system under which peace, let alone justice will flourish. _ ,._H, ,

. 'u- ' 1
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These documents raise a few interesting points. Theyalsogive us an incite intoch _
the state of the American peace movement. (mhich to be quite honest we know little ,_

l Corporativism was what nuSSO1lfll called his ford of fascism.
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about), A lot of the proposals-and suggestions offered by Red & Black Action are notw
strictly in keeping with the INTQRCCH ‘position’. But in saying this, EBA, in their
correspondence with us, stress that they see the value of developing fraternal links
with other communists and.invite further discussion and debate. we feel that wider
discussion, constructive criticism and observations through the pages of IhT£RCCm
can serve this purpose Thus helping Ron d€V€10pC a clearer revolutionary postion.

Such questions as " community provided and socially useful alternatives to military
employment for unemployed youtn " - job creation schemes The role of the trade
union movement need! furtner clarification from REA coqrades 'orking " within the
present union structure" - surely the anti-wor'ing class nature, structure and rel-
ationship with capital of the unions demands teat working clas. struggle must be
independent of, and fought outside of the trace union movement

Dhird world self-determination stru,gles", has a distinct odour of nationalism
national liberation movement about it ls the true course toward the emancipation
of the worlds toilers not one of internationalism - international class-struggle
and solidarity continucd
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Finally, the publication of these texts by us does not necessarily imply that we
are in,agreement with the line taken by Red & Black Action. but do agree,yith the
deqélQp@m@ntTandLstgenghening*of Iinks_and contactmyith the international communist

_ _..,- _ \_ - -I - - _ ‘ __ = ¢ --_

, ‘movement tin~@ggn__dis,_¢asei1Qnvane ‘diebatel.(‘l‘he'_'1;fole? of and look forward to
the reis'f>"o‘nse ‘f readers and hfiiiiefully field £1-. -Black Action in effuture
issue of‘*'Ii~%‘I‘}§;'iiC‘Ci~I;T. , V" 4 ' . ' » .. - 11  "-31 '
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,._.e.,Haiving"=sr e'.a'";d t-hrcough the above, we felt that its inclii'si6n%_sli_ould he accer'npa.nied by
a specific response. Th§e[l3SQA.sayf.these:do‘c'urne§nts iliiiise sor-ne inteirest-ing-ipoints, but
I must adrnit Tale the'ydo;1?L'lt<_sa._y whi-ch‘ I1-m hard put to": see l,thenn_rnys’elf. Undoubtedly
this refl,ec't.sl politicali;differences betwee»n. F}-LS which7'B‘S!C can comt€v,e_back’ 0n;.~,

, , ~. - . -, '. - '

I -ii-ind the ti-e" 5<1:?s"t‘t¢?M s f exa _n'1p,le sir: eif th e gr eat ‘cl iifii r ta 1: ian s (Marxi s t
or Anarcihist)l'-halve _0f"c s- _‘with"'.'~.vhat ca pi.t'alli’s_t ,so'cAieet;_yit.ajis. RBA-smake
some valid points‘ _'_li_i.rnitat»ior1s;:.o'£»t;h,e,i1iberall;Sieac_ei‘i_moven1en1;;, butilalso
leave some essientialfl t»ha,t._libe1'a1ism is the iorllgianisted‘veagpresssion of
U116? Irlidclle'cla-s'*s'esi§‘-'(=vgli€o _s1orn'_etime so gain the suplnoft of 1-ulinqictla sis -factions‘ so as
to; in1pl~e=.rne.a’atithei1f po1ici_ers),_eHavi;ng developed a sensitivity for vcont,ent»iou=s‘issues

. liheri-1;1s~m@ev=e or take over campaigns a) :5 peqif,l1)etuatei-the<ir%§'pT“‘ivileged
POSitieniin-"lse&i;’e't‘y‘1-“they g_et__bot?hFa:good sala'ryan‘cii*a "se_in_f_seoo£,t?cqm¥mitt:rntei*it". b )
to pr e=ven<t th'e“o"iitbitreak of any serious disorders‘ ‘by’ the.l.§>Wei--.o.rfde;p _,-Wihe-n‘BSC
point to the ‘useful alterna_ti.veis'.to: military>ernploynieht' as rneaningi_.jobI creation
sc;h.ern-he s:,;<-‘thsi*isl"*li‘sil pr‘ohahly_‘aM correct intelrpr etation " given the 1a.ck‘ie£;any"1icleiar
class :afi1a1y's~is R'BA.lA O5 c].a_,ri£y thiis," '-I»'ineian"thati' liwhilci they,ica11- ontitheii wlmiorkers

1 )_ _ _ . , .

t9;v. ¥T1:a‘I1‘B»g"@'5 the "EI'E‘»_ii3§_@1‘_ Of re sgourficls: firiorn ‘-the niilitafv niarketr ‘£0 the"? cons-un‘1'~er
Lina-s1:ke.t-,‘vst‘th‘is*i‘ ,i‘es'ta,teme*nt of ireforftnisfn _' }- al thoughs- in sot-easdiof‘ iiéilying
on th-;e=v§tI'aSdiiti'oii§t ls" po‘liticali_i'a_P_pav-raetuts the ea;-rye out L 1.A'€f§.<>‘Lrn"-is.v iti s ;-left t'c!'r‘t-hieiivorkers.
- <@ir--his -»?>>i sip§ev¢1£i§¢;‘a”1iy;,¢a.11-i£@ri»i-theiaetfeace of the £a therla.nd (the USA‘) from

inva Sflflfl 5ai'i~t1 _rni-]..~;'1:aryf "~per?‘sone‘;l Jrnei ‘S Omea fo1'f'r‘n"c$°f "\‘2v'*ol’i'_‘ll<ers
state|_ 1-.»  ' *i  _s _ fl}%:m ; <~ is i l  N _~ ,]? , ;;~:<w»:1[W?”"
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Btut fitnallljfl vi/o’ul_§1?‘ rnake comment that "co'ninqunit§z'_ pr ovicl_ead.v-and;:;soc:ia1ly'ii ’u'sie_f_ti'1i
alte*~r=na»-tiv'~e's*~-its e1fnpl4oyiments £o"rs't'une»rnplo;ved youth" dcre->_cisti'~in at p'61si.itiveL_ _?
se_n,se 1,’_—_i%Wi3?;I'.n'i-Miéifniy"and a few yeagcs ago "in .T"oX't‘eth, Brixton etc. Thi_-s‘;?a s_see"r*ti0l‘Ti'i‘bf5
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' "1"-\ in ' 4. - . . .4! . ' '-. " ‘ - -- ' " ‘ "'jp‘rec_1[se_ly on at Arejectionl of allthe c‘ong1fnunit'y,l"ead~er<s ana*~s¢ru1e*t‘£1si~és

thl‘1QE1,%hit-"*‘#I*ii.¢1qgs;'ricéiiventional v\_rii_sdQn1i" (i. e. Capital‘) pr ovides‘ ‘socially ?d"esti*u<fti’v'e
" 1-rW@i€8fif:‘F_l&bOL1r»'~‘":Cl1‘"eation _§schernes. . . t , . i ‘ L ,‘ . . 5 - ’**' is‘"1_ , __ ___ . _ ,_ - - _. V. , __| ,. ;.. ‘-_‘ _ ,1 ,_ . . . - . _ - _~ .-
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"ii?‘WJe‘i'at v text, is-11»i¢11*‘we"‘ got chain cie ta-it the ‘ la -st? '*Int*elr_c'-‘Zonal lC:§nfer:.ence ,3-
b‘9¢3Tfi$é_;.W§l £631; the"? :l:i?'siculssion on.theiliiv-'3?§<311"@.$'!T§i9'1'1 i1*1'i'a-' i~.‘5§a-Yum‘
V7thew aig-o<;itewes W1"-itteh,itl4ai.r1’c1i.,_un.iQ1rtunate lv t1‘1'-ere“ a
liiiei-‘on_"*oi_1.':.~ pho€_j:e;co?py. it ,Howev-er" we art"‘e“‘is'u_ije icomradessend the‘ir"_suge‘stion:lsV-
for the-iifiiissin'lg'l].ine to Clyde side 3, ts:.@ass.~c;reat We.stef‘ii:__RiQad, -s.._;
Glascovv  they‘ semi-tlie ‘latest“"'Pr;a'ctica'll‘Anarchy I*1¢.0.,C-1"l-‘lfin-I"-if ‘they aiirle’ =

. . 1 __

’ , _ _. ‘ _ . _ . -.

ii‘-'_'-"An_;El.llti":iTi1l?TQ1e§1f§Z_,~g§§,OL1_p;t"lil€€ CND=- i‘s’iEe‘sse,ntiiall¢v.._a,,coalitionpof -evarisous "other group:
iegs~~»v1th different intge1’=est.'='s1-/"beliei"s'; =‘£ei+ _exan"i1:>le iipaci-t§§,iciisit-s‘-i; -eaiitiernillitali-iS§55l',.and
thosehohnly op,po,sved .tpi%n-=ac1eair- wéa;5&5s's thté;ss¢e;v¢t,e;tsv These git‘-otiping ‘toée_the17~ i, H
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A, more-1 refu *:~ses‘s§*s'=§sserairsea=frrssfi:tf§F?arisestrategic

‘denial of the '-,>vorldvie_iv_, :tt1~isi»t._i~t1i;t ‘US-5R‘;i's ,regari;leid;a-_s ag malevalent force
waiting for its chance to d'ominate we stern europe and then the_ world. g

 This latter’ aspecitlcf the rejection reintfi-odulces the basis of deterencejth.e_dr;-y on an-
other level though: just as deterrence theory relies on the construction of a nullity out
of the opposing military arsenals of the super-powers, the rejection of deterrence theorj

.. (332.-.2~Z.1T,.i;’;f...$...0\.11I an .e.quivalen.<:ing. .0f,..the,...supsi;-;p.ower s. socialtsy stems, .andwish,e_,s_that they
-... w'o.uldt.-just ..t.ru_St; o11.er.:an*l0th.-era .O.ut e;id’e: of puttinllig.-.»cer'tain policie ss into action obviously

nothing can be _:-pr oven,m§_b~ut cer_tain‘~1;ra.its would se.e,m;;to show reali" differences. relevant
ad,-,;iiscu.s,sioniof_'dlete'rlr.e¢n,ce:» ' g, W ' E ~ g ' - ., » - t - i

. I 1 ¢.‘.__As th;-.e developed ca1:;i.ta.l.ist countries -_areconc.erhc't1_,, the .s.ocia.;l~. .-i
._systern._iof, the USSR generalisable only; by physical; force, relyingi-a,_s, _
it does on the ideo?.og_~:'i,caf. erasure of some aspects of capital (the, markrit-.)*r

_ l

, ,. and rthe- den,-ijal. ;Qf~-ll'181GO1flrlZ_iHll€.(l ieztistence of capitalism. T1_1is__leaves; ,
 .. -.,c_;ue;stion¢.whether or; inoa-this system is co_rnpel.ledfby~ i<ts.~-int-ernal ,devel,op-

t ¢ - .

E ..rr,1_e.nts.(or even lack of them} to_pur.sL1€.expane-io.nist poliicies.-.~'~ ; - ,-, .=-;. >

‘ > a . . _ .

. y,'Ifhe_ stoycial system, of the.USA- _'_C?I1~lZh€T_‘Otl__1_€IF;_' ;hand_i:an -be generalisedin a. far
A easier way,yeven- _-to. the .opp.oygsite.,_camrp.as pa,-rt of the ‘Vodka-Cola‘ trade and

.1 e.r,?;ire:,‘<jf;é,rr? f;iir1agery y_.(:*§r om Hollywood stars to its more subtler .
- = .,C..9II1~.pgonents), and_ continues to. operate» in the cultural area, rn-_0r.e or less '

witho.ut_ d_isfu_n,cticn, . despite economi,c.c.rises (which of course ..alsog-affect I -

-¢

I 0

t,he'1tat¢iitt- states of the ,Ussa).-  _ .  . .
.._(,'Wher,e_ the thircl world countries ar.e..con cerne_d.the.abovei conditions would
0 . - _ , _ _ _

- -' , . T : ' 1 _ ' _ I‘ , _ - ._ -_ . - ~ - - _

to'almost be, re'¢erse,d¢... However-in the set countr_ie.s [where conflicts , L
{' ' ~ - . .l..'1‘ I - ;, - , _» _ ‘_L_. . _ .. ._ _

if ,._,3;i1vol_vin;g.thelsupeir-powersioccur,,wh‘a;t_»~seems to occur is-that the
A deyel;opm.en.t,ofcapital 2;-_e_q..uires the removal oflandowner elements andrnass
, -I .. _" \ I r . y‘ - .__ . _

1, prolletyari-anisaticn, Givenwtihe ideology of the ,free market and the; seeming...
.iid'ent:ity'of landowneyr» _capital and cspitalg, this process. can faijl..to_; take place

-‘ " ' ' |- . t

t ..y§';itho_utr' c_;oe,_1-cifve __i.ntervent_,ion, g often that of a military elite. which w¢i1l;com-
_y W A _ _ p1¢tt;_f,tht"'gtot.tit,mt~1t;.~ some l.e'ni;n."'.st development ideo_log_y.l)‘ M , _

‘ "H'e11<;~ir atiti F't1¢a~ ptint cut that it is im.pst~ttii.-it to beariinl mind that, despite the
I exi?_ste_n,c_,e of tyraiiniec ci'fen.sive to__ithe liberal con sfciousyness in the cam_;ps.;of both
f supieri-p'ow,ers,,thcse of -the USSR ,Ch:'_na_) are£the_.‘.Tonl_y generalisable_ty;rannies"._ _

. Th‘ei’syste,_ni1_y ,'ofydeter$rence_i.s not tat be .ete:-nalisedzi it-ha s- its limits, ,$,o;me
=of‘_these bieinggthe luilteily inabilityi,oftthe.USSR; to ‘keep up with, wge.st,e1;-n..technolQgical

F de_ve,lopments.iirthe:long. or even ff?" " given .-itstalmost c_omp1e_te..1.acIk of -
post-industrial“equipment like com put-er sl), and the_,demoni_.sati_on;-_ oif..._thB;.U5SR,i-n- the
»tpo,p._u1ar, consciousness in the USA. This latter, while having been produced or encour-
aged by the California Arms lobby, rapidly gains -aimomentum O£’"'i*tS'}'_O'WIl i,n_,the"_,,receptive
soil of the american religious groups, to the st‘-tent that it can unhi aged ianclflperlhaps
even -outlvireigli‘ any }'1=atilona;l' ‘decision maléing, on which the systelm depends; It was

. t; -the petite;->ti.en in Europe of just this‘ii~tttt;iQtia1ity,i“mere thanthe unratified ‘SALT2
treaity‘;the‘NATO"rearnmament, 4-th-e" sszot, at the invasion of A-ig~hai;i.ttai—'i,iiwhi¢_1i

‘ . - . . ~ I _

- . . . - _ - |- | , V - _

, .is‘ *lea'd to t»he‘?‘r*ebir't-h-' oftth'ei'*'vwestei;~n peace irr1overnents.' ” ' ' " A _ '; g i
The spate in vvhlich vie“ have the pos sibility of acting"! may thenfble~ult:imately"bound up

, ,_ . _ _.|- ... g

.r'\_ 0-Ir l-_- --- r-- ..--\ 9
1-" In ._)4'1 .l l‘ 1- '1

~r~ < r

1

wi'th-the continuation? of the »fsys'tern* 0fd"eterren“ce,' but we can iiote that, the event of
some revolutionary success in any part of the world, both super-powe=r's_w'ou1d"view it

as al--lca‘nce'r tobe icut out by any even radiotherapy!’ ‘
‘Having invoked’ a'rep:rei's'eintation ofithe world isdenario within" which we act, what

. . 1. - . " '- .'§*pos-sibilitiesl can be s*e.en**in@ainti—nucliea~r movieirhents“-*i? ” " ‘ * i ' _ E
 i .5-=Our "non-partici.pa't~ic~n, is or lu1<ewa"rm supp'ort;"i.n itliis moivefiient is-dueiétoi the self-

'1imit~ing act "o'”f the" ccalli.tion, by priorit-izfes a"ii-do-sto»p‘is at ‘the unrteali"st'ic' demand
for the removal of the threat of nuclear annihilation (forgetting the existence ofioither
rniilita=ry Weaponary which.cou1dido’ the get", b’i0l';'$‘gi.leall'y - likea ‘soap powder .'); V
£rom.’therix it it-ino great step toithe“advocacyiof the7pan‘acea:cf"a Labouriigovernmfent -
andthisfroma(....,...m:?.ssing

_ 1 
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- _ . - I ‘ - ' .3 in I I . I c an-sltsttlm lb is~>, .- . -
U.1-xdorno noited that "No universal'hi.sto'rTy“"'leadsfrom savagerv~to,,hu1nani‘;ar'i.a;15.sm., ho‘

there is one leading from th,e,,’slingshot to rriegatcn 'i.+on1b. ~-~.|._t; ends ;.nci:l1e totalirrienace
that organisedlmankind pose s'to orgianiised man}. (Negative Dialectics pg'?;2 _;W_’e t
cannot view nuclear weaponry as some kind, f unhealthy "growth in an btherwisehhealthy
body (just as we"'cannot vyiewlflluschwitzvin thgt wa-Y); 8. eulogy to the high points of %
Western cultufe that wouldfbe destroted along with the race should the bomb be used
is insufficiient (as ifany cultural production had any meaning outside of a speceific..human
culture): the bomb cannot be unimvented nor canit be ncuztr.-alised outside of a genera1- |
ised neutralise." ion of preciselythose agspe_\_cts,_y of the culture which leads to its ctreatyion, _
in the supercession of_‘tha't'culture.. an  f I _s ' I i '  y __ H "m

_ ‘_ __ _ _ -.._ I‘, \ E _ _

I The unfortunate ir'ony'a"ppe"ars, where the only realistic demands possible are ,t.h_os,e r
"unrealistic" diéiiilhndsfi for another society. "The question expressed by the SI (Situaitciionist

\ - - -International) towards the end~oi' the last wave o.€ the anti-nuclear-lmovement when_ _they -
talked of "life -rec1uced~to survivalwthen re-emerges. The question of ,h:.'1w= see’want' (foil.
live is one which isalmost eniiirel-y--smi's"'sing_; fr om the existing movement (outside the‘

‘ _ , -feminist ideology). 'We have nojuse" for slogans like "nothing islworthdyin-g for", reduc-
' ing life to zoioiloigy in an empty democratic (or demographid) humanlism which stands I

(or kneels) "opposite any kind of re'al"h'uman autonomy. -  
. In this and other aspects of the rnoréal opposition there areaspects of C_hristianity, '-. it

which emphasise the supposed,morali‘y_ while downgrading t(h_eoretica.l_aindp rachtical--.
clarity int he movement : turning the other cheek-; (in tinilateralism), the bearing wit-
ness (in peace champs), the carrying of crosses to Aldermaston at geavster for the sake
of an unheeding hurnanity, the die-in. ln"these actions, andin otherswlike" the joihing of

' ' . - '1 h ‘ _ .hands around targets (out, "demons out inanother time) or along roads between bases,
the symbolic nature" ‘oifth-e demonstrations takes precedent-:e:,t_"what matters is how they
are reypresented by"°the media (and of course misrepresented"), not the creation of new
relations between the “participants and with their environment, nor the transgres'sion of

. -\ - -

the initial bouhds of thejevent, which "-is merely to fu__lfil1_(or not) a planned effec:t.;'_T-he
game of counting heads reaches new heights when it simultaneously covers tholselheads
with brown paper (bags? » ' f_- . _i  V ._ I

The blurred distinctiod within the movement between-'a' peace movement, vvhich may
emphasise the above 'tactics,,,and the ~-anti—nuclear movement is also of Qimportance.

. , '_ This latter is more likely to ,e:>.:pr‘elss"itself in" public meetings where counter-‘experts
in defence _, strategy; (or even brigadiers against the bomb) will attempt tstput (over a .-.»
corrective rationality to that actually being followed__byy__l\TATO._ As this kind A ;.‘

" activity assumes greater importance, the movement becomes nothing other than an
artificial negativity o£“the system, a partially re—opene‘d public sphere where_"bureau,.. ,.-
cratic decisions can be c;_ue-sti-oned (similar to the periodic renewals Eastern" A
Europe), something which will again beclosed off when it is no longer neededfhfinliess
its conditions are transgressed, V I” ~  ' _ I  Q7 -  

To the extent that any such tendency gains ground we can say that the _.movem-ent
is in danger’ of imminent decline, but on the other hand, in the restof themovement,
there is an implicit challenge tothe legitmacy of the whole political -system," and -

_ I ;even to representation itself. It '~'-is because of this that it is important to define the
extent that even. the idea -of "direct action", never accepted by thekfold CND,_(but,._ al-
ready accepted-to some extentl'by'_l977- you read it fir st in G-Pj_P'.! )_, “is debased when
it becomes another) symbolic event for media c'onst'1mptiony._“_ l - l ' l _

We can notice the way inwhich an?" originally tactical idea -like that of ‘the htfclear
free zone, in its original conception a "rational egoism" ‘(Feher'and. Heller) of_ step-
ping aside from potential conflict on a continental. {level (but not stepping outside
and erasing the system), has been detourned into a Labour local govt. publicity
measure with absolutely no serious content. These councils adopt a publicity stunt
like Strathclyde News or the CND symbols (continued on page 35)
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At_tho_Intercom,con£erence in January 1984, no»4 of the ten criteria :1
f§r_participation_wasdamonded,to.nnclude.opposition-to~participation
in“frcnt organisations such as Ugh. Consequently the author and pub-
lisher of the ‘Anarchist Argumen a‘ pamphlet The Peace Revolution
withdrew/were excluded from the conference. “mat follows is a reply
tp the article by Laurens Otter, ‘Tho case for Ultra—Left "entrism"
within the "peace" movement’ which appeared in Intercom 3. Since the
January conference tho Wildcat group has received another text from
LO an 'Tntrism'. This is also published below, with same further
critical comments added.

-
; I ' * r “ —~ - - 4 - -vh ,l l'- “.4 ' - ‘, . -- .~. .

f I _ - - . _ - . _ , - | _' W
.- ' '~ ‘ ‘ O - - - _ .' _ - ' . _-

‘ -. ' ' '
n._ , . . __ 1 A . ,

. ' If . _ ,-.: '; r - - ' ' '
. -|_In Intef¢q@?§gAw1snguedhthat fa Peace Movement which has np analysis

of the causes of_War (that is, no anti—capitalist perspective) plays
an importaht role on behalf of capital by preventing the development
of any real movement against"war" while LL pointed out that "CND“s
Politics is not abdut "Peace" as such, not about "non-violenoem\as
such; but_is rather about promoting a particular (non-nuclear)=type
ofastate violence, while opposing any anti—state violence" (see I‘
‘Dissident Expelled From CND ShockQExpose' in_Interccm 3). This much y
shbuld be beyond dispute among the groups which participate in Inter-  i ,
com, and, indeed, does not seem to be at issue in what”LO*has‘written.”l
Furthermore LO himself admits that"CND is'a "reformist erganisation", "
that;ia and similar orgainsations aren"contro1led by Labour politicians -
more concerned in getting power fergthemselves than thay apg with the,_t
aims ofl_the organisations", and that any group working within_CHD A
faces the danger of being "co-opted into an unofficial extra arm sr@~
the”Labour“PartY"-'i  "**@ ~@F =  s*. W is P>c~ » -iI?' ,?*~

> *1” Thus many of the arguments used to oppose any attitude5towardsl:.
@ND~@ther than 5utTight&h@5fiili$y>se€mrto be acknowledged by $0; What
then is his case for "ultra§Ieftlentrism"?_As*far"as,I~understand'fti 4
 --and;LO*s“teXt§in_Interccm 3 was hardlv thsjmsst lucid piece of writing
I'ye ever come across+-his argument is as follows..,"Spontanecus ” ’f '
resistance" and "radical grsaths spring from points in society wheres Tl“
the‘iprofessed;ethics"vof%the(sytem most obviously contradict its: --
social and cccnsmic;reality.-The.most.obvious such contradiction today g
(is between professiPflS Of internationalismy democracy &[orWsnhiiaixmhjl,
sfiéialism en the Ofis hand; and an the canes the reality @firséisw;_”T§ .
sexism, militarism, neolcolcnialismtandQecological destruction;fThei‘hQf'
whdlé*of§this rsslityvis symbolised ingihs semb;*sin¢e its construction; -
purpose,gposession and use epitomiseihhieaucraticnsecrenyy militarism, . . ~ -
neo—colonialism and racism. Resistance toQThe Bomb is thus a spontaneous; H
revolt against the reality of;capitalist.society. (The same argument is-
put forward in Thg_§gaQ§_Bg1Qig1ipQ: "The peace movement is notha single, q
issue campaign" because “Cruise brings into question the whole9military‘il"
industrial ccmplex", The Bomb is "a symbol of the oppression_that' lhieil

nu

I a.

0

sworking people in a capitalist society face" etc);.LO”goeswonsto,argueim_
thstishis spentsnssus= revels easiest sapifislism is Potentially r@v@- Y
luti9nsr¥.b@¢ssssifihe demand ensued saishlit ¢@ntreS--dissrmameat-- <@
¢afisstfbs“a¢hi¢v¢a within fhe éxistisg system, Thus CND provides a__,l_ {
"milieu where the aims if the ultra left are in line with the movementls T
aspirations} and support can‘easilY be won"; of * t' .**"" ‘ ”°”
1 >*7*IntreplY”tox this I-would argue that LO's tease rests on>a;1*  t~
misconception of the oauses and process of revolution, and of whatim,
constitutes the only revolutionary force in society today. .ifl .a_,_m
Q ,h,Spontanecus resistance, to use LO's phrase, certainly springs hi
from contradictions in society, and a perception of these contradicti~ns,Ji
but not principally from the contradiction between a society's*professed*“
(ethics and itsmactual'reality;-A society's professed ethics (ie‘the~  "
ideology of its;ruling,olass)snever corresponds exactly with reality » h_
anyway, because ih,i§fipreQiSe1Y The nature and function of the dominant, J
ifieolqsv that it iissslisorrespcsd with féslitvéethat itservss ts I Q

_ .. ._ .. .,.,'. . ...- ;-4. _,- - ,'. ' ' i
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mystify, and tries to thwart any attemPt5~t“"€et‘t7,gT?P5 with
creality, Many workers are well aware that what the ruling class and
 ite ideologues say is a pack @f,lieS$ but this mainly leads t°
cynicism or the view that politicians are hypocrites, rather than
to "spontaneous resistance" or "radical growth". B

The contradiction in capitalist society from which a revo-
lutionary movement will emerge is one far more mundane than LO
seems t: imagine: namely, the working class's demand f5? the baSi°
necessities of life and the capitalist system's_increasingly manifest
inability to satisfy those needs, This contradiction is even more
intimately bound up with the question of_wsr and revolution than the
one L0 isolates, The economic crisis which forces the capitalists to
make attacks on workers'basic living standards is the same economic
crisis which forces the capitalists to arm themselves in preparation

sfor war, Thus the struggle of workers for basic human needs and the
struggle against War are one and the same thing, and both can only
achieve lasting success through revolution. The questions of war

~and revolution, barbarism and communism, are inseparable;'the revo-
'lutionary"workers‘imovesent is the onlv real anti-war movement. This
is crucial in determining where and how we should concentrate our
propaganda and energiesp B .*iw,f

if The issue of The Bomb- like any other single issue or problem
which cannot be easily recuperated or solved Within the existing
isystem-scan certainly be unravelled so that its root4~capitalism--
is“eventually revealed, As revolutionaries one of our tasks is to
make such connections and to show how the particular problems facing
the working class can only be solved from a revolutionary perspective.
iBut,inythe~case‘of The Bomb there is.a long wav to go from worrying
about war to reaching the conclusion that the system which produces
,The Bomb must be abolished. Insofar as there is any deeper analysis
of The Bomb in the ‘peace’ movement, it tends pit to go beyond
racism, sexism, ecology etc to the root of such phenomena (as L0
suggests) but rather sticks at the level of these ‘secondary ideo-
logies' by taking such things as explanations in themselves rather
than as phenomena which in turn need to be explained by reference
to some deeper cause.  T ' ”  . ‘

Nevertheless, certain struggles which may start out as ‘partial’
struggles_§3 contain a potential to strike at the heart of capitalism
more quickly than others, In general connections between a particular
problem and its root cause (capitalism) are not made_in campaigns
against war; racism, sexism etc by atomised constituencies of the
Working class so much as in the-collective struggles of the working
class as such; It's in this area of struggle that the essence of
capitalism--class divisions, wage labour, commodity production etc-~
and its negation~asocialism~-can most easily be grasped; Furthermore
such struggles are not just revolutionary in the realm of ideas,
but also, simultaneously, in the sense that communism as a living
reality can begin to emerge from such struggles in_a way that it can
neverodo in the struggles inv iving atcmised individuals campaigning
over single issues., y ~ F B lg  _ _

: 4 In the final analysis it is LO’s comcentration on the realm of
ideas and his neglect of any practical dimension to revolution which,
ias I see it, leads him to advocate entrism. If revolution was simply
a twoestage act involving firstly a cerebral comprehension sf capiyalism
andisocialism followed by the transformation of the one into the other
then there mighi be a case for revolutionaries entering all sorts of
orgainsations in order to ‘make converts’ who will then overthrvw the
System, But this is not hOw revolution occurs. Rather, revolution is
a"pr0cess in which consciousness, organisation and action continually
feed off each other and grow together. This process takes place today
in'the collective workplace struggles of the working clasg,.wher@
geggggitigg of itself as a class leads it to ggi as such, and vice-

9
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versa. This is why as revolutionaries we should not waste our time
and energies by campaigning to “win converts‘ in GND,_but instead
should be concentrating on encograging, supporting and attempting
vto extend the struggles of the working class as such.

_ 1 ' .

»~ . v- i» .***"v T d
Q

i “m - Laurens Otter ‘ “ l - ~ ~Ii
 By‘definition an entrist position within a larger movement is not
an uncritical adherence to it: Still less is it a "tactical approach
to an organisation". (Note: this is a reference to RW*s introduction
to the translation of material from L'Eveil Internationaliste and
L'Insecurite Sociele on the war in Chad, A _Qp 4 ~ MS)Interc H .
g"Entrism" is the policy of a revolutionary group entering a reformist
one in order the better to be able to publicise its revolutionary
position. Obviously it always carries dangers + one only.has to look
at the various Leninist-entrists'-within the Labour Party to see the
illustrations of these. It is therefore necessary to understand
broad principles as to when this is consistent with'revolutionism. .

. - > - .
. - . 1 ‘ '

I _

There will of course he those who-hold it is never-consistent; fair
enough? a logipal oaseg but I hope that their ranks do not inclvde
any who would call themselves anarcho—syndicalists, or who respect '

_ .» - -- ., ' _ .

anarchoésyndicalism, for syndicalism, both in France, the CGT, and in
the USA, the IWW, was largely the product Of anarchist and Left-

. __I..---

Marxist entrism within leftward-moving reformist unions. Y

Being myself an anarcho-syndicalist, I hold that that example from
the beginning of the century was a revolutionary example, and one
from which anarchists can learn§_Indeed I would say that by and large
it sets the pattern for what is and is not permissible in the way of
entrism for anarchists and other"ultra—leftists.i "pi i7r

_ | -.. . . - 'h' ‘ ', _. ' - -_' '1 ' .4 -' _

The necessities are;~. y v j. o J ; so "' i  

.1. that at no time is it necessary for the entrist group to disguise
its beliefs in order to enter;(i -“T -

2. that the fundamental beliefs of the movement entered areisuch that
they_cannot be fulfilled by the methods advocated by the leadership;

-3. that those fundamental beliefs can only be achieved by revolutionary '
social change;9" ‘ P B ' . x. , i
.r. ' H -' I Y

4. that a significant-section of the rank and file are turning to forms -
of action that go outside constitutional politics, and challlenge

; the authority of the state; "K  1 ‘e

5. that a significant section of the rank and file already challenges
,.its leadership on issues such as democracy, the-duty of the leader~

A ship toabide oy conference decisions;»,, ~, '

6. that while there is all sorts of dehate between Leninist and other
"such factions within the rank and file nowadays 8 obviously in 1905

‘xhnthe_debate was not hetween Leninists, but the various Blanquiist
“ and quasi~Marxist groups fulfilled the same role - there is a large

body of the rank and file that appreciates that to achieve the
7' ostensible limited aim, capitalism needs to be abolished; albeit

that that large body has no clear idea of a revolutionary road, it
is seeking means that lead in srch a direction. .

(There may Well be more)" g B _  » .@~

These characteristsics were true of the Bourses de Travaili the early
CGT and the American Labor Union, I hold them to be equally true of
the present OND, Thus I can find nothing, explicit or implieit, in
LTEveil Internationalisteis leaflet that contradicts the§proposal for
ultraeieft entrigm within CND. (Indeed I think the leafletgin question

_ _ _ . , _ 1'.

. ' '_\ .

l . a

--I _. - -' . . ‘ - - - I -fig-. -
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is aslittle_reformist,_as is so much of the samenSOrt of material 1
I have seen over the last 25'yeQrs handed out by the SPGB and others
as a reason for not being in CND, and I would expect any "ultra—left
entrist" group in CND to put a much clearer case than it does).. l -

.' _ I ‘ i ‘\

LO's text concerns itself with defining criteria for judging nns“l h d
I circumstances under which entrism can be "consistent with revolution- _

. - v-ism". Having spent w quite enough time already rejectingrentrism.  '
I outright I am obviously not inclined to be drawn backfinto~a debate.
- whose parameters are defined by assumptions which I have rejected. t'

However, I will just say that even on its own'termsiL0's case seems
weak, because it is debatable whether all six of his criteria apply
te CND. The case of Peter Moore (reported in Intercom 3) who was‘
expelled from CND for making relatively mild criticisms of its”aims‘1
and¥strategy, calls into question whether the first of LO's criteria “-
is fulfilled by CND. On point 4, I would disagree that "a significant
section of the rank and file" of CND "challenge the authority of the
state"; They are merely disagreeing with some dedisions made by the

. state inxa limited area of policy, and are not calling into question
xthe authority, legitimacy and existence of the capitalist state as
 such. These two things-are quite different and to confuse them can
only lead td.the sort Of naive optimism about CND's potential which
LO displays in abundance. Finally LO asserts that "a large body of~the 1
rank and file" of ON? "appreciates...that capitalism needs to be abol—
ished". Again this is manifestly wishful thinking. It is far more
plausible to believe.that membership of CND in itselflsissaqsure signs . »
of a failure to appreciate that capitalism must be abolished. ""”“"“"

 ,7 By way of an aside, LO's use of examples from the history of
anarcho-syndicalism do not necessarily Carry any weight with us,

' because we are not 'anarcho-sfndicalisfisl. In the course of an upsurge
in the class struggle the working class will create its own organisr.
ations, and going by past experience these can be expected to take the,
form of councils of revocable delegates elected by mass meetings in h
the workplace. Outside such periods, any permanent mass organisation"n
of the working class, such as anarcho-syndicalists have sought to 1
create, can only tend to be reformist, if not in intent, then certainly
in practice. it 7 jlso  V

"While we are on the subject of labels, we would/%e adamant in
rejecting the idea that we are part of the so-called Vrevolutionary
left" described by David Barnsdale in The Peace Revolution i.e. the
RCP, SWP, Big Flame etc. What this "revolutionary (sic) left" may or

' may not wish to achieve by working within CND is of little direct "
concern to usn since it has nothing whatsoever to do with communism. d
We might also take exception to the term "ultra left" which LO uses.
(Intercom's original-title~-the New Ultra-Left Review;-was intended to‘
be a joke and of course has sincefbeen_ditehed7TfM§_do'not stand at 7
the extreme end of aspectrum extending from the Labour Party leftwards.
The Labour Party, Trotskyists,and the rests have shown themselves to
‘be_bourgeois in their actions and ideas, hence our_politics differs Q ,

lssfrom theirs not iniits 'extnemity"but in its class content. Today I
the labels ‘left’ and ‘right’ merely connote different xxaxa strategies

“for running the same capitalist system, whereas our politics is about
“abolishing this syxx_system., ~” *' ~ an *“

' .

.

e Mark Shipway (Manchester).
' I

. .

9|,’ \|a \',P 7 |- - M‘! fin‘: Iq'_A \‘I. iv, fry -1. _ _ yr‘ rp. 1. . 1"; I _ l

x The following article was sent in fromlthe new mag?!-Z1116 PA COITIITI-lmiflt
Effort". The first issue is out now. It costs 40p, (with SAE A4 It -is
available frorh Box ACE, ClA Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping W311» "L@1'1d01'1 E1
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What can we know now about the communist mode of production in the future ?
This question +¥ amongst others -~was touched on in~3 cg the articles in .,
Intercom 4,: in "Socialism and money" by LR and in "Meditations on the question of
organisation" and "Why I am not a socialist" (J??) by RE,

I All of these to some extent offered valid critiques of various lies, for
example s S. AND M. XE —- critique of the lie that there can be socialism plus
commodities; Meditationsgga —~ critique of the lie that post—capitalist relations
could exist within capitalism ;‘M§ym;m;LL ~5 critique of the social—democratic nature
of an attempted "democratisation" of commodities,

 1  First I want t8 address the differences between LR‘s articles and RE's
critiques of it. Q LR comes straight out with a tentative suggestion for a model of
possible production and distribution mechanisms in s fully-fledged communism;
RE does.not.attempt to be as "precisefi, considers any voucher system to be based
on value and to lead to a blackmarket, and would preferolotteries to decide on the
distribution of extremely rare goods, In the second part of this text I shall try
to deal with the misconceptions of all 3 of these texts regarding the communist
mode of production (and in particular the evasion of mention of severable forseeable
pitfalls), but in the first part I shall say something about the progression bf the
movement beginning_ggy (when its practical manifestations_are still only negative),
and about the-part revolutionary minorities can play nQw.; e . s. ‘v _ 

\ . . Q ' .
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It is true that.the dynamic definition of communism, as long as capitalism
remains unchallenged by even the beginnings of insurrections on a global scale,
remains negative =+~ this is its motive force ... = the destruction of all forms of
capitalist domination, which themselves can beianalysed as far as present c"l§
possibilities allow us to gather information, think about them and discuss them, etc.
Positive descriptions remain imprecise or abstract, such as the realisation of
(in the dialectical sense of becoming real and gaining consciousness of) all our
passions and desires, of our very being, or the supersession of art and philosophy
(which has never been a definition, but only one way of describing communism).
Partioularities are hard to pin down, if one leaves aside the rubbish of " ti
pseudo-revolutionaries who would have us believe that a "new society" means
"cheap faresi or "small is beautiful" or "a Bolshevik party in power implementing
its 'historical' program". But if there is no revolution in the next month, and
even more so if there is, I»am still in favour of talking about precisely what we
mean by cemmunism, what each of us thinks certain aspects of it will be like.
All communist revolutionaries have some ideas_about it +- to deny this would be a
perfect example of overly pretentious objectivism, or even "followism" in the
mould "Waiting_is the only important thing we can do"., _ .

- I ‘uQ|lq -I - ---|-,u- - - | _ — ' -1- - — ‘I’ I \ ' ' I "'.' _ - - I I

Some of us may have hang~ups about the left of capital, including a fear of
changing into programmists or bureaucrats, or ..., but doesn't our very activity,
our intervention NOW, have any relation to our views on how the movement will progress,
on what will be "generalisation" and what will be "setbacks", on what will be
"radicalisationfl,leto.?d=.Doesnt any kind of analysis of present manifestations of
theimovement rest on an understanding of what ituwill become, on possible futures
for it, on the characteristics which are still deficient and on those which are
possible gateways to escalation ? More globally, oughtnit we to be confronting
our ideas on possible futures for the movement on a planetary_level_which would be
part of what some comrades have called "an anlysis of the period" ?
As revolutionaries, that is as people who want the generalisation of all the proletarian
assaults on capital in every way and area, and as people who fundamentally feel
the necessity fqr something which has a name (communism), why should we shy away _
from thinking abeut what some aspects of the progression of the movement towards it”
will be 1? -i x» x i ; -" '_ c ; _ i N -'1
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The conditions where this becomes more and more possible will be and are being
created by the movement itself and are the same as the conditions for victory.
Note that I am certainly not saying thatlthe minority of the proletariat which is
presently revolutionary (subjectigely) has only.to think out everything in its head,
and all will be portentous of imminent_v§ctory. But the movement, the Old Mole, has
already created a specifically and“consc_ously communist milieu —— which has never
been totally empty in the last 150-odd years ea and it has created possibilities for
us to have a certain practical weight. (Those who wantmtgamgsinterpret this remark
will do so.). ll r~ ~  ~y '7Y   »l  

.

(It is surprising how little is spoken of what each of us thinks about how v .
the movement will progress, namely about what is a gateway and whatyis,a,dead¢end,
It is not enough to say for example "negotiation is a dead-end" and "anti-union
workers‘ assemblies are a gateway" -+ TRUE, certainly, and also NECESSARY, but not
enough. ' "

Let's imagine a situation of a wildcat general strike which_hasgbeen,set ~>.
in motion by masses of proletarians in progressively more lucid opposition to
their enemies and their enemies? lackeys (unions,...) and which is developing
towadds insurrection and civil war by means of :~— _   "i ' ~i_

@ _

' . ' . R

+++ occupations which unemployed proletarians as well as wage-slaves j
, are beginning to'rally ton; . his

' +++ attacks on the strategico-ideologico—military centres of enemy power
such as police+stations, barracks, party-halls, etc,;§. ~ ,

+++ requisition and subversive use of , g pl j y
(1) PP@$e¥t PTOdu0tS, such as arms to fight troops, big s‘

g _ l,  meetingsrooms for discussion, communications netwrnks
aihl “awn fOr a g10ba1 Oall—t0—armS and rapid link-up, etQ,;

~,,and (2) the productive forces themselves, in order to produce
.  such products (notably food and arms) as are required
. eliby the power of the nascent Workers‘ Councils.=

(That is, imagine that a movement goes just beyond what were the highest
highest point of class strgggle in the last decade—and-ahalf.)”i”

If this came to pass,,proletarians atdthis time would have to make some e
pretty crucial organisational decisions, including how to link HP, how those ,
who have not been delegated to conferences of delegates from their own base assemblies
could be in possession of all information regarding these conferences preferablyl _
while they were in pregame progress, how the armed side of class war can be won when
all the proletarian side's strategies in the military sense would probably be easily

“ego oh. I o ‘ l I ' I

The immediate stop to the functioning of the official commodity economy
__ wage—labour, buying from shopkeepers,etc. +— would be a fairly automatic
result of the seizure of an area. l-But the problems would still exist of how to
prevent an "Unofficial" commodity economy ++ black market, wide boys —- from
thriving, and of how to develop the first stages of a property—less, money—less,
commodity-less.society given that its enemies would still exist, would be armed,
and would be trying to drown it in blood. =Similarly, psnnissns of self-managed
wageéslavery would still be trying topermvert the movement into committing suicide
by means of introducing another official commodity economy through sundry
bureaucrats. N LR does not touch on these problems from this angle, and the "host
of other questions to do with production and distribution in a socialist society"
are legion, in particular;-— but not only —+Jconcerning"the beginnings of communist
society, which will occur when the military problems faced in class war will make
themselyes faced at every level. ~ his I”, ih_

Ans I see it, it is useful to have a look at these problems, insofar as
they can be partially seen n0w,< LR and RE, who both do this partially (all analysis,
this”included, is partial —- I refer to the unchallenged gaps), do not talk of the
concrete nature of what will be "the mightiest civil war humanity has ever seen"
(Rosa Luxemburg), despite RE's mention of wreckage and rubble.,  

-  -  n  l Hp. , f _ _INTERO@H ,5 p.25.
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, Whether we know it or not, our views on the content of intervention and on
'theoreti0al_anlysis of class struggles are INEXTRICABLY BOUND UP with how we think
they might progress, on what we think are their weak points which might lead to,
defeats, and what we think are their strong points which might lead to intensification
_of struggle (radicalisation, arming itsehf, spreading,,,,), I” g -glQ, ll
“TheQmoments of self-organisation "of struggle, especially in the form of standing
general-assemblies which have appeared intermittently in embryo form in dozens of
areas (Spain, Poland,...) are the highest moments of class struggle in recent years.
Revolutionaries should declare themselves in support of these, even if their
surmountable shortcomings must be criticised, and should openly declare that the
generalisation of this form, the Workers‘ Council, in all,senses, is part of the gateway
to victory in civil war and revolution. - 1 ._ ,,,,p

Qfifiéfilfifillfifili ' N
A The text "Meditations on the question of Organisation" is very confused in

slamming all organisation whatsoever as "only able to be stretched out in terms of 
the functional relationships which hold the semi-equilibrium which we like to call
capitalism in place" and as "at heart, capitalist". I would agree absolutely if
this meant that (1) all effective revolutionary self-organisation of the proletariat
en masse, as long as capitalism exists, can only be at war with it; and (2) those
revolutionaries who attempt to organise an intervention must aim for the dissolution
of this organisation into the revolutionary richness of a mass movement. In other
words, any organisation which aims to establish itself within this society, is
at heart reactionary, just like substitutionist (Leninist, sundicalist,...) or
reformist organisations. But if RE holds that all organisation is "at heart, capitalist",
nnsnwwnsi about the peripatetic armed workersf_bands in Poland ? What about the
First International ? What about Intercom ???» What about all the authentic
workers‘ councils in history, even if they have not always recognised their own
significance and have often been less than critical inward about their own
caricatures ? For example, take the armed workers of the Ruhr in 1920 —— was it
because they took on the task of srgansisn organising themselves that they were
defeated ?¢ Or was it rather because they didn't grasp the significance of what xkh
they themselves had already done in the way of this organisation ? V '" '~

RE rightly attacks the partyist and crypto-partyist conceptions handed"  
down from the counterrevolution, but does not seem to distinguish between 2

“""“““*“’T'*+++ (1) outright partyist/elitist/substitutionist pseudo-revolution
in the fprm of Bolshevism, anarchosyndicalism,...;

+++ (2) the formalisation (read: conscious and structured) of
self—organisation of proletarians en masse; '

+++ (Q) the organisation of theoretico-practical tasks by those whn
" -' _revolutionaries who want to intermvene in mass struggles. ’ '“

l "'“ NOT as "bringerg of consciousnessW.(10, but as those who are
not_affaid to say that they want all proletarians"struggles”»
on Earth to progress, unify and radicalise and come to victory,

' and who try to combat their own image in the spectacle and do
‘not shy w away from certain assertionstbecause of a patronising
and defeatist "we might be misunderstood" or a
psychologically screwed—up and equally defeatist "we might
become bureaucrats against our will" (£1!) A A i

, +++ (4) various misconceptions on all of these by those revolutionaries
(“A who were mistaken on some points (or indeed even misled by5_*.

I A counterrevolution to a degree) but who cannot be classified~'
as "at heart, Capitalist". Examples: AAUD, AAUD-E, KAPD,...
(But obviously the ideological defence of the weakness of

 these must be fought). - i
- - -~ ., \ '

e RE then 899$ on to say :",.@,, , '-  ..a-, of
A "We all wish that the BolShsVikS had been truly revolutionary, that the

Russian and world revolution had been successful, and that we were now
reaping its benefits. This does not get round the fact that we're not

,  gw"=.. (cont.)
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and that political parties will generate bureaucracies even if they are
called national organisations,or organisations of revolutionaries."

On the face of it, this is true of course, but it implies that all ==t —
"organisations of revolutionaries" are closet parties, whichiis not true. I would
agree howevergwith his denunciation not fimly of parties but also of the confusionists
and bureaucrats called anarchists or in his nomenclature "ultraaleft" if this is

___, \_ .. _ _ __ :_ _ _
_.l _ _.~_ ..taken to include Cardanists, "new—style" anarchists, Bordigists, left4Leninists like

"CW"O or IPC"C, spontaneo—Leninists claiming falsely to be partisans of proletarian
autonomy, those who glorify Lenin but call themselves non~Leninists (GCI in BBelgium, -
CBG, ...),*ete. etc. I do not agree if it lumps together with these all those ,,,.
wanting an organised intervention explicitly aiming for its own dissolution into,“ 5,
a mass proletarian insurrectionary movement. As for the KAPD and Gorter, the AAUD,,§

. ,. - .,. . , ,,the AAUD—E and Huhle, who were all mistaken in some ways on the organisation question, _
but who were far more lucid and advanced on other points and on this point than their w.
contemporaries, surely they deserve to be distinguished from Bloshevik state capitalism i
and the "Third International" 1 The former lot, especially in decline, were wrong l ~'
concerning "spiritual directors" because class consciousness is not something which .
starts with "spiritual directors" and endsiup in y the masses‘ heads, but dynamically a
exists with individual proletarians collectively facing up to the task of their 5 it

' 4

self-liberation. If this at first only means a minority, they cannot aspire to . H i
be spiritual (or other) directors of the rest, but have tasks such as selfeclarification,
and intervention even if they are isolated.hM , p . p  a ., ,
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,:_:__ -Social relations under capitalism , from wage~labour to the social lie, hinge
on the fact that everything_is alien to the vastest part of the world's poulation,
the proletariat. _@ost proletarians are herded into forced labour where they are
allowed to touch, use and reproduce the productive forces'§including their own ,..=
existence and in a wider sense present social relations, as well as machines, etc.)
according to the needs of whichever capital it is which accumulates the surplus value ,_,
that the exploitation of their labout~power sets in motion, i.e; brings into existence
for future realisation or reinvestment if possible. Other proletarians are forcedi A u
into the same thing but purely in the terrain of reproduction of the physical existefibe”M?
of that major productive force ~- theiproletariat itself. Domestic unwaged labourers 1
come into this category, as do nurses; roadsweepers, etc. Still others are not even L
allowed near the productive forces, but are maintained at whatever subsistence level I.
the "period" of capitalism prefers, given the bankmbalance of whichever State it is, L
or whether there is any use possibility that they will be herded into wage-labour ""“*”*7*
at a later date (less and less likely), politico~economic considerations, etc.N, ' e

~This poses the question —~ the concrete historical question -iof*what is the
opposite to alienation 29 What can we know about it now, even in descriptive terms ?
Isn't it true that we -will _f_e_e__l_ qualitatively differeintxemo-tions in communism '2
Isn't communism more than just a quantitative variation on capitalism ? _ 7

' . . . . l

Insofar as we can know anything about it now, the following will be true : .
 L1l_+++ People will have a better, more fluid, more conscious idea of what

kn they need, what they desire ~— one of the reasons being the
.t_ profoundly dialectical one that there will be no unnatural

,¢ - ~  , barriers to them actually getting it 1 5~  .=
‘L21 +++ The new social relations will be able to be described, as they   

'  : " already have been, in ways such ass: i'
ti. vvi 1 *** a society where the free development of each is the  

i  . condition for the free development of all. > i
- *t* the free construction of situations in all aspects of life.  

*** a society-where “’l W  . '  _‘
_"the eye has become a human eye, just as its object

’ 'flhas?become a social 7human object, made by man for
man" and where "the senses have therefore become
jheoreticians in their immediate praxis."

n I “i (1844 Manuscripts). - t
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(3) +++ People will have to be able to organise material production and
- distribution according to their needs (which is not Simple but

will need a lot of thought) and according to their conscious
negation of markets and private property, which will obviously
be consigned to prehistory where they belong.

RE is right to stress that in a flture revolutionary society you wouldn't
have to lock up your house, and if someone took something from it then you would
know that they had an urgent need and your inconvenience would be made up for by
people around you. But this is in no contradiction with the,necessity,for people
to work out structured ways of producing and distributing. “This should not mean of
course that people-2 decide to materially produce always in the same place -— I
would prefer it if I could make bread one day, cooperate in making iron, say, the w ~
next, and play chess the next, for example. Communism will be the real supersession —
of the separation between material production and the production of all other I
aspects of life, even if no precise models can be made at this pointrj If it is p
understood that here (i.e. this sentence) I am speaking abstractly about after the -_
armed victory of the revolution (which itself could only come about given a high .

1- 1level of conscious self—organisation, which proletarians will be forced to undertake,,,~
one of the reassns being to avoid being massacred), then the_new production mechanisms .
would NOT be as a safeguard against selfish greed at the expense of others, becausei' I
this would not exist, but simply to ensure (1) an egalitarian way of living against
the mfifixmigcounter-effects of natural phenomena such as droughts, geographical
isolation,"etcL§£and. (2); to ensure that, in the material "sector", people are sure
that they are producing what someone needs/desires, and in the right quantity, ,

I ' '|I -W , pg t

5 , . . '1‘- I

;§The material "sector" would not be separate from the production of other  v"
aspectsgof life simple because people'S relations to things will be tdtally“andT _
utterly defined by theirrelationships with_themselves and with other people --.this
is the meaning of Marxls remarks concerning the continuous production and i I
transformation er.e human world, sensuous activity, the sensuous appropriation of the
human essence which should not be understmod only in the sense wd of direct one—sided
consumption, of possession, of having, but as man's appropriation of his xeixiimns
integral essenee in an integral way, as a total man, where "all his human
relations to the world -- seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, feeling, thinking, ;;M
contemplating, sensing, wanting, acting, loving - in short, all the organs of i“
his individuality, like the organs which are directly communal in form, are in their
objective approach'or in their approach to the object the appropriation of that
object, where the appropriation of human reality is the confirmation of human reality."
(1844 Manuscriptsq) ‘ .”** I’ 'i" '( ‘gt I  “(,5 .

. Just-because people will determine their relationship to (read: production of,§W
and nee of) material things according to their realisation of their desires and the ’i)_
interplay of these with other people's desires, this does not mean that they wills w
not have to know what they are doing regarding their organisation of material production!
"Communism dissolves production relations and combines them with social relations"
(Barret). ” i s ”s““o I I H’ t“, ,l,¢‘" -

_ .. _ . . _ ’ ' ' __ 0' ' .

. , . | .

Qln order that people will know what they are producing in the way of material T
things} they will have to employ a system of bookkeeping. t Communism does not mean" .
self¥managed or decentralised capitalism in the classical anarchist vein (Proudhon, <-
autogestion,..., or syndicalism ...);wheregisolated groups would consume what they ~
needed out of what they produced and would barter the rest on a sort of anarchic
market for a certain defined quantity of something else -+ this would clearly not
go beyond the capitalist value relation., In communism, everyone will be*a collective
controller of the productive forces, although this will obviously pose numerous  i ',
problems some of which are hard to envisage and will probably be hard to solve.
A "democratised" private property relation is basically an enemy of communism, though,
because I feel that I am as entitled towa share of, say, wood_from "Siberia?-Qassuming
I don't live there) as anyone x else. Shocked ? But I add that of course it should
not be a matter of everything being decided globally, for example whether or not I
paint my local library purple. ;However there are some_things-which-would best be

. » - i, _ - . .;-.,.-.- - '
. - . . _ _ - . - , . u - -

. ' . ‘-9 ' __ . _ ,_ _. - , .| __ ._ ,. .. ........ , _. he -_
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decided globally*(i.e..by all the base assemblies together), as the alternative being
a reversion to private property.. Also,*the5proletariat as'a whole, during the an
period of civil war, will not come to victory unless it decides ceraain_questions
to do with its miltary struggle globally.-— one of the reesene being that our enemy
will in pmortant ways be coordinated_glaially (politico#UN—militarily). The role
of the UN, past} present and future, in .ssuring,counter-subversive coolaboration
between national capitals, cannot be pointed out too clearly. Witness Korea,
Palestine, Congo, and perhaps soon —- if Benn's wing of the bourgeoisie had its way ~-
Ireland. -(This does exclude the fact that UN troops have also been used in the y
struggles of big national capitals against little ones.) There have been numerous  
occasions already where national capitals at war with each other have united against
a proletarian revolution to a varying degrees. Examples : Brest~Litovsk, Warsaw 1945
or, during the Cold War, Czechoslovakia 1968, where the US tacitly supported the
Russian invasion and would also have supported Dubcek's fraction of the native
capitalist class if it had won. ._*";.i".

I r
‘ v ' ' .

 The only individual distributionéproblem mentiened by LR and RE concerns i
scarcity. hR suggests a voucher system where itemsgare given a value in points.
RE suggests a lottery. We would probably all agree that these items would rarely
.be scarce, because obviously, if for example there were fewer pots of green paint
than people wanted, then more would be made, or else , if for some reason more
couldn't be made, then people would dd decide to even out the inconvenience and each
have slightly less than they initially wanted. If this happened with something.
which could not be evened out (e.g. if 2 people or groups of people wanted to use '
the only available aeroplane at~2 o'clock), and if this problem then reoccurred with
something else (say the use of a¥building at 6 o'clock), then I would see nothing
wrong with an agreement along the lines of "You have the aeroplane at 2 o'clock
and we'll have the building at 6 o'clock§. I y

_ , _

This would entail a comparison of use—values, because the use of the
aeroplane would be assumed to be "equal"‘to the use of the building.~. (I feel
pressures on me not to talk this way because it could be likened by those who do
not even want to think about a communist way of existing to scrabbling for commodities
or to a neo-market.) But if it is stressed that this kind of thing would not
happen very often (food, housing and most other things, when controlled by everybody,
will fulfil everybody's needs amply, and scarcities would always be able to be either
evened out immediately or compensated for by an increased production of the item in
question, and thirdly people on most occasions would be able to decide whose need
was greatest), then I would,see.no objection to'a "point system" for these extremely
rave items. (However I don't think that LR realises that items for which this would y
be necessary would be very rare -4 if people still wanted record+players.(and I
don't think they will); Ihen_the needed number would.be made. I w ital iyiuthnt an

~iI feel that RE suggests a lottery for the right reason H-- to enenre an equal
chance-of winning !_+— but he suggests a means of effecting this which is inadequate,
for what would happen if someone kept winning the lottery ? (This is not a trivial
objection.) Would other unspoken rules then come into force ? _RE seems to cover
over the fact that even in a communist society there will still be natural (deliberate
usage 3) disasters and barriers to an INFINITE pleasure. He gets over this real,,» v
undesired problem by hoping that people will desire to replace it with an artifi¢i&l
one, namely a lottery 1 Why won't people be able to rationally solve or circfimvent. -
these future problems which will still be met without recourse to artificial I
randomness ? Is it a fact that he sees no difference between (1) those who think
that communism will in some things use_bookkeeping} and (2) those idiots who think = e
that communism is only a quantitative.variation on capitalism —+ "democratisation" of
caPitalist social relations ? i- y  " e i'“n  - .'t,e

This criticism of RE should certainly not be seen as an uncritical defence j"
of LR's model, because he (LR) says nothing of people being different in the =' f i
future revolutionary society, and of the world as a whole (social relations, games,
things,...) being a product totally of people's conscious desires, in a veritable
WORLD HUMAN COMMUNITY which will not need safeguards against wickedness because

I
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people will essentially not want to be wicked to each other. In fact, LR in his text;
does not bother to defend himself against being seen as an advocate of a self~managed-
or even party-managed "democratisation" of capitalism. Examples: "People could be .
issued.with vouchers". ??. "Doesn't he mean "People could issne vouchers to themselves"?

,., <‘ _'_ I ._ on-_Why doesn't he refer to pggple as the actual ggers of anyhhing which will be done I‘:
,on the scale of society ? Why always usfl the passive mood: "Voychers could be n
issued"; "Scarce products could not be eeenmnietee" (£1) 5 "It could also be)
determined";...?_ Isn't it important to be clear (especially in Intercom, where‘
texts by decentralo-selfmanagementO5anarcho-capitalists have appeared in the past). -
that communist society is the opposite of various misconceptions which are had_.._h,
about4it by advocates of self~managed‘wage~labour and selfemanaged markets 3- Est“,
Similarly, LR's remark near the end of his text that "The eheiee as to whether or;-e
not to operate such a system could he quite safely be left to lneal communes or’.
collectives to make" puts him too_in the direction of this mistaken terrain. W,
Firstly, "the choice could be left span" -— by whom?? Secondly, the remark as a - _
whole is clearly advocating a localised private property of groups over the productive
forces. H If his model has not been a suggested model for-one aspect of communism on
a world scale, but nevertheless presents itself asta possible overview, then does~ ’
LR think that relations between his "grdups" should be anarchic ? Does he even ¢~
think that it is possible to "construct the new society within the shell of the old",
a view of anarchist bureaucrats which is similar to Leninism (the n former says, - _
"revolutionary" "collectives", organised no doubt h according to the notorious finds i
federalism, gather everybody around them according to their ideology, and lead-to" _'
a sort of fourth—worldist self—managed alienation; the latter says: a "revolutionary" *
Bolshevik party, at first small, takes over the running of the capitalist State, 7%
and becomes a "mass party") ? Hcpefully.not. .¢I -" *  . - "Y- t~ 1 '"’

- "'_

Does he-believe that there is no need for people in the future communist society to~ '
establish a WORLD human community which will certainly be nothinglother than the‘
result of people confronting their ideas and consciously working out a
communitarian (read: communist) wayrof living, but in,which people will communicate i
on a qualitatively and-QUANTITATIVELY higher level than humans have ever done befarehna
in the history of the planet ? fj " _  ' pf fjp _ 2 jg. v.1 h.a l
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‘ LR also implies as as does BE —- that some surmountable barriers toithis
massive jump in communication should remain unchallenged.e- this is evident in his E
suggested safeguards against wickedness and implied lack of attempted-solutions to> »1
some of the problems posed by geographical distance on a world level;' A ' C‘ f
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- :. . Specifically7regarding Intercom, the articles by La_ene RE sidestep the E _ _
problem of what is the immediate practical eignifieeneej if any, er the ideas of
revolutionaries about the present conditions and the future progression of the
movement in'a period where it is experiencing some difficulties in expressing itselfiin
and,where,‘as always, no minority can create a raging civil war just-by clicking ., ,
its fingers. On this point, the Tampa comrades seem to believe that the proletariat.
can organise itself to a certain degree, but a party is necessary to point out then H
militaryiproblems and "to advocate measnres which overturn the mode of capitalist.
prdductiQn;andiexchange".¥ Thus they dare to add "ifs and buts" to what is a very -

,. .- ;. ..simple§assefition : that the proletariat éan emancipate itself.“" . hf ~ "““""“"'
' For those of us whofiare not substitutionists or partyists but who wish for.

an organised, coherent communist intervention which is neither "above" nor "below"
the movement as a whole, this problem is_present now - because we are not objective '
observers, detached from the rest of the class in a lofty superiority or thefidi H
nothinghess of ideological musing divorced from events and opposed to their, .,,_ .
radicalisation. .-.  S ” " ' “‘ ‘""

The fraction of the proletariat which_has already realised the necessityxfor
communism is part of one side in a real warn - It must attempt to analyse present*"*w
manifestations of the movement in rupture with the old world, must be critical of ‘
all the“weehneeees or those manifestationsm and must aim for a-clarifying' ......
confrontation of ideas about the movement ; all three of these are bound up with a
revolutionary intervention which is not afraid to define itself (revolutionary
positions, = anti-programme) relative to the rest of the movement.
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CORHESPONDANCE with the COMMUNIST BULLETIN GROUP i ;
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WHERE DOES WILDCAT STAND ON THE QUESTION OF ORGANISATION ?

l.12..’P.£.9_<€1.E1.°_’£..%.2.1ZL.. ‘
The background to this correspondance is as follows - s
Since lgaving the International Communist Current (ICC), I haves
kept up an occasional correspondance with other members of the ICC,
some of whom formed the Communist Bulletin Group (CBC); During
the excitement of the split, which took place amidst a great deal
of ill-feeling, many of us did things which we should new regret. *
The ICC claims that these actions of confused and (at the time)
demoralised individuals were "crimes" against itself and therefore
(with typical_megalomania) crimes against the working classg. They
use these "crimes" as an excuse tb behave with the utmost '“ “_
sectarianism towards the CBG and other ex-members, whom_it;can'
never forgive for continuing their political activity outside of
the ICC. ("Outside the ICC... is the void", we were told at the
time of the split). This sectarian frenzy has reached new heights
in the International Revigg no- 56, whereihaving called for co-
operation among revolutionaries in their ggdress to Proletarian"
Groups, the ICC replies to the CBG's positive response with a stream
of insults, which will make any unbiased reader want to vomit.
The CBG for its part,.spends an excessive amount of time defending
itself against the ICC's accusations, to the extent that it is
unable to develop a genuine political activity of its own.. I wrote”
to the CBC, suggesting among other things that.it would be a good
idea to ignore the ICC until they show themselves prepared to discuss
politically; Their reply follows. I ~ ,“”
lnl. Q H-Q -_ u .

. . I

_ Box 85
. 45 Candlemakers Row if

tEdingburgh_ j I
 _ ' Scotland¢'

U U 16th February‘1984s W
Dear Andy (and other Wildcats), '  "C T 1 . .‘ V

Herewith a very late reply to your letters of last year - see_i
accompanying personal note for a cringing explanation of the delay.

. _ i I

First of all, ygg, feel free to reprint any of our leaflets or
articles in Intercom or elsewhere - the wider the audience for our
material the better. If you are still going ahead with the Guy
Aldred pamphlet we will furnish you with what material we have.
Most of M's holdings were published internally in NR (and you will
already have these). I have a collected volume of texts by Aldred
and others titl€d.E§§@Q§;lQ_E§lQli“XQl$_QQQ - it isn't very useful,
but if you can track down later volumes in the series (if there
were any) then you might discover some printable texts. -

_ - - a

< .In your letters you chastise the CBC for over concentration on the
ICC and CWO in the pages of the Bulletin , and you propose we  
"boyeott" the ICC. We agree that on balance these two organisations
have taken up too much space in our journal. We were correct to”‘
detail, analyse, and draw political conclusions from the splits in
World Revolution (note: British section of the ICC), and that task
is now complete. We are not going to let the ICC drag us back into:
a continuing "who did what to whom" debate. Given that the ICC ft
exclude us from the proletarian movement our relations with them
have reached an impass, as vividly demonstrated by the farce of their
"Address to the Proletarian Movement".

g i_ 
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Our relations with the CWO are heading towards a similar blockage-
they consider us to be a "Pseude~Group","and as such won't mention
us in their press or write joint leaflets with us. In future we
will shift some of our attention towards other groups, a task we
have already begun. However this does not mean that we will.
banish all mention of the ICC from our press as you appear to"
suggest. A large proportion of our magazine goes overseas, and in
international discussions the positions of the ICC remain a vital
-reference point. Undeniably the Platform of the ICC is a tremendous

' achievement, and although the organisation has been theoretically
stagnant for several years, its past contributions on.the Party,
~donsciousness, decadence etc cannot be minimised and must be developed.

1

You are right to say that we have tended to ignore the more llb€Tq_
tarian end of the movement. .Our failings here are mirrored by the
hostile attitude of these groups towards us. As you know many of

~ them would hold in utter contempt anyone who described themself as _
a marxist seeking the creatior of a centralised international
communist party. Wildcat does not have this irrational attitude, ,
but it is an approach which is deeply embedded in many of the Interoom " _
groups. For example we read in,Intercom@g p25; M.

 "There comes a time when the kind of views being peddled bylf
of groups like the Bulletin ... become a source of potential “”b

despair and destruction of revoluticnary enthusiasm ...",
- ~We have publically condemned the sectarian and contemptuous attitude

of the ICC and CWO towards Wildcat, but sectarianism isn‘t the pre-
serve of these two organisations. In Intercom § p10 we are told-that-

"If you've got a strong stomach or are totally unable to think  
; .of anything better to do, you can contact ... the Fraction

Communists Internationaliste."  '~" l' i
We must all combat our own sectarianism, and not just criticise it
in other people. This means that we muSt be prepared t0 calmly
listen to what other groups in the milieu have to say, and not just
dismiss it out of hand. r -

We broadly share the Tampa comrades critique of Intercom. You
'attack them (and the CBC) for calling you localists. What we were
criticising through the use of this term was the conception that

"It is ridiculous to try to set up a unified organisation. '3 .
Inow ... Our task is primarily one of ... creating local

 ,., groups." (Intercom 2 p 26;
The CBG declined to become involved in the Intercom project pre-
cisely because it was set up as a crutch for localism_and federal;
ism. As we wrote at the time: "j*" ' (l'

"We would not be unhappy about the notion of a bulletin, L
.which was~envisaged as a moment in the regroupment of

IQ revolutionary forces ... The bulletin would only be a means x
to an end, the end being the rebuilding of an international

' centralised party, drawing its sustenance not only from the
immediate struggle of the working class, but also from the~'"
legacy of the revolutionary period, as found in the revol-

cutionary Third International and the parties associated with ~
it." (Bulletin 2 p5)

Clearly the first few issues of Intercom did not fit into this
framework. There was no substantive debate, merely vain attempts
by Wildcat and Stoke to fend off the idiocies of hopelessly confused
people, like Simon Leefe and Subversive Graffiti, and anarcho-
l§fti$tS like the St Helens Anarchists and the author of ;.e v 2.,

_"*‘

7 I I -_._ i
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"The Case for Ultra-Left Entrism into the Peace Movement."

We have heard, albeit 2nd or 5rd hand, that you are currently recon—
_ sidering the premise-of Intercom, and you now feel it may be time to  
"start working towards a national regroupment in Britain. We would_

, like to reiterate that we would like to be part-of such activity. I"
If, for example, Wildcat, Stoke, part of the_LwG, and other healthy

'@l@m@nt$ Changed Intercom into a vehicule for work towards national
regroupment, then the CBG would want to join-the project. ‘Perhaps
you could clarify exactly where you now stand on the question of
national regroupment? Do you still adhere to the perspective in the“-
pilot issue of the Ultra-Left Revue: W it I

i "We don't want to see Wildcat growing nationally, but would' I ;_
' promote the idea of similar collectives around the country." ?i

. ~ -

=" As always your comments on the Bulletin are solicited, as are any “ O.
proposals for joint work. A consignment of issue six of the Bulletin

. will reach you in a fortnight ~ you will glad to hear that it gives
plenty of coverage to your buddies in the ICC and CWO.s(i it

. ' ' u
u , . _ _

. Yours fraternally,.  

Rowntree for the Communist Bulletin Group

fin

yr % I * _ - - - . . .

The last Wildcat meeting before the deadline for Intercom read out'
and considered the following text. ,We did not have sufficient time
to pore over every detail as we usually do, but felt in general - ~ w
agreement with what it says.  

' ahanchester, 15.5.84

Dear Comrades, C

Thank you for your -letter. Bulletin 6 arrived yesterday (after the.
meeting referred to above) and I think it is generally very good indeed, P
a continuation of the improvement already shown by issue no 5.  -
To a large extent this disproves my criticism of the CBG in the
Introduction to your letter printed above, which has already been
typed I'm afraid. i  I  

We agree with some of your criticisms of Interggm - particularly with
the point that it has not been properly used as a vehicule for debate
between the groups involved. Wildcat is as much to blame for this
as anyone else.) The future of Intercom is now frankly in doubt; but ~

' if it continues, as we hope it will, it will be on a clearer organ-
isational and political basis than before. You will be able to read
about this in Intercom § which is due out at the end of March, so I ~
wQn't go into details here. ~  ' i ”

You ask as to clarify where Wildcat stands on the question of netienal
regroupment.~ We have recently published a statement of our "Basic

I Principles", of which a copy is enclosed. YOU W111 Se? §rOm_th@ text ~
"What Distinguishes Wildcat“ that we stand for the "unification of
our movement at a national and international level."

The question is; how is this unification to be achieved? We approach ~
this problem from an assessment of the present state of our movement.
We have a broad definition of the political movement we feel ourselves.

‘ -I 
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to be part of. Groups as diverse as the CWO, SPGB, Tampa,andgnanyq‘1
of the anarchist groups are, we feel, basically on the same sine 55
us, even though some of their positions may be (in our view) extremely
mistaken or even reactionary. Clearly a 'regroupment' involving all
-these groups, or even a majority of them, with their widely differing
and often-opposed views, is not forseeable in the immediate future;*
For the time being, all national or international groupings which  ”

- - 1 .arise will involve only a minority of the revolutionary movement, -,
_ > . - -

' .' "-. Q . . -\

We are working towards the creation of_ an international revolutionary
political organisation which we can be paft~or;" At the same time we
want to_continue’to collaborate as much as possible with organisations
which for one reason or another we could not envisage joining together
with. ,Experience"of‘future developments.of the class struggle ~Bj
should help to clarify issues which at present separate~us from other
Orgenisations, ,Wh€E this happens, further 'regroupments‘ should be
possible, pgggiggg that we have kept up good relations with these
groups in the meantime. KM at L  ~». - Q

- I. _ ____ . _ ‘ . U - _
. I _ . . ...‘ .. ‘ ________~‘_| _ ,_, _ I .

On the question of the form of organisation we should adopt, we _.. ~
favour centralisation, but with the following qualifications:  T

1) One should not be dogmatic about the precise form of centralisen
ation. There are several possible alternatives - eg; rotation of” O
production of a paper between different local groups could be _P_
appropriate within a centralised organisation,“ ' ‘

2) No form of organisation cs a guarantee of genuine political
T unity, unless there is also an active and enthusiastic committment

to it within all sections (and among n11 individual members) of the
organisation. This is why the figgtmpgipgity for all groupsi [ea -
should be to maintain an active intervention, particularly towards 1
workplace struggles, for it is this above all which teaches us the;
need for political unity. It is possible to become so obsessed ,,_¢
with trying to create a centralised organisation that one forgets
what such an organisation is supposed to be for. T

' ' - ' 5 - —\

5) Inour relations with other groups, we take an essentially
pragmatic attitude. Provided we do not have to hide or compromise
our political principles we are prepared to work with,§nyQn§&
including groups with widely differing views on the question of .
organisation. We are prepared to compromisewon our view of organis-
ation if we judge the overall results of collaboration with another '
group or groups will be positive. This could include permanent or~~-
long-term collaboration with them on a non-centralised basis.  p

4) On a more theoretical level, there is no evidence that working V
class political organisations have ever, or will ever, be very stable.
This is because, like the class we represent, we are excluded from
political life under ¢apitalism.i The only exception was during the '-
period c1870-1914 when the working class in “Western Europe; » -
was able to have a permanent representaion within capitalism, and_
tnisewnn reflected in the stability of its political organisations
at that time. Of course we should try to organise ourselves in a
more stable way than the working class is able to do g§_§;£lass, it
But all the evidence suggests that the working class politicajf¥*
movement is condemned to a turbulent existence, ~" ”  -

_ - '

Experience shows that we cannot artificially abolish this problem by‘ -
giving ourselves extremely rigid organisational structures; “We, I *
think that probably-the best approach is to combine a principled‘
and cosistent attitude towards basic political positions (the

1 .r ' 1

_v‘_- -

|' .

 



would crumble in a
Indeed it is ,._ ttliat the whole CND movement would crumble in the

event of such ;. unable to maintain the coalition between the peace and
antinuclear movements. There *-vould. probably be a silent stasis in the organ
isation, 1'athertha11, for eizample, a principle-cl exclusion ofthe latteroforces
The likeli.hooid{tc-fl thisvras, partially borne out during the Falklands crisis.

The ,p,ositive aspectsof the movement then seem to be the potential bring-
ing of the systems rationality into question and, as we aren't suggesting that
the movement in this country is purely reactionary, (the old favouritez) any
increxaase in people'is self-confidence which acting together in that movement

.- . I .'
. \. ‘... - <
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"class lines") with a certain amount of flexibility towards organis—
ational forms, which are likely to be varied by such factors as s
-whether our movement is expanding or contracting
-our degree of influence within the working class, and particularly
in the workplace
-degrees of legality and illegality
-the opinions and prejudices of other sections of our political
movement,

' I-' Fl-1' -’S-'-‘$l"-%'--$'5'm.i- ‘IL’;-15;}-if!--A-l%{L1.Il.1I K , ‘ I

All the above should not be taken as our “last word" on the question.
We welcome your comments. '

We us.....ih..e.aseal a l,_ieaaaeoisieiioa in _I_ni@s¢ om 9, an <1
.=aP.a;&eai..sa@aes,_.9rsssim’ain12.iwil.l <1 as 1* 8 <1‘ S theme S 111 ‘B O I" <1 sbe1'1 ‘-., _’,__g _V . V _ .

ggjfigggijggiJfigggggggmgtggp But whatever happens, we feel there will
still beta role for Tntercom, or a publication like it as a vehicle--. U .. - -_. 9

I'=~=na-:-1-u.a=nn=:=:a:..;an-a1n.~.-m-u..-

for discussion between revolutionary groups, In fact if a national
organisation is formed, there might well be an even greater need for

d" (Do to

fa ' - . .. J .

groups will be greatest, So we feel that the criteria for particip—
ation in Intercom should not be a commitment to national regroupment,

B-rims.-e ~.t-{.1 )

but should remain as follows f~—

1) commitment to the "minimum points" (which are open to amendment,
and in fact were amended at the last conference).

2) commitment to physical participation in its production.

5) political commitment to use lnterqgm for the aims it was intended
for, particularly as a vehicle for debate and clarification;  

You are very welcome, as are all groups, to participate in lntggcom
on this basis, and of course to use lntercog to argue your position
on organisation,. We suggest that in any case, you should try to
send someone to the next conference ( Provisionally April 28th-29th
in Stoke }, Even if you don't want o participate fully you are
naturally welcome to submit texts for publication, which if they are
not too long will automatically be printed provided they do not
contradict the "minimum points" (which l‘m sure they will not!)

ri-

Fraternally, w
1~’1n<l3/9 1‘? Or ll.i.L@.E§~i,. -

continued from pg. 119."-

—on the side of council vehicles in Central Scotland, an opposition which
real crisis.

$11 O Hg--I HI-Ic C‘?!.'>‘»;"33 ...0(D\_4n m,--“ "‘<3

would bring about. y

Qggm, since it is at this point that the dan>er of isolation from
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"English they refer to, and will consider for publication in a future_

. . -_ I _. , .

P .‘ _ ' .

1<
“_d*—~fi________n“_fl“__m_‘__—‘nn‘““—*——_“__—:__ iii
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Translation of Letter Received by ‘Wildcat’ from ‘Le Frondeur'  
miimiiimmifll—IllI1—II-1Il—_y—I—nun-n-nuuil-‘mam—I--IIIIIIIIIII-I-Himm-mum-m-Q-niullom-nImcn_pn_ma-mumnmuuum-ma-—-u—l-nmmm-pmm_-mmmmimmmiil
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Paris, 50th October 1985

Hello,
First we want to tell you something about your translation of

our article "Claus Barbie" (in Intercom 5) which is full of errors.
The quotation at the end of your translation, is an introduction to
another article, "Invitation". Please could you point this out in a
future issue of Intercom. I .( i - o M _ t VO .

2) Situationism signifies in France the death of situationist theory.
Also we can only be nonesituationist, the negation of the Situationist
International being its transcendance (depassement)/possible realisation.
We advise you in this matter to try to read and not to be afraid of
the terminelogy which is used (the"obscure situationist jargon".you
refer to), which is the provisional, tactical recapture (? Frenchz
reprise) of a language which has yet to be invented., The fact that
you cannot see beyond the form betrays in you the secondary symptons
of market alienation, where the buyer prefers the appearance, the  
brand name, the fashion, the ideology of the product, to its real
content. i

“\

5) On the other hand we would have preferred that you translated the
whole artiele "Avanti", or the information contained in the article ~
"Lejeu de role ...", articles which give a better reflection of our
present evolution. The article "Claus Barbie", written in a hurry,
is a limited expression of our thoughts on this phenomenon, which
no longer satisfies us. This article is the result of a desire to
preserve a written record of an informal discussion of this problem.
In case you would like to translate some articles from this issue,
we would advise you to choose the one by J, Zerzan of which there
is an English version. Or choose the one by Valmont about schools,
or the one by Holbach about the crisis, which is enclosed with this
letter. "

Revolutionary greetings,

For the French section of ‘Le Frondeur‘,

Valmont, Holbach
v

_ 0

ieeeeeeee. Fneneh eeetieng Le Frondeur, BP 105, 94402 VITRY,gCedex,,
rhinos  ,

. ' _ , ' »' j- ._. ..

Greek section§’Vassilis Harkis, 15 rue icy, ATHENS 11251 '
~ _I I »e GREECE».;.;~n   i 3» __  i r  

.' \_ I . , _
‘ . '-\

- ' _ . . ' '
_ . -~ - -. - . .' _ , ., .

mete by.Trans1ater: Apologies t5_'L@.FrOndeur? for the delay in sift
§Eh1iehI5§IILIEIIEEter} We ere trying to get held of the article in n

' i

issue of Intercom. ‘Readers interested in the &rLlClB;ShOQ1d contact
'Wi1d,,,=jtg§jTZ will tell you how to get hold of a copy; Uhfertunr“ I
ately we have aLmost=no_resources at the moment to translate,th§}1&rge .
volume of material in French whiCh We r@0@iV@@~ AS to th@*qe@st1@n 9£ 1+

-, ' . ' our ideas. If some?language, our aim 1s,or should be, to communicate V ‘ , g
one writes in a language which is digficult to understand, as Le
Frondeurv does thio bgtreys an elitism which is the exact Opp§Slt€ to

9 '° *°“ " .. . 3 - ('w ld t'the spirit of communist revolution. - Andy 1 Ca g
5,‘I I
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The fqllowing is the~text of a freely-distributed“broadsheet from Milton keynes, ‘;
called Concrete Cow. ( A name taken from an artistic monstrousity Oemprlslpg of

. . - _ - . .

three life-size concrete cows who live quite peacefully in an open field somewhere
in MilP9Q Kfilnéfifi ).aThis;brQadsheet*is'hoped to be the first of many. It is pr¢d_
ucedlby members of the.Black Star Collective who hope to create some kind of workers
group around it. No.1 was produced~in_the"wake"of”the”newsl that British Hail Engin-
eering Limited were planning to axe 3,500 jobs in the Engineering Division,"The':
local wolverton works was on the hit list, a works which over the last few years has
beenahit.with"redundancies on numerous occasions. The union hppes " for further,talks

\ .. . _ .

¢with;management" and of coming to " an amicable arrangement." The workers reaction
to the redundancies and the positionof the union,_although angry, is one of pessim-
i5mPan@”5PE$h¥1 fiI%h¢fi€hQinfsayifi$ this. hat one w9rk8r»Spokenuto*at$the*works ent-
lfefiefi had any t¥uSfi“§f faith ifi their uniene and agreed it»Would=be;a far more ideal
¢eituationJif*workers‘did ¢¢e@e¢1 their own struggles. But added, that if the degree
;0f;mi1itantcy became “political"‘they would then be open to victimisation and sack-
iingaandaultimately;black-listing in the broader employment field. A sentiment widely
-expressed was that of having mortgagesfand HQP.,committments and families to keep,
~and the hope that they would'nt be the individuals selected for redundancy. approx-
imately 200 Cow's were distributed over a two day period to co-incide with the
changing;shifts; although we did sense a degree of hostility from some of the workers
as they §@W*US as ‘outsiders’ and *¢¢mmies1, response on the whole was favourable,
the bright spot being the young worker who stopped and read the broadsheet and then
tookaaahandful into work to distribute himself. - by 1. I  . t» b>"7

‘. - -- '~ _ ¢ ' -: .. _ ' 1 ' _ ; - -, - ' - ' _ _ :_. - 5‘ _' '- . -- ' - ’_' ' ' ' ., - "-¢ " ' ' .7 q‘ ‘ _T - '
‘ : . i ' ' . ' - _ - ' I I 1 - - \. _ .- --' '

. ' " ',.-I '.»" ' ‘ ' " " .\' I - - "

caucuses cog_  
As you are all no doubt aware it has been announced that BHEL are tQ;shed;up;to@Z.Z
;3,50o gqhe iflnihelengineering<divisdcn, with nearly 100 to go 1O¢a11y.
MWH‘ The task ahead facing workers must be that of fighting these redundancies.
But what needs looking at is methed~and-tactics.ii" ,_,

To simply fight for the jobs at stake is not enough, as the story willy
vflepeataitself~againYand*again. Provision must be made for the near and distant fut-
ure. Thisistruggle needs to be broadened and escalated within the rail industry and
into other sectors of industry as our class is been picked off daily by the bosses
and the state. By broadening the-struggle intoother sectors solidarity can be ach-
ieved with these workers. workers who are subject to the same.conditions of exploit-
ation. Remember, your struggle is their strugglee r_ A ;H;h?;;éMm;W.m, . he or

,The defensive struggle inqquestion'J"redundancies - can also be escalated
into a struggle for higher wages, better conditions, shorter hours, etc. By doing_ '
thissthe bosses can be hit in such a way they donttknow which waynto turn. §*~"47

,W%\' »1In as far as tactical procedure goes, we f?e1 that.we@must now be looking
beyond the traditionally accepted mode of dispute, ie., the withdrawal of labour,‘
which is becoming increasingly ineffectual. Such marries as the occupation (if noth_
ing else the bosses machinery is held to_ransom),.the5go-slow, sympathy action and
the blacking of related parts/components etc., and the wholesale usage of industrial
sabotage need to be explored and adopted, y _ ,, . [jug ,;,;»,w-;- ~ e »@¥ -

3 wt» v However, the struggle against respective employers and government must be
viewed with braoder perspective and not be seen as a victory in itself if demands
are successfully met. Such struggles must be seen for what they are - demand strug-
gles, defensive and limited reforms. The struggle must continue against the system
which creates such economic and political conditions, ie., world Capitalism.

The role we need to play as workers is to place ourselves in such a pos-
ition, whereby, we are able to fight off and forge ahead amid all the attacks we,;~<
are likely to face. we must be in a state of perpetual readiness - on a war footingl‘
- class war of course! _   '". e i r a 7 * ' ’ V '

we feel that the creation of councils of action can serve this purpose.
Councils_of freely elected delegates who will be subject to immediatel recall.
These councils must be created by the masses of workers involved in whatever indus- '
try, with no outside agencies, individuals or groups having any say or influence  
whatsoever. , _  »

V If successful, these councils could serve a dual role. Firstly, that of ;;-
co-ordinating the ongoing defensive struggles of our class. And secondly, the crea-~
tion of a framework necessary for the seizure of the means of production and distrib-
ution come the spontaneous revolt of our class, and the transition from capitalist‘
society to a new social order based on common ownership - need and notiprofit."i i'”

i ’~' *1 ea-‘";'c=~~’1-:*~*=“’".i> <*»»w-1;/21_.g~ ,n;;+*>
' ‘ 
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“This brings us.around~to~the question you may be asking yeereeiveei; What.of the
5Trade Unions and the TUC*? Let it be said, we reject and oppose the role of the ,
Trade Union hovementl we lay down the charge of anti-working class and that of been is
nothing more than the wage negotiators er~gg capital - a mediating body between  
workforce and management. The voice of reform and compromise. The Trade Union Move- 
ment is an integral part of the capitalist system. It is guaranteed that in any ,_*c
union led dispute the workers always end up sold-out. Unofficial action, or that j

 without TUC blessing, is either made official as soon as possible (the kiss of death)
or, as in the case of Harrington, ignored and betrayed. rh' hfgiiq plipseey _.~ v*“

H¢=.,,y g; ;However, in saying this, we are not attacking individual unionists andwft
.5hQPe£loor-militants as the*agents}of‘capitalisml In most cases workers are,suckedl

;;into the union vaccum out of the~mistaken”belieffthatXthe unionsfserve the interests
-of_the working class; we attack the unions themselves as capitaliet institutions and
-$he role they play. we attack the leadership of these institutions who, more often_
sthan-not, wilfully lead workers up blind alléyways.i Whose only concerns are their
own self-seeking interests and prestige. A leadership which is opportunist and car-
eerist. ~ti f7 ""=l  ".""l.-"»~* "* is "i i i w c.

-'| . ' .1

fwe call most-earnestly upon all workers to reject e11 self-seeaing 1eaders,»1
.,,political parties and unions and start organising their own struggles - genuine; ,, -

,; s The only way to rid ourselves of the miseries of the present set up is to, »;
struggle against, and the ultimate overthrow of, the capitalist system and all its ~
various trappings.

LTHE ENAHCIPfiTICh;CFWTHE WORKING CLA53 MUST BE THE TASK OF THE WORKING CLASS ITSELF1
. ~ - .' '..' , '. . ,

. ' ‘- |' I '4‘ | \ ‘ . -_ ‘I
-_ - _ . _ - . ' ' . -' . - - ‘

The;above»text was accomanied by a C.C. logo, a heading proclaiming - "ho Compromise
&_No Quartertd and an anti-union cartoon. Plus a column introducing ourselves and
the aims of 0.6.» 1 < iwl  .=~@~v"   v  _  .  ...

| ‘_. . _ ' - ' n ._ . , . .- > - 1 ', _ ' V ..¢ - . -

. ' -4 - |' --,1 ' __ 1? . ,-,

. ' 1- '- -- - ' ' k Q. '

BLACK STAR = acaksas JoURrAL FOR ,w. FREE Z cogsuwlsr SOCIETY ? ‘ - ,
. _ ~.| . < _ v. ' ____ . ~ - _ 1 _- _' ~_, ' ~

._ ' I n .

BLACK STAR No.1 Vol.2m: Articles on, Communist Society, the Labour Party, and the .
> _ ‘ _ _ .... _

Rise of Earliamentarismt A tribute to Guy Aldred on the anniversarY.of his death,
giving a background to the Ahti- Parliamentary Communist Federation, and an article;
written by him. l*:e=Price¢50p. Inc. p.& p.i W, “ ' p , ' V 4 it n ~ ,,,, §=¢

, I ‘ " . 5" fl ‘... I .> ' - _ Q

". ' _ I _ ' " . ' ' ' ' "' l ' --5 _ .-
-v -_ -- - . - . - . _ _- "5 1 ' '

Black Star No.2 Vol.2 4 Articles on the Kronstadt uprising of 1921. A reproduction
of an essay by Jenny Patrick entitled - " The masters Interest." Readers letters, ¢
including a controversial challenge to the anarchists - fills Anarchism the Answer ?"
Priee §Op. Inca E;& E. »ev  » * “      , n , i ii J   _ . . e- "

___ _ ._ _ '_. ‘ _ - ‘ _

' | .
' ' _ '- . ' -. - '-' - ‘. .

_ From: Black Star, PO Box l53,'wolver-
M ,A;,;yton Hilton-Ke nes Buckin3hamshire;+lf

' . . 4 1._ _ _ _ ,’_ . __ _ _ , .
.._. '_. 1 " _ _ I . .-. ... -_ I

_ . ' - \ ' ' ‘
. . : -'_ _ ' ' - ‘

§§EQRTCH?THEINTERCOMLQONEEQENQE  _; , '"% ‘u L
' V Impressions and Conclusions — KM (Glascow) E g ‘ '

_ p- . ' . _| . _ . _ _. _ _v ‘ ._ 1 __ __ . .

.\_._ . . __

Iattended the Sat. Afternoon and Sunday sessionsqofftheconference in Briixton.
Arppound-_Z.5 ipeople att;ende»d~, tapproximartelllyi l0<of ca=m‘e from, '*'
Mano-rh-este_§r;i."=& "Careless Talk" in Stoke/Ke‘e’lie.l‘~The ‘remainder were inidividiuals
in the London Workers Group, and its offshoot .",Worke_rs,Pplaytirne“, andindividual

_ . . _ ....\ | _

aut0n'orr1i-‘sts of a_ss‘o;ci?-fltedl 'l'C1;aS$>;W,ar',"',.r_“Black Sta;r'?..,in. .. , s
Kelpynesi Wereltlunalble at last mornent. .2 -.AI18.,I'ChO-Ch!-'1S't'_1aI1'pa.C- s

"",e>;pe],1e‘d:",inrnornintg ses s-ion before Iarrivedv in that they held
po1itical,_1.pOS-itiions ryewmoved from the 10 points outlined in Intereomvvas the b8.S1S for .‘\-

agreennnn.  , ' ‘i if V ,
_ . ..e-'. . ,,. , n - pr - . ‘ - ; '

' I 1_ '5, _ -. -.

___ A- __a._ 
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The main issue discussed in Sat. afternooniwasathe cuestion of revolutionaries T »

articulatingi;,DEMANDS-deuring periods of working class s'tr'"ug-gle. Some people in-_-y _
cluding most Manchester comrade-‘s had the view that it was inadee_u.ate for "inter-_
vention." to»~be limited to publicising strugjggles, providing information or "re.sources'.'
(ie. printing; facilities etc). They weregoined principallyby a LWG member who was
largely at odds with his local comrades. The practical ‘examples most cited ,we:r<=.:,-_ i

bread riots and 'r_aising demands contesting price 'in~creases etc  ' '
the rearguard action against redundancies in Shipyards etc.

Some comrades from London (3.: Stoke) were inclined to the view that by making
DEMANDS , it was difficult for workers to seperate the position of libertarian com-
munists from that of the "transitional" demand series of packages used by Trot
groups as part of their manipulation/disillusionment strategy. However, there was .
cornplete a_gre.e'ment that, whether or not the politicisation/generalisation of a struggle
would best be a.cheived by the articulatingiof demands, that propaganda had to con-
tain the, class» goal of ciomrnunism & opposition to all attempts to de—rai1 the struggles
into Union-andrc."representative- channels". ' y " y

(In-the Warrington dispute, both Manchester and London distributed the leaflet
" calling for the struggle to intensify in fleet Street sold Playtime___. it

After thisithere was a discussion on ORGANISATION which also displayed A _
'_ differencesin Hmethod" andmore crucially, the participaltion of revolutionaries in

struggles 8: their degree of (initial) separation from mainstream class reality. An
ex-WorldRevolution member from Liverpool, together with significant backing A
argued that the -situation needed a response from revolutionaries in terms of a it
centralised organisation ie. meaning more than a collection of groups linked (ion a  
fe__c_l_e_1_'__a_l_ basis. Exarnples of the Steel strike in Britain and France were cited-to
demonstrate how a co-ordinated response to rapidly developing events could bemade
with mandated delegates, newspaper delegates taking up roles within the organisation.
Others, cheifly W.  Playti__m_e comrades were skeptical of "partyism" and the class
separation anfd "pr-ofessionalisation“‘involved. I also joined in_here arguing that any
effective “local impact was not ldependen't'(as a Stoke activist) had argued) on the > _ L.  

' creation of a ~libe'rtarian (party cf) COn’l1’l'l\lI1lStS, but deplendedtcyalarge ex_t_ent: on they
coimmfitment, resources andvclarity of the local group (such co-ordination proceeding
from the "bottom up"). The conclusion was that, theory apart, the intercom group
could-could only hope to improve using the present federalism - although some saw  
this as a temporary measure, 8: not even as a means to an end. V

To conclude, individuals gave an account of what was happening in their local V
- areas (I have broughtisome of the publications back with me). There was a degree

of surprise when I gave an account of our activities, even although I wastrying to _
qualify this.‘ The other gr-weeps, arelclearly impressedwith the l leveliof activities .1,
sustaineds(although -not whole-hearted on the content) and they are united in Vreque st-,
ing that we seriously consider 'greater*' commitment to liason 3: co-ordination - INTER
COMmunication E _ .-  I

In the Sun. » session, this was pursued in arriving at where INTERCOM,we_nt in y
the future. 'IT‘he Manchester comrades, having done most “of the groundwork. needed

_ . , .- ~ . ' ' ‘ 1

a lot of convincing that other ‘groups (especially London) were sufficiently ,s_eri_ou_s ,
in their intention and as such constituted a group (as opposed to individuals with A _
affinities‘ in other -'groups)v. I stated that I would report to the ""_Clyde side group'l and
argue for-ya group/or troll»-::ctiv~i‘ of individuals to step our invovlement. Possessing ,
thethe phyf)sical('tresouc-.+s we (could) easily! S y =1" -._ ' .

produceissues of Intercorn ‘ _ A
host a conference S   ‘ .

q »

assist ‘other groupsin sharingresources I
However pending this, and requests to "Black Star" in Milton Keynes and

otherpotential participants, an attempt would be made to ‘speed up‘ involvement
byproducing another Intercom( by London) 8: a conference in the last weekend
in April in Keele.

i In general the participants were united in their critique of the non-class
I Ty‘: ' I F A ‘J. n ' Q “Z _. . 1 I I‘ ' L-£1‘
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orientation of most anarchist groups, in pre-occupation with‘single issue‘ politics.
lnternationalism is also. a high priority. In my view not enough streess is made of
class struggle outside the factory or contesting the VALUES of the system. ' o o
There is also, undeniably, diferences "between left communism, identifying aY _
c'r"u'c1ial role“for those in the "vang.;uard"t of, the class, andpa more .autonomi-st. '
position, critical ofgthe danger ofgroups beccnning GANCS ;w,hose..i:nterest is;-1 i
seerfabove the clasks. This is a cuestlion ofides'1te.e, and allare, crit>ical'bfs.=the. ...;>- .. _- - -- - ~'

‘ ‘ l -_. - ‘ I ‘I 1 .\.

"substitutionisrn" oftthe marxistgroups (CWO, ICC). S I. _ . p T
If we participate , do we profit T‘? ~ On the whole, It would say yeg

- _ -‘I,’ ._._. . '-I,-5:‘, I 5,‘? 1:‘?
| /.'-._ .1. r*..| -I

REPORT FROM5 JITALY

 y [by our ;"lNTERCOM” correspondent.
16th March,l9_84 Veneto Italy  "  _  

Short strikesare continuing to break out all over Italy in opposition to the fr
governments attempt to reduce all workers’ real wages. Graxi 8:. co- are i_m-
plementing a further cut in the ‘Scale Mobile‘, g which pagialli protects wages
from inflation byautomaitic increases every 3* months. These rises are related
to, but less than, theinflation rate. The government's_g_.move is a step towards
the ruling clanssfi aim. to get rid-of the Scala Mobile altogether.  l  " *

Workers? resistance has involved local one day general strikes, . effective  
wildcat railway strikes andtblockades of Trailway lines, roads andmotorways.
Howeverjit's not yet clear if,the_ -strikesc can‘ develop further to pose a real -
challenge to theilpgovernmenfls austerity plans’- or if the Communist Party Union T
leaders will succeed in channelling the discontent into ineffectual gestures of
protest, as a prelude to a compromise 'sell'—‘out. L   .

Two the three trade unions support the government and totally oppose
the strikesf The Communist Party leaders of the ibiglgest Ubion, the CGIL, s .
'suppt">rti‘ the strikes, While issuing borders, to try to limit their effectivenessr
Thestrikes have largely we-beencalled and organised through workplace assemblies-
and factory councils, on which sit workers elected by members of all theunions t
at their “workplace. An ambyiguoustform of organi_s.at_ion. " Certainly net. yantex-' _
pression ofcthe proletariat organising as a class, free frorn union restrictions
and divisions. [But certainly not (yet anyway) totally integrated into the official .

r 1 '

Union structure. M = o T < »
Autonomists and anarchists here are advocating a general strike to increase

real wages and to reduce working hours without loss of pay. And, throughthe
dynarnic of such a massive struggle, to overcorne divisions such as ernployged/;,
unwaged, a.,na t1§m's to bring nearer the possibilityrof the overthrow of power and
liberation from all bosses. 1 i i ~

- "-'1 _ . -

Rome,cnl\/larch 24th will see a huge national demonstration against the wage cuts.
Six days latter there's to be a, national assembly of Factory Council delegates. On
On theagenda - the question of an national general strike. _ -  4; » y , @

(There Twill also be a conference in -Padova on April S7/T8. This will particularly
concern itself to the repressive measures” being extended by various states. ~  ~
i. e. the use of ‘police etc. to miltarise certain areas, dispensing with the gold
democratic structures which used to mediate conflict, the construction of a p
consensus ‘around the struggle against terr-o‘r'is'm, against crime , against, drugs  
and the oveiiralll construction of a society far more constrictive than at present. .
These discussions will also take account of the struggles at Comiso and Voghera.
Seeing the obvious parallels with this country - the policing operations mounted in
response to the miners flying pickets, the legitimising of the police's strong arm,
tactics through the Police-Bill, we hope to get some information backfrom this  
conference.) p V, .  S ' _ pl;

_ -
, ., .

. . -4 - -. ‘ - _
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Dear Friends,

I hope things are alright with yon. r _
- ‘I've seen sorne literatore of yours and I find it gc.-cod, altho-agli my.

awarexiessziénjt» really on tliiemsarrle level. i..‘Co‘uld yau-plrease tell me what r
you wouldade scribe yourelves as, jand why yourselves and anarcho-commu-
nists disagree, with anarcho-r syndicalisrn. Also I _m confused by the terms
“left-cofmrnunists“ and "council comrnunists". Invyour reply wocuildl you
keep your answers plainand downto earth. _ s  

In reading lntercom's aims and principles which I agree with, I come
across aim No. 4-, why aref you against shop stewards, and rank and file
movements? Principle No. 7 must mean y<::»u;“'re against national liberation -
struggle s.‘ I donljtknow where I'm upto on that issue. Could you please
clear me up on that one please? . ~ - I v  

‘ Also, what Psvthe difference between? socialism and communisrn.?
I'm also writing to inform you that Liverpool anarchist group, which

is _]1lSlZ a broad group of anarchists (i. e. class struggle and p.acifists')
a means for getting in touch and a discussion group now meets fortnightly.
Thesreason being thatthe meetingswere every ywlmik. W-ere bilring.
empty, disappointing turnouts, and simply weren,?,"‘t going anywhere. ‘ “
A couple of class struggle anarchists decided we wanted a Qseperate group
concentrating on class struggle ideas. “The group called Liverpool

1

1

Direct ACtion,Group, which is notthe DAM, also has the LAG address and
a set of aims and principles.  . ‘.~.--, A ‘ ‘  

These are needed to have a cc-rnmgon understanding, agreement‘, and
a basis for us to work/organise around for collective participation. What‘
do you think? We are also thinking. of getting ,a paper together.‘ with ilocal,  l
national, and international news and information. Bat we need advice on how

. r . -.-_ .. _ - _

to Bo‘ about it. ‘ ‘f o I . ‘ ‘ “ “ ‘ ‘ " ‘ H
.-_ , .we-11,o there you have it. L@¢>1<ing~£arwara to y-.-~.11- reply. - ' -»

, i ‘L  o * ‘ 1 1é>;§a%’3_a,s@11aa'r1ty T.

I -.. _ ~_ . ‘r. __ . - .,‘ I __

- - vHello again,  , J W to t
In writing to explain the rearrangement LAG; and the group

LDAG, I forgot give you our short list of aims which can‘ be desc“ribed“'""
as principles. So I've given you the leaflet with them on.

1-\lso,,;may_be you-coidld give us some _suggestions on how to inter— _
vene in ‘class struggles. ‘Such as when‘ there are “s‘tr’ike‘s, etc. ‘ ‘We are ‘not
experienced and not all thataware -of things. L  at p

I'_rn‘ a.lso,very _c,onfu_s_e‘d about stzp_por“t.ing’action against r‘edundan‘cie‘s“‘ ‘
in the nuke, power stations if there are,-,'@m}y, Or__ supp;@r't:fctr screwsiin ‘prison
fo;-better pay, the gpolicge-,‘, ‘army,’ the GCHC centre _etc._‘ Infact, “any” "  
state institution that is cruel and harmful to fiople, but were t‘here'are

' - . v --

fightbacks by those workers to defend their "job‘s“.“ What do you*think,
maybe youlcould bring those questions fo 3-ward, in the next issue Of
Intercom.  

‘ Ihopelthat’-s"e‘verything.‘ ‘with all the i'ntere.st=‘asond'-cuiriousity.  
- ' - < .- . . . .. \'. | , . _ . - - ' :1 - . . _ _

- - - . _.‘

_ 1—1 
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LAG (co-nt"d)

Our aims are-
1- ~ ‘~10 $‘~1PP<3*1'11, seek solidarity for, and be involved in struggles for the

needs of the vast rna_jt-ority of people, against the ruling class of capitalists
politicians and bureaucrats. This includes actiwties at the workplace, by
the unemployed, by tenants, and against all forms of discrimination on grounds
of colour, country of origin, age, appearance, sex or chosessexuality.

2. To urge that all such str1ig;gl:;;s be directly. controlled by ALL
those involved. We are oppo~se<:l to all political parties and trade union
bureaucracies. 1 -   t  . I

. ' - . - n

3., To aim at theoverthrow of the state, capitalism, and wage slavery
in alltheir lormsby a world-wide social revolution in which the vast majority
of people, who at present are _jus_t expected to follcvw orders, all play ante
egual part- and the creation of a ifree an-.11 classless society. We want a
world without relationships of domination and S~.'lbI1’1lSSIlC*I'1', where all people v
have an G¢li.l8.l say in now things are run, and where producti<;=n is for human
need not profit. - V a

Weare nu:-t pacifists but neither are we adv; cates r;_;f mindless
violence- although violence is always arldesirable we recognise that in some
situations of self-defense it is unfortunately" inevitable. The class war is

. as rnuch a struggle against the internal for-rms of op-"fxzression as it is against
the ruling class___ we recognise that to -bring about revolution we need to I
Change 5~'I>‘1l1‘ thoughts. feelings and attitudes not only towards government

0 Q . _ ' . 1 I _ r H ml _ l _ _and capitali sm , T b ut towards each othe r and -our s e lve s.
=1: :1: :1: :{< :1: >1: >1: :1: >1: -:1: >1: >{<t>}: >{< >1: :1: >{=='${< :'- >1: :1: >1: >}< >1: >3--. :1: >3 :1: 2; : .-' ~ > ' >.< ' e - * 2; :.~,.-. . : . x >1: >1: >1: >1: >1: :1: 31*’ >1: :1: ':}< :1: :1: :}= :1: >1: :1»: >1: :1: >1: >1: >,=' < 2}: .-=1’ :1» :1:"1? ...'.'. ~c.'-N :-
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WORKERS coUNc1i§s - Anton Pannekoek. CV01 1. The Hask. c
- < '

60pp booklet first o£ a ‘planned series of four which will reprint thewhole of
this text for the first time since the Australian edition in 1950. The last I
part will alsocontain some cornments on the book and a biography of
Pannekoek.‘ T ~ = t_ e  y ~
Vol. 1 availablenowiié 50p (inc. ppostage) discount bulk _or'ders) ' I
Echanges et'Mouvement,' BM Boxi9l, London WC lV 6XX. it ' I _

 Assistance with distribution welcomed.
‘ ' - ‘ ' -' ~ '~ L L; -' ’ 2" '~" >'-1 “" ‘k '-': *~'~ *" >" :3: =14 =1‘ "fr 1':< ‘I: ti: ~ >1’ *1 "KII Q QI4 \-It ‘J10 §Ip III: IJ IJ \.I_ KI \.I¢- IIIII \.Ip I. KI! _ HI \.I \IJ \.I av 5| 5'; Q \..Ir 5' 0.14 Q. MI.-I 5' . - \Ip Ir I HIJ \' \I4 i \Il ‘J4 hll 5 r Id \.

ifs 1;: If. n"‘\ mp» d‘\\ I‘\ vrf ;-f 1|: iv I|< d|\ (fa flw rl\ _ _ I’: -*.' I"‘\ f‘: 01"‘ i -. I -I rs. rim 1|: I'M r.< _- 1:5 >|\- 4' ff~ r .v| 3?. P‘\ I|'\ I I Jr» a ‘W I‘ Q 0'} I 04' , ffo \ I‘ I'-0
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1956 - The Hungarian Revolution. Council Communist Pamphlet No.1.

Excellent short account of events.‘ First ofplanned s-eries of pamphlets -
forthcoming no. '2 Russian Factory Co"mrnitteesil‘il7-21 no. 3 Council ' t
Communism and Workers Councils. No ll’-- 40p (inc. post) 5 or more 30p each.
Scorcher Publications, Box 56, 108 Bookshop, lO8t,Salisbury Road, Cardiff.
(Make cheques playabllie-ton R.M.'Jone's)'. i ‘ I -e ' i I ‘ I

\Ir ML! III: 1 "J4 I 01.» 5'0
’f\ J f‘ ‘Q fl‘ Q f Q_\_ :4. _v.\ -15-:1 J1

J1 -.3» J; -Jo >7; J4 ~.9.- J; ~35 '_. ~.|_; \.I- J: \!.- >I< I-J1 >1: sh » -J1 -.\_. -.' -J; J; _I'- \'_ ml; -J; -I; I-J; .._':- 1'-_ J. -J; \I..- .- ~34 >I.- In J :I-0 ~. 1- >3: \I-I )I-_l -Jr :10 \I-v I
l'~_‘| f’: I‘ I 'l\I . fl» I; I!‘ P! 0 fill J- I‘ I-"4 ‘ fI\ | IV?» Ii‘; -*1 I ilk In -- r, . (‘N (_|\ Fri. Q.'\ I r (:~ I’! 0""; I'|\ rm I I 1 - -'\ ‘IQ fl‘ | '| - ‘\ I

. . _ ' _ V -

OurIOrga_nisation. Interesting translafition of a text produced by delegates
from a rnasstassembly of Barcelona Dockers in. 1979, as a summary of V
their experiences and analysis of contemporary struggles in Spain. Reccomended.
Forthcoming‘ from same address : ‘Get Fucked!" Vol I 1,. —_ will include an -
analysis of some aspects ofgthe class struggle here over the past 12 years or
so, as well as__the ‘class struggle other areas oi,th_e’_world._ out "in May} 40p.
Frorn = BM Combustion, London wcm sxx. “  I  
I I I I -J I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ql I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I In I I I I I ' I -‘.- I IH J \ I \ J \ J -I\ Q \ 1,, \..D\I _. \ Q.) \,p\;\,.n , p \p _ Q, I Q. KI \ I, _ g Q ,0 l\.\d\ kng 5 J. J\I .01.. -A I . lfi '\‘ ‘Ix < I < = ‘I \ 1 I \ - ... >l \ I :0 \ .¢ ‘.4: > u IQ! 2'0 = :‘.n It I I \ I d. kt : : :aI d In r _\ ,‘ >.~ 'l._ ' 'I Ir; ".,_ ‘P, |-._ ' >r, 7|‘ ii-_ _. _ 9.5 >'-\ I ’ I K J I \ \ I. . . , . , ._ . _ I \. Q .1(‘H if. I|\= fl'|"\ I" Ii I‘ 1-‘ ‘\ i|'\ , ,. (rm iv» ;,- r‘\. I“-u i § y (‘fig _-; _ j 5 q, 1 . ., ,1‘ , /‘g ‘Iv. \ ff .. pp, .._ |.- P, 4-; 1'.:_.. :1
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Des Tr_av.ai_lleu_r,s .Fa.c-e-;au %Sy.n;dicalisrne -* L‘ Inse'curi'5te seciisrei T ”
"The texts collected in this.-;jpIarnph.le~t have at‘cornrnoin75ba§isi.‘e5’Theyi've arisen” ‘

_ . - , _frpomi§th;;'_;refle-ctions, .of;1..worl<ie,rs confrontedY'b'y unionism‘~ s‘inc’e"t'li9l69. Produced
in different circumstances. their emphases" are different but ‘complement I
another, all have their weaknesses. So dont be surprised to find cont'rad'ictions.- t -,

amongst them. These are evident just-"as the differences between these who if
publish them are, and thevarious. ele-mentswhich figure in them. They do not
repr .sent a ‘political line‘, but an attempt an reflectionby some workers
amongst others struggling" for "their self»-~eman’cipation. "
George,Orwell_..»_'.FLa cpolitiscgue at ‘laielangue Anlgaise" Liinsecuite Sociale lOF_._
translation of el‘~}‘46 article on misuse of english by political writers. I _
Un _B-_il.a_n'Des Dern-ieres Greves Dans Les Centres De Tri (‘Taking stock of
the recent strikes at the Tris centres‘) L-'lnsecurite Sociale (noiuvelle serie) "
No. 1. 5F.
"The Mexandau plan is the origin of the strikes in the postal tris in September
and October l§83...‘But these struggles cannot be sumsmed up7'as ‘a simple struggle

\ 8-g8-1118.1, .‘Ch.<.3i implsrneinta-tio.nsof this pl-an. This is their interest. " ‘ ’

These,-and oth.erpu:blications (in) French) available from :
.- B.P. Z43, 75564 Paris Cedex l2, France

(We al’s%"-recieved. ileafllefits on 1 xi?)

\
,.

84‘, and two opposing ah .',_anti—racist'. p-erspec-i
tive signedwby‘*_il?‘es Partisanside la Cornmunaute Humaine from the same
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Le Principe Autonome - Marc P. Saligue
Critique D-L1.-.I\/l8.r>;isrne_,_,, . -0-5
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Also received Communisrqn. an en-glish language review -put out by the GCI.
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_ CNT -:-Orga11isicn"g~'An ‘Anarchist"fiiyndlicalist Trade“ Union. Published by
Spanish Information .l‘;Tetwo1fik.p c/0 5 I_-Iollini_:Hi.ll, Burnley__Lan_cs.  _30’ps _
(also produce"Sine'ws‘ newsletter - 35p)
The Bankruptcy of Syndicali srn and Anarchism —. Workers for Proletarian
Autonomy and Social Revolution. BM Blob. London WClN 3XX.  _
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These 1 te2£15_,:S;~. c,on"1ple51T»r?1e:nt? onei "'ano_the~.r:I','weeTla. The
CNT's. ;stru.c.tu_re.>.»~.&."nd;'how;c'o¢n1g.resse‘s*ar-e3 organise Therese no fle sh," in terrns
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t gives an account ofthe

of an account -.of=_what th.is.?-structuirie. does,I) on the bare b’dneslgive1‘r.- At the T  
end of it ;you’1?e§*le.ft. wondeiring-'> this pa-imiphlet is 'add‘ressed to ‘and why;
The second text is a bad tempered assemb-lyistr text written" in "Sipainlin 1979.6
It denounces the CNT for four pages, a critique which doesn't go beyond t  
abusive attacks on what it refers to throughout as ‘burocracy’. "The experience
of the a—_$.$.¢1?§ll°1Y~;;1T1OV@m.entov.e_r-.»the last: few! Yliears-_ "the real movements 6'
aboli shin;g exitstinjg condition-s"<_&sgha--s5 made. »»eno:ugh i of a;1'e--iirnpression on the ' "5   *5
consciousness, of ..ptr.~~C;>.@leté1riat "that is.*=~"a'btle to with stand" sf’-‘l’»ideolog‘y" ‘in I the 5
sense of ideas tha-tr: serve leaders. ” Oh yeah? This triumphalist nonsense
must have given Spanish workers a few laughs when it was written. The
humour is likely to escape proletarians in Britain rears later.
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: » CTHE WILDCAT GROUP
We meet regularly for political discussion
and to organise our activity. We encourage
anyone who is interested to attend these
meetings with a view to joining the group.
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OUR FREEDOM LIES IN OUR OWN HANDS!
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Condmons of
embership

-q

1 Members of WILDCAT are in agreement with
the political viewpoint of the group as
ex ressed in -
(il the §a§ic_§rinqiplg§
(ii) the text "whet Distinguishes Wildcat"
(iii) other published material.
2 Members put forward the political viewpoint
of Wildcat, and act accordingly, in all
their political activity, whether or not
this is undertaken in the name of Wildcat.

3 Members commit themselves to participating
in the ongoing work of political discussion
and clarification.

So far as their personal circumstances allow,
members of Wildcat

4 Attend meetings regularly

5 Take part in group interventions and activity
6 Contribute financially to the work of the
group.

BCISIC  
P"i"=iP'°$     
1 Opposition to capitalist society which o
exists in every country in the world; both y
in the form of "private capitalism" and the /I
"mixed economy" as in the American bloc,_
and in the form of "etete capitalism" as in
the Russian bloc, China, and much of the ~
"third w0rld".h c]' i ~ i ', l y e
2 Commitment to the communist objective*e or
abolition of nation states and the money/
market/wages system, and its replacement by
a classless society,.common ownership and
democratic control of the world's resources.
3 Rejection of nationalisation and other
state capitalist economic measures as any
solution to working class problems, or to
the world crisis caused by capitalism.
4 Rejection of all expressions of nationalism,
including "national liberation" organisations,
such as the IRA{ PLO, etc. For the
internationalisation of class struggle.

5 Opposition to all capitalist and nation-
alist parties, including the Labour Party
and other organisationsof the capitalist
left. Opposition to all joint work with
these organisations, including participation
in front organisations such as the CND.
6 Support and encouragement for independant
working class struggle, outside the control
of the trade unions (includin shop stewards
and "rank and file" movements§, and all
political parties.

7 Rejection of the use of parliament. For
the active participation of the whole _
working class in its pwn emancipation
through social revolution which overthrows
all governments, bosses, and leaders.
8 Active opposition to all forms of sexism,
racism, culturaland institutionalized
barriers to working class solidarity.

9 Opposition to religion, pacifism and all
other ideological mystifications. i
10 Support for principled co-operation
among revolutionaries, and opposition to
sectarianism.
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hot Distinguishes ildcot
The WILDCAT group is a small local organisation of revolutionaries who
originally came together to produce a bulletin of class struggle in the
Manchester area. We are now involved in a number of other projects and
have made contact with similar groups elsewhere in this country and abroad.

The political tradition to which Wildcat belongs is generally known as
"left communist", "libertarian communist", "council-communist" or
"anarchist-communist", and attempts to combine the best elements of
anarchism and Marxism. At present this movement is unfortunately very
fragmented. Whilst not underestimating the difficulties involved, we
stand for the unification of our movementat a national and international
level. '

We are opposed to all capitalist and.nationalist parties, and this
includes the Labour Party which has always defended a capitalist
programme and served capitalist interests. Unlike the Leftist groups we
don't promote the lie that the Labour Party is any less capitalist,p
chauvinist, or anti-working class than the Tories. The barbarism of
capitalism, the spread of starvation in the "third world", of poverty
in the developed world, the ever-growing threat of world war, means that
it is futile to choose between left and right-wing capitalist rulers.
Capitalism in all its forms must be destroyed.

As for trade unions, we have no illusions that they could be turnedi
into organisations which defend working class interests simply by a
change in leadership or tactics. To attempt to do so is a futile exercise.
The very structure of the trade unions has developed in accordance with
their role in society today,which is to divide, isolate and defeat
workers‘ struggles. We believe that our struggles can only be won through
independent working class action, organised and controlled by the people
taking part. But all gains won in struggle today can only be temporary,
until capitalism is finally overthrown and.replaced by a commuist society.

The society we envisage is not one where a party takes power and acts as
a government, but one in which all people participate in decision making.
This society will not follow a transitional period of state control.
but will be achieved in the process itself of overthrowing capitalism.
In order to make this possible, workers must organise their own struggles
now, operating through democratic mass meetings and the election of
revocable delegates, outside the control of political parties or trade
unions.

. .

The role of revolutionaries must be to encourage, support and attempt to
widen workers struggles. We do this not as a party-building tactic, but
because we believe that through the experience of today's struggles
workers will learn the necessity for communism - and how these defensive
struggles can be transformed into the stuggle for communist revolution.

For we have complete confidence in the ability of the working class to
emancipate itself. We see communism as the real underlying trend Of
working class struggle for human needs under capitalism. In the final
success of this struggle, communist society will emerge, with the total
abolition of nation states and the money/market/wages system, and its
replacement by the common ownership and democratic control of the world's
resources, for production to directly satisfy people's needs.



“Drawing up a programme of principle, however,
(instead of postponing this until such time as it has
been prepared for by a considerable period ofcommon
activity), means erecting a milestone for all the world
to see, by which the progress of the party will be
measured.” y

(Marx to Bracke, 5th May 1875)
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In this text we would like to raise a number of questions
about the theoretical and political direction adopted by
Wildcat. These questions raised themselves in the initial draft
of this text in relation to Wildcat’s contributions to ‘Intercom’
and recent pamphlets. They have hardened into fmal written
form in response to Wildcat’s publication of their basic
principles and ‘What Distinguishes Wildcat’ - reprinted as a
leaflet in this issue of ‘Intercom’.

$__
Q"j-pa iszp_

Let’s start at a point of agreement :

“The role of revolutionaries must be to
support and attempt to widen workers’ struggles. We do this
not as a party-building tactic, but because we believe that
through the experience of todayk struggles workers will leam
the necessity for communism — and how these defensive
struggles can be transformed into the struggle for communist
revolu lion. ” (‘What Distinguishes Wildcat’).

The only problem we see’ with this form of words, as
we understand them, is the use of the term ‘workers’. In the
pilot issue of the Ultra Left Review (aka ‘Intercom’), Wildcat
stated :

“... our conception of the working class would include
not just factory and farm workers but also most students,
unemployed, housewives, office and service workers etc., in
fact the majority of people in the modern industrialised areas
of the world. It would exclude only the capitalist class itself,
petty traders, middle-layer bureaucrats etc., and on a world
scale other groups such as peasants and tribespeople. ”

(ULR —Pilot Issue, p5.)

While agreeing broadly with this conception, we believe
that talking of ‘workers’ in this sort of sense is liable to cause
confusion — not least when one wishes to specifically discuss
that part of the ‘working class(-es)’ that is employed in waged
work. More importantly, we think it important to distinguish
between the working class as it is today (“in itself”), and the
united revolutionary class which will overthrow capitalism -
a class united against capital, which will only discover itself
(“for itself”) in the task of abolishing the conditions of exist-
ence of class society.

We think that this broader conception of ‘the working
class’ has to be distinguished from the ‘nomial’, ‘everyday’
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senses of the term ‘working class’. To that end we prefer the
term Proletariat —- which has the merit of at least making clear
that something requires explanation, and also helps disting-
uish the fact that we are talking about something that in
practise doesn’t yet exist, except in tendency.

In the piece in ULR 1 we quoted from, Wildcat went on
to stress the importance of their conception of the working
class, as against notions of the primary importance of “the
producers of goods”. This is due :

“to the extent to which capitalism has socialised
production — not so much by physically drawing people tog-
ether as workers in one place, but by integrating the social
activities of many different and physically dispersed groups of
people in the pursuit of surplus value. Capitalist wealth is not
simply the product of particular factory workers, but the
social creation of agricultural workers, miners, teachers, scien-
tists, housewives, hospital workers, transport workers etc. This
is an important, if difficult, point which communists need to
get over to our fellow workers”. (ULR 1 p5)

By capitalist wealth in this context we presume Wildcat
mean not merely surplus value, but also use values under capit-
alism. Again the Proletariat (in the sense we mean above) is
not, of course, defined by its place within the capitalist
division of labour, which can only come into being on the
basis that a class is created which has only its labour power to
sell (if it can). This is the class of the dispossessed. Wildcat go
on to suggest, correctly in our view, that the most important
thing is that :

“ no one section of workers could make a
communist revolution without the conscious and active invol-
vement of the majority of the rest” (ULR 1 p5).

However the important problem with the passage we quote
lies elsewhere, in the conception of ‘socialisation’ by capital-
ism which is presented. As -it stands, Wildcat appear to be close
to suggesting that capitalism directly creates more than the
conditions of its destruction ; not merely the ‘material’ but
also the productive and social bases of communism. A reading
reinforced by the suggestion that “the struggle for greater
control over our lives is fundamental to the class struggle.”
(ULR 1, p5), (though they do raise the question of “the
extent to which capitalist technology can be transformed for
use in communist society” (ibid. p6).

Is Wildcat suggesting that communist revolution implies
merely seizing control of our lives and activities as they exist
under capitalism, by overthrowing the exploitation and
control “now exercised by capitalism” (ibid. p5/6) - as
against seizing the potential for a society of ‘abundance’,
through overthrowing capitalist social relations — which are
the form of our lives and activities under capitalism?

The problem with the conception of ‘socialisation’ as here
expressed, is that it could quite happily be used to justify per-
spectives (for example, councillist or syndicalist) which aim
not at abolishing capitalist social relations, but at seizing and
managing society/the ‘productive base’. Most relevant in this
context, this was the majority position of the international
‘ultra-left’ after 1917, as against leninism, first in and then
against the Third lntemational. To state/party/bureaucratic
control of production/society was opposed ‘control’ by the
workers themselves (in one organisational fonn or another).
The failure of both Leninism and the ultra-left was to emphas-
ise form as opposed to content. What became essential to them
became the form of organisation, the form of management of
society, and after 1917 for the Bolsheviks, and in the thirties
for the Dutch left, the form (in wholly mistaken terms) of



‘communist economy’. To the extent that they went no
further than this, ‘THE workers councils’ remained merely the
other side of the coin to ‘THE Party’. That the ultra-left never
really detached itself from the terms of reference of Leninism
has become all too clear as its traditions have been taken up in
recent years :_ non-party councillist organisations, councillist
parties, organisations of partyists, non-party parties — there is
no permutation of the organisational themes of the twenties
which has not been tried or theorised.

The problem is not the form of organisation, but its
content. Communist organisation is merely the organisation of
tasks on the basis of an orientation towards the future
communist society.

Wildcat clearly situate themselves within the ultra-left trad-
ition. “The political tradition to which Wildcat belongs is
generally known as ‘left communist’, ‘libertarian communist’,
‘council communist’ or ‘anarchist communist’, and attempts to
combine the best elements of anarchism and Marxism. ”
Equally clearly, they have not shaken off its limitations.

This is evident in their characterisations of communist
society. -

“The society we envisage is not one where a party
takes power and acts as a govemment, but one in which all
people participate in decision making.” (What Distinguishes
Wildcat).

The following criticisms of councillism are relevant to the
ultra-left tradition as a whole :

“Councillism also contributed to a vision of comm-
unsim as a great democratic reorganisation, in which first a
minority (however numerous) of workers would participate,
and then the whole of society in ‘communism realised’. Now,
if the demand that each and all should take control of life is a
communist aspiration and can give rise to the mostsubversive
acts, it merely coagulates if it remains on the terrain of admin-
istration and decision. The cult of democracy isn’t anti-
communist because communism will be dictatorial, but
because it turns discussion, which is often fruitless and para-
lysing, into a privileged moment and an essential preliminary
to action.

In councillism, the system of councils is conceived as a gen-
eralisation ofparliamentarism. The council is the parliament of
the working class. So the dividing line between reform and rev-
olution in this false perspective is made in the following way :
reformists (stalinists, leninists etc.) want to transform the
existing decision-making organs, democratising them little by
little, injecting them with stronger and stronger doses ofpart-
icipation by the masses. The councillists, on the other hand,
want to create new organs, setting up a true democracy
immediately, a real structure for discussion and decision.

Some want to work on the inside, others want to work on
the outside, but the error is identical. All revere the moment
of decision, and class the revolution as the creation of a new
decision-making process. Councillists want to transfer this pro-
cess from statist organs to the factories and local communities.
Because they have not extricated themselves from the political
illusion, they can speak of the ‘abolition of wage-labour’, and
of the commodity market, without making any more of it
than a slogan which is never made clear. They do not under-
stand the revolution as a process generating new forms of
activity.” (The Question of the State —- Guerre Sociale, 1978).

We questioned above Wildcat’s expression of the concept of
‘socialisation by capitalism’. What is missing from their formul-
ation is that capitalism does not merely exploit and control us
— it also divides and alienates us ;that the ‘socialisation’ of the

means of production and reproduction goes hand-in-hand with
the progressive destruction and domination of ‘social life’. The
task of the communist revolution is not merely that of seiz-
ing control of our productive activity on the basis of the social
relations and identities which capitalism establishes. It is a
question of doing so through destroying our social alienation,
and building a new community (‘human community’). This is
not a ‘superstructural’ question which will somehow follow
from the seizure of the means of production. The social dyn-
amic of the communist movement is the self-discovery by
proletarians of community in the course of struggle against
capitalism.. First as aproletarian self-consciousness shaped by
the attacks of capital, and by our revolutionary class struggle
to destroy it. Then as the destruction of class society itself —
the establishment of those social relations based on fraternity
as opposed to class solidarity, which make possible a society
where the satisfaction of needs takes place without the media-
tion of law, the market and money. (By ‘based on fraternity’,
we mean involving a level of mutual trust unstructured by
mutual oppression. However, ‘fraternity’ is clearly not an ad-
equate word — suggestions for a better term welcome.) Nor
are we suggesting that communist revolution means an end to
argument or even conflict - on the contrary it is a society in
which these can take place fruitfully, in the absence of capital-
ist scarcity, social alienation and class division. It is the prol-
etariat’s discovery of this dynamic within itself, as part of the
process of achieving class consciousness through its struggle,
which makes the communist revolution — the process of
communisation — appear possible.

Those conceptions of the ‘inevitable tendencies’ within
capitalism which will bring about the ‘death crisis’ of cap-
italism, together with the soft ‘libertarian’ equivalent that
“the only choice is between communism and barbarism/war”,
all rest on the failure to understand that communist revolution
is the end of capitalist politics as well as capitalist economics.
Necessarily so, since they cannot be separated. They are ex-
pressions of the consequent ‘need’ to fmd a ‘materialist’-
sounding explanation of how communist social relations can
come about. Either by some ‘mystical’ ‘force of history’ or by
a form of ‘seige mentality’ -- the solidarity of the ‘blitz’ writ
large.

The most urgent questions raised by ‘What Distinguishes
Wildcat’ relate to their definition of communist society :

“In the final success of this struggle, communist
society will emerge, with the total abolition of nation states
and the money/market/wages system, and its replacement
by the common ownership and democratic control of the
world ’s resources, for production to directly satisfy peoples’
needs ”*
-1-.Z__-_- 

*ln relation to the last phrase about direct satisfaction of
needs, it’s important to bear in mind that .f

“Abundance, or communism, is not infantile affluence — the
replication of products for the immediate gratification of desiring
subjects — since it dissolves formal subjects and the contingency of
desire. Nor is it an empirical rationalisation of resources away from
destruction and waste. Its possibility is directly structured into product-
ive capacities, which are therefore not means to be disposed of
according to external ends. In other words, abundance cannot be ach-
ieved through a plan which seeks to reconcile means to ends, since such
a plan would retain the formal sdparation of needs and capacities. The
planned rationalisation of capitalist production through formal reason
is no alternative. Nor is it practical : for so long as needs are formally
separated from capacities, the law of value overwhelms all efforts at
rationalisation, and, as recent events, East, West and South, make clear,
subverts even the possibility of infantile affluence. Abundance lies bey-
ond the ‘narrow horizon of right’, where the forms of private property
no longer exist and the human capacity to labour is not a commodity.
The social labour necessary for the provision of subsistence retains an
element of formality (planning) to allocate means to ends ; but the
terms on which the social product is made available are dissociated
from this, and nothing stands between individuals and their conditions
of life. At the same time this remnant of formality is compressed by
the vast growth of productive capacities — the development of
automatic production - which reduces necessary labour to a minimum.
Non-necessary labour is no longer embodied in a surplus product, but
becomes free activity. Free activity is need and capacity simultaneously
-— the immediate unity of labour.” (G. Kay and J.Mott — “Political
Order and the Law of Labour” p.28)



We believe this is a wholly unacceptable formulation of the
goals of communist society. When the formula “Common
ownership and democratic control of the world’s resources”
was first raised in the ten points regulating participation in
‘Intercom’, we felt (and it was said at the initial conference)
that it was inadequate. We then assumed that it was intended
as a formulation which would allow the maximum number of
people within the political spectrum defined by the Intercom
project to participate in it. An impression which has been re-
inforced by the relaxed attitude to the ten criteria displayed in
the first issue of ‘Intercom’. (It was not until issue three after
all, that an accurate version of the criteria as agreed at the init-
ial conference appeared in ‘lntercom’!) On this basis, debate
about this formulation remained important, but seemed
relatively less urgent. We were, then, astonished to see Wildcat
adopt it as a group position.

As was said in a paper distributed at the first conference
(not reprinted in ‘lr1terc0m’) :

“ ‘Common ownership and democratic control’ could
be happily seen as an expression of their ambitions by a wide
variety of leftists. I believe on the contrary that democracy has
nothing to do with communist revolution — it is a form of
political mediation in a society fractured by capitalist social
relations, where people are alienated from their productive
activity, from themselves and one another, from life itself.
The communist revolution is precisely the suppression of these
social relations and of politics as a separate, privileged sphere.
(...) As for common ownership — how far is this phrase used
differently than in Clause Four of the Labour Party ’s constit-
ution?” (‘Beyond the Waxworks. The Ultra-Left Review’ --
copies available from us.)

This argument against democracy (inadequately verbalised)
met largely with incomprehension at the conference. (As it
had done at the London International Discussion Bulletin con-
ference in 1981). One response was that it was a pointless
debate over semantics. We believe on the contrary that it is an
integral and crucial aspect of communist theory.

*=l==l==l<**=l=*=i==l=*******=l=*****=l=**=I=***

Capitalist society is political society. Social relations in
Capitalism are structured by the needs of a system of private
property, articulated politically in a system of law. Law
doesn’t merely arise superstructurally on the economic basis of
capitalism. (Emergent capitalism modifies to its ends the legal
structure it finds, but equally its ability to do this is a precon-
dition for that emergence.) Through law, the political relations
of society are guaranteed by the authority invested by society,
first in kings, later in the political state. It is the guaranteeing
of money by the state that makes it possible for it to act as the
“universal medium of exchange”, rather than a quantity of
precious metal. The state constitutes its citizens’ status as legal
subjects, and on the other hand the status of all elements of
the natural world as potential objects of property. Let us
convey our point here by a lengthy quote :

“In modern society where the conditions of life are
private property needs are separated from capacities. A state
of abundance would alter this. Needs and capacities would
come together, and close off the space between them. In
modern society, this space is filled by the dense structures of
private property -- political order and the law of labour : in
a state of abundance they would have no place. If the product-
ive capacities already deployed were oriented towards need,
necessary labour would be reduced to a minimum, so that
nothing would stand between men and what they need to live. ”
(G._ Kay and J. Mott ‘Political Order and the Law of Labour’p1)

1; T7 1

“Where private property is the universal mode of approp-
riation, the legal form persona-res is the sinew that binds
society together. The need for such a specially-developed bond
only arises when the elements linked by it are denied the poss-
ibility of establishing a direct unity in themselves. The very
existence of a legal bond between persons and things presupp-
oses their real separation. In fact, private property presupposes
not just one but a whole series of separations of which this is
the first : namely, the material conditions of life are legal
things over which no person can exercise a direct claim. No-
thing in capitalist society can be acquired through simple poss-
ession or natural right, since there are no direct relations
between men and the world about them. Thus the first
separation implied by private property as a condition of its
existence, and a condition continually reproduced by its exist-
ence, is a categorical split between persons and things, which
far from being overcome by their refinement into legal
subjects and objects, is reinforced by it. This primary
separation is complemented by a second --— the division of sub-
ject from subject and object from object —- through which
property is made to work as a system.

The distinctive feature of modern property that sets it
apart from the earlier and less developed forms of classical
antiquity and feudalism, is that these two separations, which
result in a world of individual subjects on the one side and
discrete objects on the other, become absolute by combining
to form a third : the separation of the right to property from
all objects. In capitalist society the legal capacities that stamp
an individual as an owner of property are not derived from
direct possession. Where property is absolute in this sense a
wedge is driven between the right of ownership and all objects,
creating a gulf between subjects and objects and opening a
space which is immediately filled by the state. The sequence is
logical, not temporal : the separation of subjectivity from
objects does not happen first in time creating a space that the
state subsequently occupies, the events occur simultaneously.
The space is filled at the very moment of its creation, since it
is in the nature of this space that it can only exist as occupied
space. The founding of absolute property and the establish-
ment of the state are reciprocal moments of the same process. ”
(ibid p 2/3)

“Both natural law and German classical philosophy in their
different ways grasped the fact that private property could
only become the general form of appropriation (absolute prop-
erty) on condition of the existence of the state. Both
traditions understood that exchange takes place on terms that
are established outside its immediate sphere.

On the side of objectivity so much is explicit in the fact
that modern exchange is transacted through a universal object
(money), which though it originates in exchange as an object
like all others, only begins to develop its universality when it
stands apart and becomes a political object. The political
nature of money is evident in its appearance —— it always bears
the head of the prince, or some other emblem of state. On the
side of subjectivity the same applies : just as money is
immediately exchangeable as a universal object whose creden-
tials do not have to be checked, so every individual is accepted
at face value as a persona bona fide. Money is accepted because
it is a universal object on account of its being political : the
individual is universally recognised because he is a political
subject —- a citizen.

(...) Since social relations in political society are conducted
on grounds of reciprocity, they cannot have political content
as they did in feudal society. Hence it follows that the locus of
power and authority in political society must be thrust out-
side the sphere of social relations and stand apart from itas a
sovereign, giving rise to the division of the state from civil



society that took shape in the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries.

It is the hallmark of the state that it stands apart from
society and exercises power on it from a distance. And it is
this very distance from society, which on the one hand makes
it universal (i.e. the same for all members of society), and on
the other allows it to impose universality back on society.
Liberal theory has conflated this universality with an all-
embracing theory of democracy. ” (ibid p 6/7)

The important point here is that democracy is the form of
mediated social relations bonding individuals in a society
where they are alienated from one another through the formal
(political) structures established by the development of the
system of private property. A process of alienation which is
continually extended as capitalism comes to dominate and
structure ever more areas of social existence.

It’s important that this discussion doesn’t remain at the
level of an abstract debate. To put it very simply and crudely
in terms of just one of its implications : today we approach
one another within the context of a series of institutionalised
settings dominated by capitalism (if you like, a society of
‘little boxes’). Our social identities, for ourselves and for
others, are established (sedimented is perhaps a better word)
in relation to our existence within these institutions ; family,
neighbourhood, school, college, work, the ‘leisure’ institions
—- the settings in which, through language and culture, we
come to and express our social identity. We encounter one
another as ‘educated’ or ‘uneducated’, ‘rough’ or ‘sophisticat-
ed’, ‘working class’ or ‘middle class’, ‘deviant’ or ‘conformist’ —
the terms of bourgeois sociology, designed as working tools
in the process of capitalist domination, which to this extent
reflect the realities of life in capitalist society.

The attempt to form lasting social relations between people
which go beyond these surface appearances requires continual
effort and mutual commitment. (The fact that such relation-
ships are possible musn’t be mystified — it is not possible to
prefigure the relationships which will exist once capitalist
social relations are overthrown. In any case, no member of the
working class will ever have the time and energy to commit
themselves wholeheartedly to more than a few ‘key’ relation-
ships, out of the many they are obliged to engage in. And
though communists must be prepared to actively confront and
challenge the effects of capitalist alienation within themselves
and upon their relations with others, communism certainly
won’t be achieved by everyone ‘becoming aware of themselves’
and ‘acting responsibly’ towards other people. It requires the
overthrow of capitalist society - the destruction of the state,
defeat of the capitalist class and seizure of the means of
creating communist society.)

Relations between alienated individuals (that’s all of us —
not just the few individuals most obviously damaged by this
process) which don’t go beyond the surface identities shaped
by our lives under capitalism, remain democratic in form.
They operate at a level of formality (‘politeness/courtesy’)
which is the fomr of social representation of themselves adopt-
ed by the alienated participants. As with the discussion of
democracy at all levels, the point here is not the form taken
by these democratised personal relations. Politeness or court-
esy will be necessary in any form of society we can conceive
— it is hardly likely that a society will ever exist where every-
one likes everyone else, or will be able to avoid working with
people they don’t like. The point is the way in which the
democratic form acts to perpetuate the alienated content of
those relations, as ‘politeness’ acts to conceal feelings (a by-
product of the ‘war between each and all’ in competition over
status or material benefits, which is shared by ‘combatants’
and ‘non-combatants’ alike), or acts to avoid the necessity for

eling at all.

This everyday practice of democracy becomes critical in
relation to the development of class unity, at the point that
the lessons are applied to relations across the fundamental
class divisions within society. For example, in relations
between workers and bosses. Over many years, we’ve seen the
development of management strategies which rest on the
creation of a spurious ‘bonhommie’ between workers and
bosses (open plan offices, democratised canteen facilities,
bosses ‘dressing down’, bosses and workers‘ addressing one
another by their first names, for example). This represents a
move away from traditional patemalism and deference as
masks for fundamental antagonisms. It marks the extension of
the traditional ‘cordial’ relations cultivated between bosses’
and workers’ representatives, towards dealing directly with the
workforce. Theorised largely in terms of office work, it is most
noticeable as an industrial tendency in the ‘Sunrise Industries’
based on new technologies set up on ‘green field’ sites, where
the possibility of establishing such relations from the word ‘go’
are a crucial element in advance planning. To sum up : it is
precisely the increasing sophistication of the use of democratic
forms in relationships where one has some degree of choice
not to (in ‘personal’ life), which makes possible this developing
sophistication in situations of class division.

Our use of the term ‘democracy’ in this sort of context
may well be confusing to some accustomed only to its use to
describe the systems of government in the ‘capitalist’ West, in
opposition to the Eastern bloc ‘communist’ dictatorships.
Revolutionaries of all kinds recognise, of course, that just as
“capitalist society exists in every country in the world”
(Wildcat, Basic Principles),‘democracy’ in this sense is as total-
itarian as its ‘dictatorial’ counterpart.

“Both dictatorship and democracy propose to strengthen
the State, the former as a matter of principle, the latter in
order to protect us — ending up in the same result. Both are
working towards the same goal : totalitarianism: In both cases
it is a» matter of making everyone participate in society : ‘from
the top down’ for the dictators, ‘from the bottom up’for the
democrats.

As regards dictatorship and democracy, can we speak of a
struggle between two sociologically differentiated fractions of
Capital? Rather, we are dealing with two different methods of
regimenting the proletariat, either by integrating it forcibly,
or by bringing it together through the mediation of its ‘own’
organisations. Capital opts for one or the other of these
solutions according to the needs of the moment.”

(J. Barrot ‘Fascism/Antifascism ’p 10/1 1)

The problem arises in the delusion that capitalist‘democ-
racy’ is a mere mockery of ’real’ democracy - in the same way
that Soviet ‘communism’ is nothing to do with real
communism. Specifically within the ultra-left tradition, this
related to its origins within pre-World War 1 social democracy,
with its conception that Socialism would “realise the truly
radical aspirations of the rising bourgeoisie”. Today’s ultra-
left generally remain the faithful heirs of the bourgeois
conceptions (economic as well as political) that haunted the
thinking of those revolutionaries who broke with the Second
Intemational’s opportunism, together with the justifications
produced (honest or not) for their past participation in it.
Justifications which typically took the form of a defence of
‘real’ Marxism from revisionism, or an equally uncritical reject-
ion of it — a failure in both cases to separate what is valuable
in Marx’s critique of capitalist economy (and is usefully
suggestive in his undeveloped ideas about capitalist politics),
from his opportunist and non-communist political practice.

Leaming nothing and forgetting nothing, the most ludicrous
partisans of ultra-left Leninism today can be found asserting
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that the working class have made no ‘economic’ gains whatever
since 1914, "while at the same time putting forward
‘proletarian’ democracy (either in the form of approved
instances of working class struggle, or approved forms of
‘revolutionary’ organisation) as ‘political’ gains made by the
class.

Communist theory and struggle are a critique of economy
and politics. Conceptions of communism which do not grasp
the need to overcome the political relations produced by cap-
italist society - or to put it more adequately, do not fully
understand the nature of capitalist social relations — cannot
fundamentally challenge capitalist economic relations. Unless
the conditions of existence of the market (separated customers
and sellers ; separate productive enterprises etc.) are done
away with, the best that can be achieved is some form of
planned capitalism. That separation is not abolished by filling
the gap with ‘proletarian’ political relations. in some form or
other, under new names, the conditions of existence of capit-
alist society will be re-established. (The sort of verbal
contortions we are familiar with in Stalinist claims that the
market doesn’t exist in Russia, or right-wing claims that the
state isn’t necessary to the pure workings of the market.)

This means that part of the task of communists is the
critique of democracy. This cannot be done by arguing for
‘real’ or ‘workers’ or ‘proletarian’ or ‘socialist’ democracy.
The altemative to capitalism isn’t any form of democracy.
It is communism.

“True, communism is the movement of the vast
majority, and workers must control their action themselves.
To that extent, communism is ‘democratic’. What is wrong is
to uphold democracy as a principle. The only subversive
position consists of putting forward first the content of the
movement, and then its forms. Bosses and union leaders take
advantage of minority and majority actions when it suits them;
so does the proletariat. Workers’ struggles very often start
from minority action. Communism is neither the rule of a
minority, nor of a majority. Either democracy works as a
normal process, without being organised or even proposed;
or it becomes an institution, which acts in a conservative way
like" all other institutions. -What is basically wrong is to
emphasise the moment and mechanism of decision-making.
This separation is typical of capital. A radical initiative in-
cludes decisions -- its own decisions — without any formal
decision-making. The workers must decide for themselves;
but what is a decision? It always depends on what has already
happened. Whenever a revolutionary decision is reached
democratically, it has been prepared previously. Whoever asks
the question determines the answer; whoever organises the
vote carries the decision. This is no abstraction, since this
problem rs present in every struggle. The revolutionary does
not propose a different form of organisation, but a different
solution from that of capital and the unions.”- (Barrot &
Martin, ‘Eclipse and Re-emergence of the Communist
Movement’).

The hesitation of many revolutionaries to use the word
‘communism’ at all, or without some hyphenated qualification,
is understandable given what is normally understood by the
word. But whatever name is used to replace it, the need to
stand in opposition to democracy remains. Not because we
wish to set up a dictatorship of any kind (the use of the
phrase ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ in a broken-winded
attempt to appear politically hard-headed is entirely counter-
productive, even where its meaning is not wholly counter-
revolutionary), but because we do not want to set up a society
of ‘free’ equally alienated individuals either (quite impossible
in any case.)

*11*Il=ll"l=!l=IlIIl==I=Il=Il=Il=il!*#$**Il=*****'lIIl=**lll=l‘*

To return to the problems we see in Wildcat’s political
direction. It’s not simply a matter of their using the word
‘democracy’, or a dispute about how to describe the commun-
ist society of the future. It is a matter of how they talk about
and relate to class struggle today. Consider the following :

“The society we envisage is not one where a party takes
power and acts as a govemment, but one in which all people
participate in decision-making. (...) In order to makethis poss-
ible, workers must organise their own struggles now, operating
through democratic mass-meetings and the election of
revocable delegates, outside the control of political parties or
trade unions. ” (‘What Distinguishes Wildcat’)

An even more dubious form of this last sentence appears in
their pamphlet on the Socialist Workers Party :

“Revolutionaries don’t stand for office in the
unions, but call for democratic mass-meetings of all workers
outside of union divisions, to elect revocable strike committees
to run strikes outside of and against the unions.” (‘How
Socialist is the Socialist Workers Party?’)

In the previous paragraph of ‘What Distinguishes Wildcat’,
they write “We believe that our struggles can only be won
through independent working class action, organised and
controlled by the people taking part. ” The perspective being
put forward as to how workers should conduct their struggles
is thus to be judged against this standard. It is, we believe,
totally inadequate. Our objections to calls for ‘democratic’
mass-meetings should be obvious by now. What is missing from
this formula, particularly as employed in their SWP pamphlet,
is any clear statement that workers “organisation and control”
of their struggles goes beyond electing delegates to
“run the strike”. It is not made clear whether workers are
electing their own negotiating body as opposed to the unions’,
or mandating delegates to co-ordinate the struggle. Whether
they are electing a body of revocable representatives who are
to determine demands and their own tasks on behalf of their
electorate, or a group of fellow workers to execute the
decisions taken about these questions made by all of the
strikers themselves. What we are presented with are mass-
meetings -— useless except in small workplaces for anything
beyond taking decisions for or against demands, and the tasks
to be performed to achieve these demands, which have been
formulated elsewhere. There is no reference to the need to
develop any level of discussion within departments or offices
in order to formulate demands and tasks (one would have
thought this was particularly relevant in the context of
criticising the SWP’s perspectives of capturing shop steward-
ships), or to anticipate what in reality will be divisions over
these questions. Are these things supposed to take care of
themselves spontaneously, without any level of prior
discussion and activity amongst workers‘? Or is the idea that
the need in struggles is for workers to achieve and exercise
a level of democratic practise (from which they are excluded
in the parliamentary charade) as a foretaste of what it could be
like to make decisions in the Workers Councils during and
after some revolution‘? And does this democracy merely
confine itself to electing delegates, then?

We do not actually think this last question represents Wild-
cat’s views. However, the photograph of women holding up
their hands, captioned : ‘Our freedom lies in our own hands !’,
(in their basic statement of Wildcat’s views), scarcely makes
this clear to anyone not otherwise familiar with their writing.
If they don’t see the need to criticise democracy, do they see
no need to distinguish what they mean from what the S7
varieties of leftists mean by their constant appeals to it‘?

These are hardly minor questions given the primary import-



ance that Wildcat assigns to workplace struggle in practice,
despite their statement that “Our task is not to declare one
section of workers more important than another”
(ULR 1, p5). This is made quite clear in the response to
articles by Laurens Otter, published in this issue, and in the
supplement to ULR 1. In the latter, we can read :

“However, of all these various forms of struggle, the
‘traditional’ form of workplace-based struggle ~- the strike --—
has, until now, afforded the greatest opportunities for the
unification of large numbers of workers around common
demands, and for the development of democratic forms of
organisation such as mass assemblies, and, ultimately, Workers
Councils. ” (Supplement to ULR 1, p9).

ln the response to Laurens Otter : “In general, connections
between a particular problem and its root cause (capitalism),
are not made in campaigns against war, racism, sexism etc. by
atomised constituencies of the working class, so much as in the
collective struggles of the working class as such It’s in this area
of struggle that the essence of capitalism — class divisions,
wage labour, commodity production etc. -and its negation --—
socialism -— can most easily be grasped. Furthermore, but also,
simultaneously, in the sense that communism as a living reality
can begin to emerge from such struggles in a way that it can
never do in the struggles involving atomised individuals cam-
paigning over single issues. ” (This issue of ‘Intercom ’).

This last quote appears to suggest that the working class
“as such” are waged workers, in contradiction to Wildcat’s
earlier position. It appears to be saying that capitalism is
“essentially” limited to its economic aspects. We are
presumably to understand that workers in workplaces are not
atomised, in some undefined sense, while other sorts of
workers are. Is atomisation purely a matter of geographical
separation, then‘? What is the difference between socialism
and communism‘? If it is claimed that there is none, then why
suggest there is, by using two words needlessly‘? Crucially, if
the essence of capitalism is easier to grasp in workplaces, why
isn’t it happening? Or, if the author is claiming it is, then what
do they turderstand by the ‘essence of capitalism "?

We would suggest that Wildcat, having aligned themselves
with the tradition of revolutionary opposition to capitalism
maintained by the international ultra-left after World War l,
have not subjected this tradition to adequate criticism ;and
further, have adopted political formulations and expressions
from that tradition which obscure what they are in fact
arguing for. Our disquiet at the theoretical implications of this
is most clearly focussed by Wildcat’s reply to the Communist
Bulletin Group, in this issue. This is prefaced by a disclaimer,
to the effect that the group had not had time to discuss every
point in it. But what are we to make of :

“ like the class we represent, we are excludedfrom
political life under capitalism. The only exception was during
the period c.1870--1914, when the working class in westem
Europe was able to have a permanent representation within
capitalism, and this was reflec "e-' in the stability of its political
organisations at that time. ”

How do we ‘represent’ the class? In what sense are we
‘excluded from political life under capitalism’? In what poss-
ible sense did the working class in Westem Europe have a
permanent representation c.1870-1914‘? In all Western
Europe? What stable political organisations did it have? Your
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time-period excludes Internationals as such - do you mean
parties‘? Then which‘? Or do you mean trade unions? What
connection is there between these organisations and ‘ours’?

What are we to make of this :

“No form of organisation is a guarantee of genuine
political unity, unless there is also an active and enthusiastic
commitment to it within all sections (and among individual
members) of the organisation. This is whythe first priority for
all groups should be to maintain an active intervention, partic-
ularly towards workplace struggles, for r't is this above all
which teaches us the need for political unity. It is possible to
become so obsessed with trying to create a centralised organ-
isation that one forgets what such an organisation is supposed
to be for.”

I suspect we will not be alone in seeing this as a familiar
expression of libertarianism attempting to justify itself in
relation to what it sees as more rigorous organisational or
political perspectives —- in this case, left communism. More
significantly, as far as we are concerned, it’s a clear expression
of w-hat Barrot defines as the Militant attitude :

“ It is not only important to understand the
historical movement and to act accordingly, but also to be
something different from the attitudes and values of the
society the revolutionary wants to destroy. The militant attit-
ude is indeed counter-revolutionary, in so far as it splits the
individual into two, separating his needs, his real individual
and social needs, the reasons why he cannot stand the present
world, from his action, his attempt to change this world.-The
militant refuses to admit that he is in fact revolutionary bec-
ause he needs to change his own life as well as society in
general. He represses the impulse which made him turn against
society. He submits to revolutionary action as if it were
external to him : it is fairly easy to see the moral character
of this attitude. This was already wrong and conservative in
the past ; today it becomes increasingly reactionary. ”
(‘Eclipse and Re-emergence, p7).

We look forward to learning the result of Wildcat’s detailed
deliberations on this text.

It will be obvious that we believe there is cause to question
Wildcat’s theoretical development. We do not believe, nor are
we prepared to accept that it is ‘just a matter of words’. Nor
do we believe it’s a matter of abstract debate. It appears likely
that the forthcoming Intercom conference, and a good deal of
the space in any (if any) further issues of ‘Intercom’, will be
taken up with debate over the need to centralise and unify the
revolutionary movement. We believe that the form of
revolutionary organisation is determined by its purpose, but
in any case is secondary to its content. Above all, unification
can only take place on the basis of a clearly defined mutual
commitment to the communist goal and communist practice.
This text is intended as a contribution to the purpose of
Intercom in establishing whether such a basis exists. In the
interim, we endorse Wildcat’s rejection of sectarianism :

“In our relations with other groups we take an
essentially pragmatic attitude. Provided we do not have to hide
or compromise our political principles, we are prepared to
work with anyone ”

Workers Playtime . March 1984
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'13) Clements. .at.t'-iee, 19’???

Twe meetings were tn take place in this area tonight: featuring at Keele
Pniversity, that notorious right~ainger, Harvey Proctor; and at Stoke
Town Halt, Michael Meacher, failed deputy leadership candidate cf the Lab»
our ieft. Rut, due to pressure Froetore meeting was cancelled.

Yea night think these two have nothing in cemmen. after all their parties
ecee from either end cf the political spectrum. Rut, can you really tell
the difierenee between either brand? ahile you wait, we challenge yen tn
take nur euia. The first current answer we open ail} receive a special
mrirfia

T E 9 TWWE C F H 9 C C I A L,I S T P R I C I F l £,S . . . .

WHO RAIN:

1) The piain fact is that a_encia]iet party cannot hope te make a success
of administering the capitalist system because it does not believe in it.
a) urrrrsar Editerial Heard, reea
c) ear editorial, tee?

2) Never has any previous Government done so much in se shcrt a time in
make medern capitalism werk.
a) Eduard Heath, Prime Minister, 1%73 L
bi Beagles Houghten, Labour cabinet Minister and member cf the TUB General

Qeuneii, i96? r
Harald Hacfiiilan, Prime Minister, M \$ iii Qcl

No social transformatien which.is necessary is repugnant to me. Hence
I accept the famous worker's supervision of factories and eanally their
ceoperative encial management; 3 only ask that there should be e clear con-
science and technical capacity and that production he increased. If this
ie guaranteed hy the Trade Unions, instead at the employers, I have nn
eesitatien in saving that the former have the right to take the latter‘e|_; _ ‘...

-.piece.  
at Lean iretsky
hi fiuesolini
ei l’orry" iierrn

*J ..m_,.

hi I want industry to he profitable. it is in year interest that Ind-
ustry shcuid he profitable. '
a) karearet Thatcher
hi James Callaghan
e) Teny henn

5) re must shew that we have positive policies which are based upen the ’
impiaeabie requirement that the interests cf the British people must pre-
dominate.
a) uinetrnrtfinurchill
bi l‘ll'e/il. iiinzrnek
at Martin seheter

6) We demand therefore: abolition of incomes unearned by work. Abolition
of the thraildom er interest... The ruthless confiscation ef all war
nrefite. he demand the natienalisation of all hueineeses which have been
amalgamated. We demand that there ehculd be profit»sharing in the great
indrrei;_r1ie-e . ,
a) s Eilitent editorial
hi Socialist serker
cl Programme or the Eatinnel Soniaiiet German %erker’e Party (NAZis?
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with effective demand
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Eeonnmic planninv is thei attempt is regulate productien in accordance

?en§n
fiarnid Macvillan
Tony Benn

Talking nf the Falkland islands. "Its people wish ta be Qssociafied
th this country. $2 have a moral and political duty t9 an3“er that‘

They have an absolute right ta lnok to us at this mument of theif §esper5
ate p1ight....The gnvernment must prove by deeds, because £hEF Wlié RQVQY
he §b}e ta do so by words, that they are not raspansible ($9? thfilf bgt“
raya1}¢” .

2%
c§

So, why ara the left and the right sa alike? Because they are all trying '
to fin th@ impflSSibl€. Trying té cfintrnl an insane~system. Tfyingstfl ""1"
te *§he peopée’ behind Eatiofial Enterprise, the hatter to compete 1n the 5
wnrié market economy. Any system where prnfit is the motive f§T P?fi@fi¢i"
ifin, fin matter how that prafit is spent, survives an the exF1°1tat3$n Q?
the workéng class.
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address in The fnllnwing manner:

$5? the real alternative, come to the next CARELESS TALE meating, on

Enoch Fswell
Michaei Font
Havifl fiuen

@sday§ March éth on ‘The Genera] §trékn, 1926‘, in the Lcunge Bay, t$e
srge 55$, Cnrner nf Barracks Road and North Street, Newcastle. %e start

v fig5.; pm. %

you wcvlé like more infnrmatiom about us, please write to the fnllnwing

’CARELESS TALK‘
1% F11iatt Street,
Newca$t1ewUnder~Pymé,
Earth Staffs. - _
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Workers
Power

MacGregor just got a fore taste of what is to
come. Up and down the country, right across
the world workers are deciding that they ’re not
just going to sit back while the likes of Mac-

sr “W W
APYIALlST

FACE TO FACE A minor grabs hold of Cool Board chain-mo

This ‘Superstar’ deserves a good kicking too. She got £2 million for pro»
moting a hair care product. She can only get such money because millions
of people try to escape from the powerlessness of their own lives by
watching the lives of the powerful on TV. Whether it 's the royal family ("the
family we hate as much as our own narrowness) or such surrogates as the
“Dallas” clan, they all try to divert us from the essential question: How do
we make something out of our lives ? How do we make our lives our own ?
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MocGregor's coat Pi¢m;_¢- TQM Bu|51'

At one point Mr Mac
Gregor a eed to lllfirlt
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Gregor or Thatcher, the likes of Reagan or the
Moscow clique kick them around. It may have
been MacGreg0r who got it yesterday (he got
off lightly), some other bureaucrat or politician
will get it tomorrow or next week. If the lefties
and union officials try to step in between us
they'll get it along with the other cops. We've
no need of professionals to negotiate our anger
away. No, we need to turn that anger into
working class power on the streets, and
throughout society. . . ¢ l . . ..

¢ . . . - . ..

union ofgclt-ials and pit
delegates.

But the demonstrators
turned down the offer
and demanded a mass
confrontation.

One demronsirator
ghgutedj "We Wlll hear
what he has to soy, then
we will tear ms head
off‘.
§§§;:;:’§;§;;§§f:§;¢;Z§ Down lid Out-P09? 5
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IS ruians A REAL _r.uruRi: fa‘ Shipbuilding on
(lb Clyde T -

The answer. quite frankly, is NO.
Thousands of ships are already lying idle. y
from Aberdeen to Athens.
In the short term, some get-rich-quick
merchants might_mal_te a packet selling a
few Oil Rigs. ‘_ ~ ‘
But in the longer term things lookbleak.
ALL rue moat REASON TOFIGHT now I
Ariaichists have nothing butscorn for the
demand of the fright to.w_ork’ - the slave’:
demand. _. ‘ I
Btl cornpulsory redundancies. and the devast-
ating of entire towns hv agencies outside of
oireontrol IIIIISQ-ID fiercely fought against.
However we have to be clear what to fight .
FOR. T;
Certainly notthe old conol 'Nationalisation_'-'-S
which as British Shipbuilders show. just
means the same old o‘osses... hflfldiflfl 0"!
redundancy cards. '_ ‘ ‘ I
ALL of the nationalised companies were out
ti date industries. that needed to be ‘modern-

: iaed' to%"suit Capitalism. This the state did:
with hundreds of thousands of redundancies
.in Shipbuilding, Mining. Railways and Steel-
making.
The Transport System in Chicago is owned by

‘Q the State. Does this make Chicago a bastion
of Socialism 7
One thing's sure: Nationelisation just means

. Rfltionalisation, and has absolutely nothing
to do with genuine social change.
This hoary old myth is one of the ideas that
must be discarded in the battle —from scratch-
to seize control ol ow own lives. A battle to
be fought against both the privateers of the

" Tray Party and the Nationalised btreaucrata
ol the Labor: Party .

r,-.

‘MRS THATCHER IS RIGHT when she talks of a
return to old fashioned values... People must
accept that the unemployed have got to sell them-
selves to an employer’.

This is what l was told at an interview recently with
an unemployment review officer. The person also said
I was lazy and immature.

n
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rue MASS WAU(-OUT it e$cott;l.-.ithgow
qr Thursday 9th February demonstrates
more than just ‘spontaneous’ anger over
the deal being hatched,-between the"Gov- l
emment and their cronies in Trafalgar

, .

House. , '
lt directly coincided with their Union represent-
atives being huddled. together in conference, to
revise their strategy for controlling the workers
anger, and presenting a public face. _

The next day, a Mass Meeting was scheduled
and the Shop Stewards-Committee seized their -
chance to reassert their ‘leadership’, pull forth
again the- threat of a ‘disciplined’ occupation, _
and in doing so recapture the; confidence of
workers torn between the effo‘otive_ expression
of their anger and class solidarity," and-between
their position as pawns in the complicated chess
game played by" '-[;ai'algar__Hous_e, Howard Doris,"
Bechtel, the Government, British Shipbuilders
and ‘their’ Unions. ~.

S OCCUPATION, 7
The situation at--Scott L-1 utgows demonstrates

the di-lemna of workers in a contracting indusuy
faced with the logic of the capitalist profit "
mot.ive.

At a mass meeting over a week ago, the
sentiments of the workforce were clearly evid-
ent. Support for the Unions, especially the
‘leaders’ most removed from the situation is
extremely lukewarm.

Instead of taking the struggle forward‘. ithrough
an occupation, the Unions resorted-to an
endless stream of ballots designed to exhaust
the anger and resolve of the workers.

Not that this is, of course, lost on the great
majority, whose enthusiasm for ordinary workers
expressing their anger ( as well as their fears)
was in stark contrast to that given to Shop
Stewards Convenor Mchleill andhis henchmen.

‘FRIENDS’ r .
Next came the public meeting starring David
Steel, Roy Hattersley andother schemers. This
was timed to start 2 hours BEFORE the workers
were due to leave tlie factory gates. They were
taking no chances that awkward questions would

This is the utter drivel in the traditional sense of the .be raised as to the motives_behind, such false
poor being expected to seek charity from the rich and
being expected to be grateful for it.

The bastards ask questions about your private life so
tltut they can assess you character and uct accordingly
with either direct threats of deducting money off your
giro or by telling you to come back in a few weeks to
see what progress you have made in finding work.

The aim of the goverriment( acted ipon willingly by
the DHS) is to induce a greater willingness to work
— wage slavery mentality - by fear of hassle and
deductions in cash.

If you get called in maybe take someone with you or
put a small tape recorder in your pocket. Say nothing
except for answering questions. Everything you say will
be taken down and used -- literally. Most of all don't
be forced to do an thi ou don't want to.

‘friends’. .
_ Further back, the last few years have seen

the loyalty of the Union representatives to the
_Union'and keeping things ‘under wraps’ far
exceeds that of their solidarity with their class.

Witness their concoct during the ‘Crossword’
strike, theirrdenunciations of certain workers
in the press, and their attempt to brand or
( in the case of the platers) isolate them.‘

y Now the situation has to go lrorn pros a-“words
._t_o cross swords. The first concern" of workers
-is naturally to protect their livelihood. The '
experience of thousands of workers accepting
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redundancy over the past few years is beginning
to come home to roost. The more you comply
with what the bosses want, the more they kick
you in the teeth.
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Labour only softens yoiiup, for the Tories to
put the boot in. The T.U.,C." -"ever anxioufi I0
get their foothold back into the corridors of

"power" - does everything to weaken the solidar-
ity of workers, and everything to waste anger
through token 1» day; stoppages and ‘leave it to
us’ to negotiate ( for youse, whose dues keep
us in booze) .

lt has to start somewhere, where workers
take independent action to occupy their yard
and secure the assets, refuse all ‘mediators’
develop their own links with their fellows in
other yards and industries, to agitate in the
community to wrest control from all the
leeches who keep us in our place, from money
lenders to Council bureaucrats.

Illeaiwhile , -the workers at Henry Robb In
Leith are sacrificed. just like Caledonin
Dundee and dozens of other worklorcee.
Worker competes against worker for It ever
diminishing share of a muket that only the
Bosses (throughout the world) binetit from.

IT'S THE smut rue WHOLE WORLD ‘oven...
‘When I see o worker being hit over the
head by a policeman, I knowiwhose side
I'm on.‘ . GEORGE_._ORW_ELL, Homage to
Catalonia. - Y

CLASHES between police and strikers took
place recently in the Shipbuilding town of
Gijon, in Northern Spain.

Barricades were erected, banks, shops and
restaurants closed and hundreds of windows
were smashed.

It was theangry reaction of workers to
plans to ‘rationalise’ the local shipyards...
this time by a ‘Socialist’ government.

And in France, a similar bunch of ‘left-
wing’ chancers are trying exactly the same
tactics to help the Bosses.

Y "8 Y
As unemployed we are seen as politically helpless -

and easy to attack. The only way we will stop this is to | | . ' - . t
0l'gfl_I'll|:lC Ol3l'li¢lVOS inftead of being organised and | 1 | |' I g ' _,
manip ate . We shoud b a ‘ ' he _ ' '
authorities demanding to he hiiglrilsi flluiilrsmnetfiirizet should DOWN ‘N THEY ARE SCAM
be ‘It's fucking war - we're not going to grovel for - GQLDEN TRIANGLE , , ,
useless ill-paid slavery, nor are we going to accept the _ -
slavery of unemployment.‘ We should demand more money , .. . . , ' ' THE GREA T
fre; services _ ligc "angpon , and d¢,m,,s,,,,,c “hm _ ll s the lories reward to their faitliful .-................ ‘OIL RIG UP '
they start coming down on people.

The lot of the unemployed will not be changed
by people begging for work - nor will it be done
be moping about moaning — THE CHOICE IS
OURS.
-ii_..___

GLASGOW SMILES
Q SEASICK... IN GOVAN l !
UNREPORTED in the press is the story of
the crew of a merchant ship, the M.V. Terry,
sailing under a flag of convenience.

The owners went bankrupt and the crew -
cheap labour from Peru, the Phillipines and
lltdifl - Were left high and dry.

That was 3 MUNTIIS AGO, and still the
sailors have not been allowed to step foot on
dry land, being kept prisoner on their ship by the
Govan pqlis.

It's enough to make you run away to sea...
v
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tricnds in Big Business.

The scheme involves:
. Dirt cheap Ull-Rig, building, at u privatised

Scott l..|ih,,_ows

“An ‘Oil Boom‘ off the coast of .‘\fl'i1Il, and

‘ Privatisutioii of the oil-fired llunterston
Power Station, on ihc Ayrshire coast.

The government’ s attempting lo ditch half
the Greenock workforce, in the name of ‘ru,t-
ioualisution’ Tlicy’rc talking mill 11.;-[Inim
bureaucrats on how to run ".1 .‘=ll'LZiL|!lllllCtl yultl.
only the detcriniiiaition of the lh'u[lr¢.l.~r them-
selves stands in their vi-uy.

OIL BE DAMNED
'l'haiclicr’.~s worried about sucltil unrc.~,i

witch North Sea Uil -- Vtllltll 1-".iy.~. the l_int-iri-
ploymeiit Benefit bill -- runs uul. bi-r sh,-‘s
only too anxious to find an illl.L'fll.'iLl’v't.2 ;...urr;¢
of revenue in u (flydc Oil-field... and .~.lie’s
launched an attack on the tlllClli|1lri§_.»'r_:rl jug; in

case _it's a dud. And anyone who thinks a
lew picture postcard views would stand in the
Way of any Oil Company can’! be living in the
ZU th Cciilury.

The Tories are committed to privatising the
Electricity Supply industry. They also need
some ready cash to pay for the massive flop
of Torness Nuclear Power Station.

All in all, it’s a scenario that involves
the pauperisation of thousands of people, the
destruction of the environment, and the excuse
"for the Russians to stick a couple extra
niegaton on to the massive nuclear ‘payload’
they already have aimed at the West of Scot-
land.

A mass movement oi protest - that
doesn't rely on Labour r.'lPs or the 57
varieties ol bureaucrat - is long overdue
on the Clyde. S
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